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Ex Corde Ecclesiae passed
Papal document affects Catholic colleges and universities
by M.F. Stauff ’00
Assoc. Editor-in-Chief

By a vote of 223 to 31, the
Catholic Bishops of America
decided to implement the papal
document Ex Corde Ecclesiae
on Wednesday, November 17.
This document will tighten the
control America’s bishops have
over the 235 Catholic colleges
and universities within their
dioceses.
This document (translated to
mean “From the Heart of the
Church”) has been undergoing
discussion for nearly a decade
and has been through two major
revisions. It was initiated by the
Vatican out of concern for the
Catholic identities of America’s
colleges and universities. The
first draft was approved in 1996
by the United States Conference
of Bishops by a vote of 226-4.
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City Hall decked out for the holiday season

Dukakis promotes health care
reform to students, staff
Marybeth Campbell ’00
Head Copy Editor
by

Former Massachusetts Gov
ernor Michael Dukakis ad
dressed a roomful of students
and faculty Monday, December
6, to discuss the prevalent topic
of national health care reform
and the role of individual state
governments in health care
management. This issue has
been of recent concern for many
Rhode Island residents, with the
proposed merger of several
large Rhode Island hospitals
and the recent decisions of
many major Health Manage
ments Organizations to leave
the state.
Dukakis, a Democratic
leader in the Massachusetts leg
islature for two decades, has
been at the forefront of health
care policy-making throughout
his career. As governor, he
signed the first piece of legisla
tion for Massachusetts that
called for universal health care
coverage at the state level. This
legislation put Massachusetts in
the lead for health care reform
and policy making. Even after
his unsuccessful run for Presi
dent in 1988, Dukakis contin
ues to campaign for universal
health care coverage and con
tends that every state govern
ment should work its way to
wards suitable coverage for all
of its residents.
Dukakis purports that at least

44 million people are without
health care coverage and by
2010 that number will have
risen to 60 million. “Many
families without coverage are
working class people who can
not afford the high insurance
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Michael Dukakis
premiums set by large HMOs.
These uninsured are not getting
the care they need, and are cost
ing employers and taxpayers
exorbitant amounts of money,”
said Dukakis.
Dukakis is a strong propo
nent of the employee/employer
mandate, which would make it
a compulsory component for all
employers, and in effect all
employees, to provide and pay
for health care coverage. He
argues that coverage should ex
pand to all low-income work
ing class families, and the same
benefits received by those on
Medicaid and Medicare should
be given to those hard working

families.
In order to propagate this
mandate, Dukakis contends that
state governments need to take
action that is more forceful.
“States need to expand access
as best they can, and need to
collaborate their efforts with the
health care market, including
insurers, providers, HMOs and
employers,” he said. Without
collaboration, Dukakis feels,
“the Health Care Market will
collapse. Health care is not a
commodity, and we should plan
and regulate together,” says
Dukakis.
Dukakis argues that state
governors need to use the me
dia and use it effectively to
gather support for these critical
health care issues. He went on
to say, “Governors need to
gather support from coalitions
to enforce strong political poli
cies.” Without this support,
states will end up with huge
deficits and increasing insur
ance premiums. Dukakis men
tioned that Rhode Island is al
ready facing these problems.
Brigham and Women’s Hospi
tal in Massachusetts is currently
raising their premiums 14 per
cent, consequently losing many
of their long time customers.
Dukakis suggests that gover
nors start to work on shaping
their health care management
before it is too late.
“Challenges should be made
Dukakis, page 5

However, the proposal was
returned by the Vatican calling
for stricter language. The
current document now goes to
Rome for approval.
Rev. Philip A. Smith, O.P.,
President of the College, says,
“£x Corde Ecclesiae is a
comprehensive and wonderful
document that spells out the
nature and role of a Catholic
college. It reflects the bishops’
concerns of ensuring the
Catholic identity. This identity
should be more than just
inspirational messages on
admissions literature or
development brochures.”
It fully states that Catholic
colleges and universities are
fully autonomous and enjoy
academic freedom. However, it
says the school’s theologians
must be mandated by the local
bishop (a certification that they

teach “authentic Catholic
doctrine”), and the president of
the institution should be a
Catholic and a majority of the
trustees should be as well. The
approval of these norms has
been confronted with some
concerns.
Fr. Smith says, “I am
disappointed that it was passed
this year. More time is needed
to qualify the issues that are
there. Until more dialogue and
clarity emerges, the effects are
unknown.”
The first of these issues is the
mandate that all institution
theologians must receive from
the bishop. Fr. Smith says, “The
mandate is not exactly clear at
this date.” He feels the bishops
should take more time to
consider clarifying the mandate

Ex Corde, page 6

Feinstein director,
Battistoni, steps down
stages, a committee is currently
being assembled and advertise
ments are being placed in all the
With the program’s first appropriate journals, said Dr.
director stepping down and a Canavan, Vice President of
search for a new one underway, Academic Services.
The Feinstein Institute, which
Few people know a great
houses the
deal about
nation’s only
the Feinstein
public and
In-stitute be
community
sides those
service maintimately
jor/minor
involved. It
program, is
has enjoyed
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a rich history
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Political
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to his teach
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Feinstein,
full time. “It Photo by James Klinger ’03
started what
is time for
program
Dr. Richard Battistoni
new leader
faculty and
ship.
This
was
never professor of sociology Hugh
directorship for life; any Lena called “a good example
program or organization needs of faculty and students working
new leadership and energy.
on interdisciplinary programs to
“He (Battistoni) has make something new...that is
impressed upon me so many the legacy.”
good and thoughtful things,” The Beginning
said Jessica Cigna ’00. “He has
“I want to take public and
gone above and beyond any community service and make it
expectations and as a result the a noble undertaking to show our
Institute has come so far.” youth that there are no higher
Cigna also expressed an ideals than caring, compassion,
appreciation for his ability to and brotherhood.” This was the
really listen to students
Feinstein, page 4
With the search in its first
Carrie Spiros ’00
Editor-in-Chief
by

Four former baseball players
have filed suit against PC, Fr.
Smith, and former head coach
Charlie Hickey on the grounds
that they were deceived.

Junior basketball player
Jamaal Camah was in court on
November 20 to plead no con
test on charges of domestic
disorderly conduct.
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Pinehurst Street fire
investigated for arson

* Alcohol problems on campus were discussed at the Student Congress meet
ing on November 29. The conversation focused on the increase in alcoholrelated problems on campus and on possible ways to deal with this problem.
There have been an increased number of write-ups this semester, but this has
not reduced the problem. Different disciplinary methods were discussed by
the Congress. The Congress’ Subcommittee on Alcohol Awareness will con
tinue to look at this problem.

* The Gaelic Society has received recognition as a club from the Congress.
Their constitution was unanimously approved, and the Providence College
community can look forward to events sponsored by this group in the future.
* The National Society of Collegiate Scholars also has received recognition
from the Student Congress. This group will serve to recognize and celebrate
high achievement among First and second year students. To qualify for mem
bership, a student must meet several academic requirements, including at
taining a 3.4 GPA or above and Filling out a membership profile. The group
is the Providence College branch of a national organization.
* The Congress is looking into updating the computer registration system.
Currently, it is only updated in the morning of each day of registration.
* In conjunction with the discussion on alcohol problems, Congress is con
cerned with damages to the dorms. If anyone has any information about who
is responsible for acts of vandalism, whether they know for sure or not, they
can make an anonymous call to Ron Kelly at extension 2763. This is in an
effort to eradicate the high damage costs shouldered by all students as well as
supporting the UNICCO workers who clean up messes they are not respon
sible for.

* The food committee did a tour of Raymond Cafeteria. Raymond was built
for 500 people but currently serves 3,000. The cafeteria workers have asked
for more oven, refrigeration and work space. These changes, if implemented,
may considerably improve service.
* The alcohol awareness subcommittee will be having a tree lighting during
exams. Look for further details to come.

* The Intramural Athletic Board is looking for referees. Anyone interested
should stop by their office in Peterson.
* General discussion this week was about campus safety. If you have sugges
tions about where lighting and blue call boxes are needed on campus please
call the congress office at extension 2419.
* The Congress wishes everyone good luck on their finals and a happy holi
day season.

Compiled by Dan Reed ’02

JRW charges dropped
Charges filed against several PC. students attending JRW festivities November
12 at the Palladium in Worcester have been dropped, stated Rev. J. Stuart McPhail,
O.P.
Patrick Bench ’01, Junior Class President, said that while “some students were
arrested that night, no charges applied.”
The students’ case was dismissed prior to its court hearing as the students were
not held on a serious enough offense, said Fr. McPhail.
Though the nature of the charges and the students implicated have remained
undisclosed, the November 18 issue of The Cowl cited problems with students
leaving and attempting to reenter the building.
Compiled by Kristin DiQuolIo ’02

The Cowl thanks the Office of
Archives, especially Jane Jackson
and Jane Ellingwood, for their
help and contributions to our
Millennium issue.

Cadet Dumas wins award
ROTC News- John L. Dumas
of Alfred, Maine and a
Providence College Sophomore
majoring in Psychology, was
awarded an Army ROTC 3 Year
Active Duty Scholarship. Cadet
Dumas was contracted into the
Providence College Army ROTC
program on 12 November 1999
by Captain Ellis Hopkins, the
Battalion Recruiting Officer.

A 1995 Ford Explorer suffered shattered windows and blistered paint from
last Tuesday morning’s fire
“The fire is incendiary in nature,
by Rebecca Piro ’00
which means it was possibly due to
News Editor
arson. It is under investigation,” he said.
A fire that erupted on the first floor
Joseph Hanley ’00, a third floor
porch of an off-campus residence last resident, was sleeping when he awoke
Tuesday morning, displacing eight PC to the sound of a man banging on the
students, is still under investigation for door to alert the students of danger.
arson.
“We ran out of the house and saw a
Four engines and three ladder trucks couch on the porch that was on fire,”
from all over the city reported to the Hanley said. “It went up pretty quickly,
scene of 79-81 Pinehurst Street at all the way up the comer of the house.”
approximately 8:55 a.m. early Tuesday,
The fire melted vinyl siding on the
November 30 when a fire that started on house and charred the shingles
the first-floor quickly spread up the side underneath, said Chief Rattigan. It
of the house to the third floor.
quickly spread to the right side of the
The fire, which was under control by house and traveled up to the third floor
9:24 a.m., appears to have started on a eaves.
couch outside, said James F. Rattigan,
A 1995 Ford Explorer belonging to
Chief of the Department.
Fire, page 5

Fr. Myers elected Prior
served as Sub-Prior of the Priory of Saint
Thomas Aquinas under Fr. Hennessy. He
is also a member of the Department of
Effective last month, Rev. Edward Theology and currently teaches the
Timothy Myers, O.P. was elected Prior course Principles of Catholicism.
The Priory of Saint Thomas Aquinas
of the Priory of Saint Thomas Aquinas.
He succeeds Rev. Robert J. Hennessy, is comprised of 52 Dominicans. Fr.
O.P. whose term as Prior had ended.
Myers explained that many of the
“I was elected for a three-year term Dominicans who reside in the Priory
of office. The election was confirmed have lived there for many years, and
and I took over [as Prior] on November several are retired from teaching. Fr.
first, replacing Fr. Hennessy,” Fr. Myers Myers described the Dominican
said.
community at Provid
Fr. Myers grew up in
ence College as “one of
Providence, R.I., and is
the largest in the world.”
therefore familiar with
“The Dominican
Providence College
Order elects its local
and the surrounding
superiors as well as its
community. He attend
provincials,” he ex
ed La Salle Academy
plained. “Ever since the
and graduated from
[Dominican] Order was
Providence College in
founded in the early 13th
1958 with a degree in
century,” he said, “we
history. In addition, he
have had a democratic
has several family
form of government in
members who have
terms of electing our
attended Providence
superiors.”
Photo by James Klinger '03
College.
The transition to the
Rev. Edward Timothy
Subsequent to his
role of Prior has been a
Myers O.P.
graduation fromProvidsmooth one for Fr.
ence College, Fr. Myers entered the Myers. “I must say,” he said, “that both
novitiate at St. Joseph’s Priory in Ohio. the fathers and the brothers have been,
He was ordained a Dominican priest in if you will, very easy on me. I have
1965. One of his first assignments was found the whole community to be both
teaching at a diocesan seminary in fraternal and cooperative in their
Nairobi, Kenya. Later, Fr. Myers served relations with me.”
as both a teacher and chaplain at Albertus
In his role as Prior, Fr. Myers said that
his duties, “are basically to ensure that
Magnus College.
“I taught at Albertus Magnus College the spiritual and corporal needs of the
in New Haven, Connecticut. For a time community are provided for.”
I did parochial work in Westchester
“Any goals,” said Fr. Myers, “would
County, N.Y., and in Kentucky before be to ensure that, as a community, we
going to New York to be treasurer [of are striving to live up to the Constitutions
the Province of St. Joseph],” he stated.
of the Order, the legislative Acts of our
Fr. Myers served three four-year Provincial Chapter.” In addition, Fr.
terms as treasurer of the Province of Myers hopes that the construction of the
Saint Joseph before returning to new chapel will provide “a little bit more
Providence College in 1988, where he exposure” between the student body and
worked as treasurer of the College until the Dominican community.
1993.
Prior, page 4
For the past three years, Fr. Myers has
by

Caitlin Fitzpatrick ’01

News Staff
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Crime awareness lecture
addresses gang violence
by

Laura Meneses ’03

News Staff

Detective Michael Wheeler alerted
the College community to the growing
threat of gangs in the city of Providence
on Tuesday, November 30. Sponsored
by the Providence College Security
Department and the Center for Teaching
Excellence, the lecture, held in ’64 Hall,
was one of many sessions which make
up a crime awareness program recently
instituted at Providence College.
Sergeant David Marshal, head of
crime prevention on campus, organized
the “gang squad” presentation in an
effort to “make students aware of life
outside Providence College.”
Although the lecture was open to the
entire College community, the audience
consisted primarily of sociology majors
and student teachers, many of whom
may interact with gang members on a
daily basis in their respective careers. As
Sarah Manco ’03 commented, “I am
interested in education. What I learned
today I can apply.”
Detective Wheeler opened the lecture
in an informative fashion, discussing
techniques
of
gang
member
identification as well as typical gang
lifestyles. “The most difficult thing to
understand is the mentality of these kids.
People need to have an understanding
of what these kids are like,” stated
Wheeler.
While a desire for recognition and
acceptance are major causes of
participation in gangs, Wheeler cited
lack of financial and social opportunity
as the key determinant of involvement.
“A lot of [this problem] comes from
home,” admitted Wheeler.
Wheeler, a member of the Providence
Police Department who has worked
exclusively with gangs for three years,
emphasized his concern over the denial
of the existing problems by local
politicians. With a surge in gang
membership to over 1,200 people in the
city of Providence, Wheeler made his
disappointment in the lack of response
on the part of government officials clear.
“The city’s in denial that we have a
gang problem...[government officials]
don’t want to give us the resources to
combat this,” Wheeler said.
Wheeler made the issue more
concrete for the audience by citing major
gang activity in the immediate vicinity
of Providence College. He indicated
areas only minutes away from campus,
such as the Camden Elementary School

playground and the 7-11 located on the
comer of Smith Street and Chalkstone
Avenue as sites of gang activity.
Many students who fulfill work-study
obligations off-campus at Camden
Elementary School have been exposed
to the growing presence of gangs as a
result.
Jayne Desmond ’03 works closely
with English as a Second Language
students at Camden Elementary in an
after-school sports program. “When you
take the kids outside, you have to be
aware of who’s around. You can’t trust
everyone that’s there,” said Desmond.
“The general public is fairly safe from
these kids,” stated Wheeler in response
to personal security concerns expressed
by the audience. In spite of this, Wheeler
placed emphasis upon “strength in
numbers.” “It’s the easiest thing to do,”
he added.
In order to combat the escalation of
gang activity in Providence, Detective
Wheeler suggested the development of
resistance programs within local
elementary and secondary schools.
A football and basketball league
developed by the Providence Police
Department is one program that has
proved successful in decreasing hostility
between rival gangs in the city. Wheeler
and other officers devote a great deal of
time off the clock to the supervision of
these games. “We give up our time
because we believe in what we are
doing,” stated Wheeler.
The program has facilitated the
establishment of greater civility amongst
members of opposing gangs. “[Gang
members] vent their frustrations on the
football field without shooting each
other,” said Wheeler.
Wheeler recalled a series of football
games involving two local gangs who
are “originators as far as gang life in the
city of Providence.” Gang members
were unruly during the first game;
however, a unique rapport was
established by their final encounter on
the field.
“What was amazing is that they
helped each other,” commented Wheeler,
who observed rival gang members
shaking hands and helping each other to
their feet.
However, Wheeler admits that this is
merely “a band-aid solution” to the
growth of gangs in the city of
Providence. “I see gangs getting worse
in the city,” said Wheeler. “Until the
state admits we have a problem, we’re
not going to settle it.”

Avoiding spring
break scams

smooth trip to the Bahamas last spring,
Bethanie Stepka ’01 and Kerry Andersen
News Staff
’01, along with fifteen of their friends,
Falling temperatures and frosty air are got quite the opposite.
signs of more than just winter weather
“A friend booked us through a travel
to college students-they conjure up agent and we received what sounded like
thoughts of spring break. Once again the a great package at the time,” Stepka
time has come for students to begin commented. “They said all was set and
planning a much-anticipated week of fun we would get everything from free
and relaxation. However, the task of tickets to a meal plan and great deals.”
finding the right travel agency or tour This, in fact, is far from what really
package may not be as easy as it seems. happened.
“We ended up
Students must
Skilled salespeople, often with years getting our tickets
be aware of
of experience selling dubious
one or two days
fraudulent
travel packages products and services over the phone, before we left, so
to
prevent pitch travel packages that may sound we had had no
information
themselves
legitimate, but often are not.
about our flight,”
from ending up
Federal Trade Commission _______ _Stepka
con
a victim of a _
spring break scam.
tinued. “When we got there, people had
‘‘A scam is when you pay for never even heard of our company. Some
something and do not get it,” stated of us didn’t even have hotel rooms and
Robert Baranoski, office manager of we ended up having to put out more
Student Travel Services.
“An money down there.”
illegitimate company will keep selling
Although the students eventually
something that, really, they don’t even sorted things out and enjoyed
have.”
themselves, the vacation came to a
PC students have dealt with these disappointing conclusion when the
Spring break, page 6
problems in the past. Expecting a simple,
by
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“Crimes & Pardons”
Poli Sci professor published in Signs

by

Carrie Spiros ’00

Editor in Chief

Dr. Mary Bellhouse, professor of
political science since 1977, has
recently been published in Signs,
considered by many in the field to be
the pre-eminent journal in women’s
studies.
Her piece “Crimes and Pardons”
from Sign's special issue entitled
“Institutions, Regulations and Social
Control” explores “the role of art and
its un-thought practices in the
restructuring of the socio-symbolic
economy of illegalities that played a
crucial role in the emergence and
A/y

science includes feminist theory,
culture studies and political theory.
“My research on art and identity in the
eighteenth century France has
enormously enriched my teaching at
Providence College,” she said.
Bellhouse sees the most impact on her
students in her Women Politics and
Politics and Culture courses here at
Providence College.
Commenting on what her courses
at Providence have to offer students,
she says, “(in) certain disciplines there
are boundaries...this is part of the
profession you can change; you change
what it actually means to do political
theory.”

research on art and identity in the eighteenth century
France has enormously enriched my
teaching at Providence College.
Dr. Mary Bellhouse

consolidation of middle class power in
the eighteenth century France,” write
the editors of the journal.
“It also explores the importance of
class, criminality and gender, along
with their histocrity,” explains
Bellhouse.
Thrilled about this publication, she
said, “The journal Signs is an excellent
venue for my work,” she said.
Bellhouse has been working on
eighteenth century France since her
graduate school dissertation on JeanJacques Rousseau at the State
University of New York. For the first
time in 1980-81, and then again in
recent years, Bellhouse spent time in
Paris, France, where she found herself
“spending increasing amounts of time
looking at eighteenth century paintings
and engravings.”
She became
convinced through her research that
much of art was directly related to
power.
Her specialization within political

This publication comes a year and
a half after the publication of her essay,
“Erotic ‘Remedy’ Prints and Fall of the
Aristocracy in Eighteenth Century
France” which appeared in Political
theory: An International Journal of
Political Philosophy.
Dr. Bellhouse became a full
professor in 1991. Prior to coming here
she taught for three years at the
University of Maine at Orono. She
received her BA from Barnard College
and her doctorate from the State
University ofNew York at Buffalo. She
also spent two years as a Visiting
Scholar at the Pembroke Center for
Teaching and Research on Women at
Brown University, and a year as a
Visiting Scholar with the Department
of Political Science at Columbia
University.
Ifyou would like to obtain a copy of
her latest publication, please email her
at bellhous@ providence.edu and
include your mailing address.

Fourth racism incident reported
Voice mail harassment under investigation
by

Rebecca Piro ’00

News Editor

An “explicit and vulgar” message left
on the voice mail of Oscar Mayorga ’01
is the fourth racist incident to occur this
semester. As with the previous three
incidents, the guilty person(s) has yet to
be found.
The message that Mayorga received
at 2:30 a.m. Saturday included the word
“spic,” but his name was never
mentioned.
“We are unable to trace the call
because it is an outside line,” said Rev.
Kenneth Sicard O.P. “We are pursuing

this but we just don’t know how far we
will get with it.”
Mayorga expressed his frustration
with the offensive issues and the lack of
conclusive results.
“We need somebody to confess or
turn somebody in,” he said. “There is
no other way of knowing who left that
message.”
“My frustration and anger level is
increasing exponentially every time this
occurs. I still have the desire to (help)
improve the school, yet ignorance of this
magnitude is beyond my understanding,”
Mayorga added. “There is no reason to
Voicemail, page 6

Laura McGinn 01

Chapel Update
Each week The Cowl will be updating
the progress of St. Dominic’s Chapel.
This week:

♦Construction of forms for the east
wall of the Chapel was completed last
week with the “high” wall being
poured last Friday. The west walls will
be poured this week, weather
permitting.

♦Water proofing of the foundation has
begun. This is a multi-phased process
that includes the sealing of the
foundation with black sealer,
installation of the blue insulation and
then wrapped with a filter fabric. This
process creates a moisture barrier,
keeping the interior sub-terrainian
space dry.
♦Last week the site contractor started
the installation of the “french”

drainage system around the base of the
foundation. This system is installed to
divert ground water from the walls and
floor of the foundation.

Special thanks to Mark Rapoza,
Director of Business Strategy for the
information provided.
Compiled by Caylen Macera ’01
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Expired inspection
stickers spur concern
by

Jen Moran ’02

News Staff

Inspection dates for several elevators
around campus have come and gone,
according to overdue inspection stickers
posted within the elevators. Considering
incidents earlier this semester involving
student safety, questions have arisen as
to whether the required inspections were
performed; and if so, why the new
stickers have not yet been posted.
Elevator inspection for safety is
required annually by the state of Rhode
Island, according to Warren Gray,
Director of Physical Plant, as stated in a
recent Cowl article, “Taking the stairs:
Students opt against elevators due to
safety and maintenance concerns.”
According to elevator inspection
stickers from Otis Elevator Company,
“This certificate authorizes operation of
this elevator, 1) pending subsequent
action by the department (Department of
Labor and Training) or 2) for one year
or until date of use is revoked.” They
also state to, “Notify this department
immediately of any defects since date of
inspection.”
Several elevators in on-campus
residences including Davis Hall,
Bedford Hall and McVinney Hall, have
stickers from last year’s inspection
which expired as of October 28, 1999.
Students have voiced opinions and
complaints regarding the safety and
efficiency of elevators on campus. In
the Cowl article students stated that they
feared their safety when riding in certain
elevators, and there were documented
incidences where elevators broke down
in McVinney Hall and Bedford Hall.
Students have not recently reported
many major elevator incidences since the
beginning of the year. However, an
elevator in Davis is currently broken
because, according to Richard Duffy,
Apartment Complex Director, “The
elevator is not leveling off on the top
floor.” However, students still have

A message from Security
All 875 student-parking stickers
have been issued for the academic
year 1999/2000-there are 80
sophomores on a waiting list and
there are no spaces available for
them.
A student with an emergency
medical problem can obtain a one or
two night temporary spot in the
commuter lot (Schneider Arena).
There are no extended temporary
spaces because you are actually
taking up someone else’s space.
DO NOT bring a car back to
campus after Thanksgiving Break.
NO excuses will be accepted.

access to the elevator, which is not roped
off from use.
Despite this incident, Duffy stated
that the inspections have taken place.
The new certificates are on file with the
school, he said. As to why they have not
yet been posted,
“It is a matter of the state filling the
records out,” Duffy added. He said that
if an incident involving student safety
were to occur, the new certificates are
on file to prove that PC elevators have
passed inspection, although they are not
posted.
“It is Physical Plant’s responsibility
that the certificates of inspection dates
within the elevators get changed
annually,” Duffy stated in the previous
Cowl article. However, Physical Plant
is very busy and, “Sometimes they
(Physical Plant) don’t get around to
putting up the new inspection dates,”
Duffy stated in the article.
Most recently, Gray affirmed that the
elevators have definitely been inspected
by the state of Rhode Island. He also
said that they have all passed inspection,
despite a few minor repairs that need to
be made, simply due to the age of the
elevators. Gray stated that Physical Plant
is waiting on getting the new stickers
from the State and since they are very
busy, PC has not received them yet.
Erin O’Brien ’03 of McVinney Hall
implied that she was uneasy that the new
inspection stickers are not up yet. She
expressed, “I am nervous riding the
elevators and I would like new ones.”
Another McVinney resident said that
one of the elevators broke down recently
and was only stopping on the ground and
tenth floor. Kristy Whalen ’02, also a
resident of McVinney, remarked that she
felt a lot safer taking the stairs as opposed
to the elevators. “I am not an elevator
person,” Whalen added.
The preceding article is a reprintfrom
the 11/18/99 issue o/The Cowl due to
an error that occurred in that issue.

New Prior
-Continued from page 2-

“I think that it is important that the
students realize that our Province
continues to make a major investment
in its personnel in the College because
it considers the College to be a primary
apostolate of the Province,” he said.
Students are encouraged to attend
liturgies at the Priory. “We do have a
Mass each morning [in the Priory]
around 7:30 from Monday through
Friday and our students are always
welcome to join us for our community
Mass,” Fr. Myers stated.
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Feinstein Institute
-Continued from page 1-

hope set forth by Alan Shawn Feinstein,
taken from the Feinstein Institute
information brochure.
The large monetary grant was
awarded to Providence College after
tough competition from the other
college’s and universities in Rhode
Island.
In 1993, then President Rev. John
Cunnigham O.P. appointed William
Hudson, political science professor,
acting director and set up a research and
development team consisting of eight
faculty members, many of whom would
come to teach in the program later.
Faculty included Fr. Stan Lazaro
(Theology), Dr. Jane Penny Callahan
(Education),
Dr. Carnal Elkin
(Marketing), Dr. Linda Jamieson
(Marketing), Dr. Ann Norton
(chairperson of Art History), Dr. Ellen
Salvatore (Social Work).
The research and development team
was sent all over the country to observe
possible models and determine what
Lena called, “best practices.” After the
search was complete, “We decided we
wanted to create something unique.
There was just nothing out there that fit,”
said Lena.
The determinations made by the team
was that it would be a program based on
education, utilizing required community
service that would lead students to a
major or minor. The four basic goals set
forth by the Institute include: offering
an interdisciplinary major and minor in
public and community service studies;
supporting and encouraging service
learning in courses across the College
curriculum;
stimulating
interdisciplinary study and reflection on
public service and community;
promoting stronger ties between
Providence College and the diverse
communities of which the college is a
part.
Getting on its feet
The pilot year commenced in 1994.
The initial students did not receive a
major in the program. And in 1995-96,
the College approved the major.
Christine Rose ’00, a double major
in public and community service and
political science, recalls taking
Feinstein’s introductory course her
freshman year. “The main thing for me
in taking 101 was the integration of being
able to be out in the field and then
combining the concepts in the
classrooms, complemented my political
science studies.”
Senior Stephanie Blank, who heard
about the program from one of the initial
pilot program students, remembers her
first year as exciting, she heard about the
program from one of the initial pilot
students, “1 loved it. I hadn’t had
experience with a democratic classroom
before.” She was also excited by the

large part service has played in her
educational experience.
“Our courses offer an opportunity
to work in the community, a vibrant and
exciting community, and bring it back
to the classroom, linking it to the value
of social justice,” explained Battistoni.
Lena commented, “We don’t fully
appreciate how much of a demand the
program places on students’ time and the
way the program asks them to question
themselves.” Lena expressed a need on
the part of the faculty to spend more time
working with this issue.
Since public and community
service is a program its faculty is found
throughout the College. Right now, the
majority of the faculty is from the social
sciences. This is something both Lena
and Battistoni see needing to change. “It
isn’t a problem, but
to be truly interdisciplinary we need
more faculty from the humanities,”
said Lena.
One of the unique features of the
program is the sequential course
structure, which incorporates the
knowledge of and builds upon the
previous course. Each course in the
program specifically builds on the last,
culminating in a capstone seminar
experience in senior year where students
guide fellow students through the
experiences they are engaged in at their
own services sites.
The Institute is not without its
stigmas. Many students on campus
question specifically how it is different
from other programs that specifically
focus on community service. Battistoni
explains that it is there is a focus on
structured classroom and group
reflection, whether oral or written, on the
service they are engaged in.
Blank believes any unknowns are
best cleared up in a simple way. “I would
invite students to a class- nothing could
be more powerful than sitting in on a
class.”
The Future
“It has opend up many opportunities
I otherwise wouldn’t have had,” said
Scott Kmack ’00. Kmack spent tow
spring breaks working with communities
in Tennessee and Washington D.C. “I
worked with many different people other
than my own.”
“We are constantly changing our
vision. No courses are taught in the same
way twice,” said Battistoni. “We should
strive to make the courses stronger and
better, constantly changing.”
When asked whether she believed
the Institute is fulfilling its mission, Rose
commented, “There are always questions
about who the Institute serves....
community or the students. There is

Feinstein, page 5

~ Local News Update ~
• Former Police Chief Alan A. Gouveia of Jamestown was arrested this week on charges he embezzled from the police union. The 48-year-old retired East
Providence police sergeant was charged with three felony counts of embezzlement. Gouveia served for almost 10 years as the treasurer of the East Providence
Fraternal Order of Police, retiring in 1997. State Police say Gouveia embezzled a total of $26,000 from the union between 1994 and 1996. He was released on
a $10,000 personal recognizance.
• The state’s surplus is currently in jeopardy due to overspending by some agencies. The current revenue surplus this year is estimated at $22 million. A looming
settlement of a long-running contract dispute with the state prison guards’ union and an unrelated legal battle over downtown Providence real estate is also
threatening to wipe out that surplus. On the bright side, the state’s year-end budget surplus could be more than $40 million, thanks largely to sales tax increases.
• Independent State Representative Aram Garabedian says temporary tax breaks from the city and state financing could help turn the Harvard Pilgrim Health
Center of Warwick into an independent medical complex. Current doctors working at the health center could choose to form a new group practice and continue
seeing patients. Other health insurers would pay the bills when Harvard closes.
• The Washington based Fordham Foundation says the state of Rhode Island barely passes when it comes to improving the quality of teachers. The Foundation
based their study on three criteria: subject mastery, whether teachers know the subject matter they teach; multiple pathways- whether the state works to attract
people from non-teaching fields; and staffing autonomy- whether principals have the ability to hire and fire. The state received an “A” for subject mastery but
failed all others, grade average D-.
• Former Governor Edward D. DiPrete will be released from prison this week. The three-term governor pleaded guilty to 18 counts of bribery, racketeering and
extortion. DiPrete served under a year at the Adult Correctional Institutions. He is the first governor of Rhode Island to be incarcerated.

• A federal grand jury is currently looking into how Mayor Buddy Cianci spends his campaign money. Cianci raises and spends more campaign money than any
politician in the state of Rhode Island. ABC6 discovered that nearly all of Cianci’s top aids, department heads, and high-ranking officers in the police and fire
departments are regular donors to the Mayor’s campaign. Most give the maximum of $1,000 a year. Cianci denies that promotions have ever been linked to
campaign contributions.
~ Compiled by Kristin Stanley ’01
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Pinehurst fire under
investigation for arson
-Continued from page 2first floor resident Patrick Kelleher ’00 campus parking passes.
that was parked in the driveway suffered
Hanley was unsure of the names of
damage as well.
the second floor residences and where
“There was an auto parked on the they were staying, but they are PC
right side of the house,” said Chief students, he said.
Rattigan, “and the fire shattered
Hanley was pleased by PC’s quick
windows on the left-hand side and action in securing shelter for the
blistered the paint.”
students.
While 79-81 Pinehurst houses
“The school handled it really well,”
occasional smokers, Hanley did not he said. “1 called Fr. McPhail, Offindicate an accident with cigarettes could Campus Housing, and Fr. Sicard
be responsible for the fire. Hanley had immediately (after the incident). They
no suspicions as to the nature of the fire. gave us a place to stay, a meal plan for a
“Nobody knows how the couch caught week, and said to let us know if we
on fire,” he said. “Who knows?”
needed any help.”
All residents have been temporarily
While there have been other incidents
displaced by the incident, said Hanley, of fires in off-campus housing in the PC
due to damages to the staircase reaching neighborhood, such as the Memorial
to the second and third floors, and holes Day fire on Oakland Street last year,
burned in the walls. Some water damage Hanley has no qualms about living in the
occurred while battling the fire, Chief neighborhood.
Rattigan added, and places where
“I would move back into the house
firefighters had to open up the walls in a second,” he said. “I don’t feel safety
during the overhaul after the fire was put is a problem. Our house has always been
out.
up to code since we’ve been living there
“The front staircase was damaged last year, and our landlord is on top of
that goes to the second and third floors,” it.”
said Hanley, “and there are holes in that
But code regulations are not a source
side of the building. But there’s not of the fire problems, said Carolyn Ryan,
much other damage.” Other than Director of Off-Campus Housing.
Kelleher’s car, no personal items were
“This house (79-81 Pinehurst) does
damaged by the fire.
meet code, and it has nothing to do with
While it is unclear how long residents the fire on the porch. This fire didn’t
of 79-81 Pinehurst will be displaced, PC have anything to do with the safety of
has provided the guest quarters in lower the house, and had nothing to do with
Mai Brown for Hanley and his any of the previous fires,” she said.
roommates Shaun Buckley ’00 and Jesse
Chief Rattigan did not indicate that
Nolan ’00 at least through mid-January there was a possible connection between
when classes resume after the holiday any of the off-campus fires. “There is
break. First floor students Patrick no reason to believe there is a connection
Kelleher ’00, Philip Meneses ’00 and between any of the fires,” he said.
Edward Bosse ’00 were offered a room
The Fire Prevention Bureau and
in St. Joseph’s Hall, and all students were Arson Squad will continue looking into
given a meal plan for a week and on- the cause of the fire, he added.

Tents on Statehouse lawn protest lack of homeless shelters for holiday season

Dukakis
Lecture

Feinstein
Institute
-Continued from page 4always room for improvement but we
need to maintain the balance of quality
service and learning is happening.”
Dr. Canavan hopes the entire new
director search will be completed and a
candidate chosen by the Spring of 2000.
The Cowl will continue to follow this
story.

-Continued from page 1to every state government,” according to
Dukakis, “to expand access of health
care coverage to everyone, nationwide.”
He advocates that all state governments
take a leadership role in health policy
reform. “State governments need to work
together and take an aggressive stance
on health care reform,” states Dukakis.

Food for fines
The Phillips Memorial Library is sponsoring its annual food for fines program.
This is a good opportunity to clear your overdue fines and to provide food for the
needy. The library will clear one dollar in fines for each can of food brought in
between December 1 and December 22, 1999. The Providence College
chaplain’s office will distribute the food to needy families. Please keep in mind
the following guidelines: cans must be in good condition; cans must not be out
dated; and the program applies only to Providence College library materials.
Please call the library circulation department, ext. 1422 for further information.
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Spring break scams Ex Corde Ecclesiae
-Continued from page 3group found out that they had no flight
home. According to Stepka and
Andersen, their last night of vacation
was spent in the Philadelphia airport.
“It was just one of those things that
I’ll never do again,” stated Andersen.
“It was a rip-off because we did not get
at all what we paid for.”
“Skilled salespeople, often with
years of experience selling dubious
products and services over the phone,
pitch travel packages that may sound
legitimate, but often are not,” said a
Telemarketing Travel Fraud pamphlet
produced by the Federal Trade
Commission. “These pitches usually
include: oral misrepresentations, high
pressure/time pressure tactics,
‘affordable’ offers, and contradictory
follow-up material.”
Even so, there are ways in which
people can protect themselves from a
vacation scam. Baranoski suggests
several things students may do to guard
themselves against fraud. “You can call
a better business bureau in the city
where you are from or call and use local
travel agencies which have experience.
If a travel agency is a member of ASTA
(American Society of Travel Agents),
that is a very good thing. Only
legitimate companies can receive this
membership.”
The FTC also suggests several
precautions to take in searching out a
travel package. The pamphlet tells
travelers to: “be wary of ‘great deals’
and low-priced offers; don’t be
pressured into buying; ask detailed

questions; get all information in writing
before you agree to buy; don’t give your
credit card number or bank information
over the phone unless you know the
company; don’t send money by
messenger or overnight mail; check out
the company before you buy; and, if in
doubt, say ‘no.’”
Baranoski added that students should
always make sure that they are dealing
with a tour operator and not a wholesaler
company. “A tour operator is in business
year round and contracts directly with the
airlines and hotels. A wholesaler
company does not do this. They simply
make trip reservations acting as a middle
man,” stated Baranoski.
When dealing with the prices of the
trip, students should look carefully at
them. “The only add-ons to the base price
which you should pay are a peak week
surcharge, the city add-on (it costs more
to fly out of certain cities), and the price
increase if a person does not pay by a
certain date,” stated Baranoski. “The
legitimate add-ons which do remain are
departure taxes and handling expenses.”
Although travel fraud will continue to
occur, the FTC is making efforts to
control it. According to a news release
from the FTC’s web page, the
Commission began “Operation Trip
Trap” in August; “a joint law enforcement
and consumer education effort targeting
companies that misrepresent vacation
packages.”
For more information about travel
fraud and possible forms of protection,
students may look at www.ftc.gov or
www.STStravel.com.

Library Hours
LIBRARY HOURS- READING AND EXAM PERIODS

Sanctions/Charges
Charge:

Public Urination

Standards of Conduct
(Page
39,
II,
GUILTY
2.
Furnishing False Information
(Page
39,
II,
GUILTY
3.
Underage Drinking
(Page
40,
GUILTY
4.
Indecent Conduct
(Page
39,
GUILTY

1.

Standards of Conduct
(Page 39. II, I)
GUILTY
2.
Damage to Property of another member of
Providence CollegeCommunity while on
campus property
(Page 39, V)
GUILTY
3.
Underage Drinking
(Page 40, VII)
GUILTY
The following penalties are imposed by this
office:
1.
Students will be responsible for any
damages to automobiles in the parking lot
of Fennell for acts committed against the
autos.
2.
Disciplinary Probation until May 15, 2000
3.
$100 fine due January 15, 2000

1.

Charge:
Violation of Alcohol Policy.
Underage Drinking

1A)

2A)

VII)

2F)

Sanctions:
1.

Fourth racist occurrence
-Continued from page 3use words that are charged with such of the diversity committee.
“As a person on the diversity
hatred.”
Mayorga will continue to cooperate committee for Student Congress and a
with Residence Life in hopes that this Providence College student, I am very
time the issue will be resolved. upset to hear about something like this
However, he believes things like this again,” she said. “We, as a committee,
point to a greater issue on the campus are working to help prevent this in the
future.”
that calls for more attention.
Fr. Sicard noted that he is meeting
Student Congress is responding to
the racism concerns of this semester, with some students next week concerning
said Kristin Bahrenburg ’00, a member the incident.

Communities for People, Inc.

Friday, December 10.................................. .......... 8:00 a.m. - 11:45 p.m.
Saturday, December 11............................. .......... 8:00 a.m. - 11:45 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 12- Friday, Dec. 17.......... ............. 8:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Saturday, December 18............................. .......... 8:00 a.m. - 11:45 p.m.
Sunday, December 19............................... ............. 8:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Monday, December 20.............................. .............8:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Tuesday, December 21.............................. .............8:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Wednesday, December 22........................ .............8:00 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Charge: Intoxicated students break antennas on
four cars in Fennell Hall parking lot

-Continued from page 1and the manner in which it will be issued Catholics on our Board and will continue
by the bishops.
to.” In fact, Most Reverend Robert E.
This leads to the second issue of how Mulvee, Bishop of Providence, holds a
to handle the mandate and still maintain seat on the PC Board of Trustees. Fr.
Smith says, “The College has a
institutional autonomy.
Fr. Smith says that two icons of wonderful working relationship with the
American education are academic diocese and Bishop Mulvee. He is not
freedom and institutional autonomy. He someone out there external to what goes
feels they are compatible with Ex Corde on at PC. He knows the College
Ecclesiae citing that both “are already intimately.”
In terms of the legality of the
compromised in many areas.” He says
education institutions are confronted document, Fr Smith says, “I do not know
with accreditation policies and over what the legal implications are. I wanted
7,000 government regulations that more time to dialogue because the legal
breach autonomy. In terms of academic issues have been talked about by those
freedom, Fr. Smith says they are who either support or oppose the
frequently infringed upon by hate codes document.” He feels this subjectivity
demands the recruitment of an objective
and speech codes.
“Academic excellence must always legal council who will not act as an
be the coin of the realm. You cannot advocate for either side.
“This document will not cause any
sacrifice education for faith,” says Fr.
Smith. “However, it is just as much an great changes at PC. We are not
infringement of academic freedom to anticipating many problems,” says Fr.
exclude knowledge that comes from Smith. “One of the great strengths of
higher education in this country is the
faith.”
Regarding the norm that calls for a diversity of education in this country.
majority of Catholics serving as trustees, Catholic colleges bring a faith
Fr. Smith says, “Our Mission is very perspective which would otherwise not
clear as to our identity. We have non- be present.”

$75.00 Fine

2.
Disciplinary Probation until
May 15, 2000
3.
This letter will serve as a letter of disciplin
ary warning for the first offense alcohol
viola
tion.

221 Waterman Street-Providence, Rhode Island 02906

Tel 401-273-7103 Fax 401-421-4608

We All Need Strong Roots to Grow!
Are you looking for a challenge? Do you
believe that adolescents have the potential to
succeed? Develop a strong foundation in the
Human Service Industry and be a catalyst
for a change.

Communities for People is a non-profit
organization that services adolescents in a
variety of community settings. We’re
seeking full-time child care professionals
who are able to communicate effectively,
work well in a team environment, and pro
vide a safe, nurturing alternative to home
based care.

Sanctions:
1.
2.

Disciplinary Probation until May 15,
2000
Referral for Alcohol Counseling

Charges:
1. Violation of Alcohol Policy,
Page 42
GUILTY
2. Destruction of College Property
Page 39, #5
GUILTY

Charge: Indecent conduct

Sanctions:

1. Standards of conduct
(Page 39. II, 1 A)
GUILTY

1.

Disciplinary Probation until May 21, 2000

2.

Change of Residence

2. Indecent conduct
(Page 39, II, 2F)
GUILTY

3.

Payment to College for cost of broken
window

Sanction:
I. Disciplinary Probation for one year

4.

Referral for Alcohol Counseling

REMINDER:
Christmas break is an opportune time for houses to be robbed and
ransacked. Please remember to lock all of your doors and windows
before you leave. Also, take any valuables with you (i.e.
televisions, CD players, and stereos).If anybody needs a place to
store belongings, please contact the Office of Student Services
or call x2143.

We offer a competitive benefit package,
including medical and dental along, with the
opportunity for professional growth and
development. Undergraduates seeking
part-time employment welcome to apply.
For more information contact:

Joan Valcourt at (401) 273-7103
221 Waterman St.
Providence, RI 02906
Residential Program Managed CareNetwork Client Information Systems
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Bee Healthy News Briefs
by

Rob Salerno ‘02

Staff Writer

The honeybee has long been a topic
of interest to many scientists. Products
that bees use and synthesize have been
used since ancient times in for numerous
health related purposes. Contemporary
research reveals more than 40 active
compounds in bee venom, the most
prevalent is the small, basic amino acid
polypeptide melittin. Melittin is a rather
potent anti-inflammatory agent that
activates histamines and stimulates the
pituitary to release a hormone
(andrenocorticotropic) that ultimately
reduces inflammation.
The anti-inflammatory effects of bee
venom
has
led
to
clinical
experimentation on the efficacy of
potential therapeutic use in a number of
disorders with strong inflammatory and
immunologic symptoms. Particularly,
multiple sclerosis (MS) has seen some
advances with the use of bee venom.
Because often patients undergoing
conventional treatments for MS notice
no response to therapies, they are
typically eager to try new therapeutic
approaches. The American Apitherapy
Society (AAS) has collected data that
supports successful clinical treatments.
More than 1300 patients afflicted with
MS and treated with venom reported
subjective improvement in stability,
muscle fatigue, and muscle spasm
reporting the most common side effect
of itching (puritis). Other adverse effects
that have been reported include swelling,
headache, and flushing.
Depending on the clinical situation,
therapy is usually administered 1 to 2
times per week, with the pumber of

injections ranging from 1 to about 30.
Before therapy begins, all patients are
usually subjected to a diluted trial
injection to assess for any therapeutic
contradictions. A preloaded syringe of
epinephrine (EPIPEN) is on hand in the
event of a severe allergic reaction.
Bee venom therapy is usually
considered a last resort treatment in this
country. Most patients who seek bee
venom therapy have often failed other
conventional forms of treatment.
Furthermore, chronic illness, such as
MS, is difficult to assess the long-term
response of bee venom treatment. In the
United States, most clinicians who
utilize this treatment use injectable
venom, while patients who self-treat use
live bees. In Eastern countries, however,
another approach is used where the
stinger is removed from the bee and
inserted directly into acupuncture points,
heightening the effects of the venom.
Perhaps an interesting form of therapy, I
wouldn’t necessarily recommend it for
those patients with a weak stomach!
Source(s): FP News,
www.apitherapy.org/aas
The purpose o/The Cowl !s medical col
umn is to educate students on issues of
their personal health and well being as
a form of preventative medicine. I am
not a doctor and the information pro
vided in this article is not to be confused
with what your doctor may say on a par
ticular subject. All articles written for
this column have been and will continue
to be reviewed by physicians in order to
ensure that he information is accurate
and presented in a clear manner. Always
consult with your physician.

BY M.F, Stauff

Assoc. Editor-in-Chief

Future Mars in doubt
The presumed failure of the Mars Polar
Lander mission means that two Mars
spacecraft have been lost in three months.
This stunning blow is prompting NASA
to examine its entire Mars program and
possibly delay future. Tuesday was the
last realistic opportunity to contact the
lander. The spacecraft has not been in
radio contact with Earth since its descent
into the atmosphere of Mars on Friday.

Conspiracy charge upheld
A Scottish judge’s ruling on Wednesday
declared his court competent to judge two
Libyans in the Lockerbie bombing case on
charges of conspiracy to murder. This
dismissed a defense motion to have the
charge dropped. The judge granted a
defense request for more time to prepare,
delaying the start of the trial by three months.
Possible indictment of Wen Ho Lee

Attorney General Janet Reno may be
nearing a decision on whether to indict
former Los Alamos scientist Wen Ho
Lee for allegedly mishandling classified
information. Reno met with senior
White House officials and Energy
Department officials over the weekend
to discuss the case.

School shooting
Hundreds of people gathered in the
gymnasium of Fort Gibson Middle
School in Oklahoma to learn more about

why a student opened fire on his
classmates and whether such violence can
be prevented. Parents and students made
up most of the audience at Tuesday
night’s meeting. It was held a day after a
seventh-grade student allegedly pulled a
9mm semiautomatic handgun from his
backpack and fired 15 rounds.

Democrats look for votes in New York
Vice President A1 Gore received the
endorsement of former Treasury
Secretary Robert Rubin, who was an
influential figure in the Clinton
Administration. Meanwhile, first lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton promised New
York voters that she would work to
strengthen the Family and Medical
Leave Act if elected senator.

Apple unbruised by Japan probe
Executives at Apple Computer and
investors alike ignored off reports that the
company’s Japanese affiliate is under
suspicion of price fixing. Late Tuesday
afternoon, an Apple spokeswoman
confirmed that agents from Japan’s Fair
Trade Commission had begun an
investigation into Apple Japan’s business
practices early Tuesday.
Nicked cable delays shuttle launch

NASA was forced to delay repairs to
the Hubble Space Telescope because of
a damaged cable aboard space shuttle
Discovery. The nicked cable was found
Monday during routine inspections of
the main engine compartment. Liftoff
is now set for 11:42 p.m. Saturday.
Source: CNN Online
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YOU TIRED!

NOW AND LATER
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ijoii Odeniors!!

J he jvihowiny Seniors have returned their phedye cards for the

2000 Senior OhaSS Cfiuiny Oroyram.
On leha tfoftkoSe students who wild benefit^om your
generosity, thanh you!
Sally Abbate
Eileen Adams
Kate Agnello
Stephen Allard
Laura Allen
Sara Anderson
Kate Antonucci
Melinda Austin
Heidi Baetz
Kristin Bahrenburg
Amy Bamosky
Neal Barry
Allison Barstow
Julia Bateman
Vanessa Berkoski
Timbre Bernard
Alison Berube
Brenday Biscone
Kathleen Bligh
Tara Boland
Jeremy Bolt
Mary Bombardier
Matthew Bonsall
Claire Borchers
Tonilynne Bove
Katherine Bowes
Debra Bowler
Keara Boyan
James Boyle
Alyson Bradshaw
Colleen Brennan
Michele Brescia
Bill Breslin
Peter Brown
Keri Brown
Shannon Brown
Ellen Buckley
Gina Buffone
Jennifer Bums
Kristi Bush
Jessica Butt
Erin Caddigan
Corinne Cafferky
Catherine Callahan
Jeffrey Callahan
Sean Callahan
Elizabeth Camerota
Marybeth Campbell
Meredith Campbell
William Caneira
Karen Cardwell
Kelly Carney
Catherine Casella
Erin Casey
Erin Casey
Kevin Celia
Carolyn Chambers
Brooke Chupaila
Kathryn Chupaska
Shannon Cleary
Christy Clemmey
Rudolph Cline-Thomas
Joseph Colagiovanni
Ricky Colandrea
Erin Collins
Jennifer Comeau
Sean Condon
Pat Conway
Tom Cook
Gianna Costa

Debbie Costello
Beth Costello
Catherine Couture
Megan Crowley
Val Curley
Maggie Curran
Erin Curry
Deirdre Curtin
Cathy Cushing
Jennifer D’Amore
Margaret D’ Andrea
MaryAnne D’Onofrio
Katherine Daigle
Patty Dale
Tracy Danneberg
Stephanie Davis
Matthew Dawes
Vanessa DeMarco
Don Dean
Alexis Deignan
Brian Desmond
John DiChello
Tania DiDuca
Erin DiVincenzo
Steven Dobrowski
Amy Beth Donahue
Amy K. Donahue
Joanna Donnelly
Kelly-Anne Donovan
Katherine Doyle
Jill Dunn
Lisa Durocher
Brian Evans
Colleen Eve
Sarah Fabiaschi
Michael Fagan
Dan Fagan
Joy Feeney
Hayley Feyre
Nicole Fichera
Mary Finucane
Krisanne Fiorita
Emily Fitzgerald
Eileen Flanagan
Kelly Flanagan
Tom Flinn
Matthew Flynn
Colleen Foley
Betsy Fox
Kelly Fox
Keith Fragoza
Lindsay Frey
Kathering Friel
Brian Furst
Amanda Gagnon
Jennifer Galante
Kevin Gallagher
Amanda Gallant
Amy Garrett
Matthew Gendreau
Toni Genna
Marci Gildchrist
Jim Gilroy
Amanda Goodman
Gina Goodwin
Jennifer Graham
Meagan Graham
Tim Gray
Nicole Greeley

Dan Grzywacz
Donald Gubitosi
Andrea Gulla
Emily Hall
Johnna Hall
Kelly Hamilton
Allison Hanley
J. Hanley
Jeffrey Hansen
Karen Hanus
Mark Harasymiw
Amy Harris
Bob Harscheid
Rebecca Hartshorn
Stephanie Hayes
Mary Hays
Patrick Heeran
Heather Heil
Jason Hepp
Christopher Hilton
Meghan Hinds
John Higgins
Mark Hogan
Chris Holterhoff
Brian Hough
Laura Hughes
Tracy Hughes
Jason Ialongo
Rebecca Jandreau
Laura Jaworski
Rachel Johnsen
Jon Jutstrom
Matthew Kasprzak
Elizabeth Keegan
Jennifer Kendrigan
Ryan Kennedy
Caroline Keohane
Ryan Kerwin
Jennifer Kessler
Mark King
Elizabeth Kirby
Terrence Kirker
Bernadette Klein
Lauren Klier
Eleanore Kobylanski
Cari Kreitz
Claire Kruesi
Rosa-Mai Kueblbeck
Jennifer Kuitwaard
Bethany Lacy
Stacie Lallier
Patrick Lantry
Gwendolyn Lascelles
Kristie Latulippe
Eve Lawlor
C.J. LeGeyt
Jessie LeMasters
Ken Leahy
William Lederman
Kerry Leonard
Carrie Leoncavallo
April Lepito
Robert Lessard
Andrea Liporace
Diana LoPiano
Michael Lombardo
Carey Lyddy
Maureen Lynch
Michelle Lynch

To Faculty:
care
Send us a copy of your adoption list and alto
save some
money,
Off Campus Bookstore 1017 Smith Street Providence Rl 02908-341?
Phone:401-861-6270 Fax:401-521-3424 E8iail:offjamp»s h«nfetere@|siio.coffi
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Patrick Lynch
Vincent MacNutt
Monica Macri
Maureen Maguire
Bill Malaier
Aja Mangum
Erika Manos
Carla Maravalle
Aimee Marcel
Stephanie Marcone
Ned Marsh
Chris Marshall
Danielle Marzano
Michael Mastro
Steve McCabe
Jason McCann
Marilyn MCCarville
Lauren McChesney
David McCormack
Laura McDevitt
Kathleen McDonnell
Jenny McDonough
Cailin McDuffy
James McGhee
Meghan McHale
Conor McKenna
Michelle McKenney
Meghan McKinnon
Parker McLauthlen
Alysha McSherry
Nick Melfi
Michael Mendes
Jill Meola
Rich Miller
Ann Marie Moglia
Lenny Moitoso
Laura Ann Monteith
Dan Moran
Chad Morin
Karen Morrell
Daniel Muldoon
Meaghan C. Murray
Meghan D. Murray
Ben Nadeau
Kristen Naspo
Patrick Natarelli
Greg Nofi
Darrah O’Byrne
Kathleen O’Connell
Scott O’Donnell
Eileen O’Gara
Lauren O’Hare
Erin O’Kane
Megan O’Keefe
Regan O’Malley
Owen O’Neill
Candice Oberg
Heather Oberg
Sarah Odgen
Meghan Ogrudek
Addo Okyere
Dean Oligino
Renee Oliver
Mike Paone
Salvatore Papa
Cheryl Pasternak
Jason Pavey
Claudia Penza
Caroline Petner
Alicia Petrelli
Kristina Petretti
Kristie Piascik
David Piazza
Lindsay Piper
Karyn Pizzelanti
Richard Polsinello
Karyn Pizzelanti
Renee Popavero
Jessica Price
Paul Princiotto
Brian Quinn
Shannon Rafferty
Matthew Rando
Lynn Renaud

Peter Richardson
Emily Riley
Kevin Riley
Kellie Ripley
Moira Rippchen
Meghan Robinson
Trisha Rojcewicz
Julie Roman
Kelly Roosa
Shayna Ross
Mary Rubeski
Allison Rubin
Marc Sacco
Nicole Salem
Michael Salinger
Jodie Salzano
Danielle Sasson
Sarita Saviskas
John Sayward
Jeffrey Scaia
Tom Scalzo
Heidi Schlitt
Matthew Serodio
Anthony Serro
Lauren Shade
Marissa Shaheen
Jaime Sharrock
Jill Sheehan
Catherine Sherman
Stephanie Shields
Samantha Siagel
Karen Skoog
Abby Smith
Laura Smith
Mary Smith
Melissa Smolski
Chris Snyder
MT Soltis
Erica Sousa
John Sova
Meredith Spirio
Stephanie Stack
Gina Stamuli
Matt Stauff
Diana Sucich
Brooke Sullivan
Matthew Sullivan
Meghan Sullivan
Nicole Sullivan
Susan Sullivan
Kara Svensen
Kimberly Sylvester
Mark Sylvestre
Mary Szubiak
Christine Tarantino
Dan Tauro
Helena Taveira
Sarah Tenreiro
Megan Thomton
Matthew Tomei
Keith Torello
Mark Tortora
Lauren Tourtelotte
Vinvent Vacca
Jennifer VanderWiede
Lynne Ventresca
Kathryn Vozzella
Kelly Walkley
Meghan Walsh
Matt Wells
Michael Wenzel
Nora Whalen
Greg Whitney
Jessica Wilburn
Jennifer Wiley
Mike Wilkens
Christine Winslow
Jennifer Wisniewski
Karen Witiw
Ilesha Wolf
Erikka Woods
Heather Woods
Kate Wrona
Joseph Zawacki
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Letters to the Editor
I am writing in response to an article
by Dave Holman ’03 - “Thought crimes
or hate crimes, 1984 or 1999?” - which
was published in THE COWL on
November 4, 1999. While Mr. Holman
brings up some valid points, he’s wrong
on several counts.
He asserts that supporters of the Hate
Crime Prevention Act of 1999 find it
“intolerable... that an erroneous thought
should exist anywhere in the worlds”
This is simply not true. What supporters
find intolerable is when hateful (quite
different than ‘erroneous’) thoughts are
brutally acted out, as they were in the
murders of Matthew Shepherd and
James Byrd. While it’s unfortunate that
some people choose to fear people they
do not know, (i.e. gays or AfricanAmericans), they are entitled to remain
ignorant so long as they do not act
violently upon their beliefs. Like the
writer, I agree with Voltaire: “I detest

what you say but will defend to the death
your right to say it.” However, by
punishing people for hate crimes, society
will be punishing them for ACTING
OUT their hatred, NOT prohibiting
freedom of speech as the writer contends.
Another false argument Mr. Holman
makes is: “ Since I’ve never heard of a
crime being committed out of love, how
can someone prove that a particular
crime was motivated by a specific hate?”
In every violent crime that goes to trial
in our country, motive is seriously
considered. All kinds of crimes are
proved to be motivated by anger,
jealousy, greed, hatred, etc. If the writer
desires to learn about crimes committed
out of love, I would direct him to the
assaults committed by Carolyn Warmus
and Amy Fisher, in New York in the late
1980s and early 1990s. As for hate
crimes, there have been numerous arsons
of black churches throughout the South

On Saturday, November 20 the
Providence Journal (pg. A3) reported
that a Providence College athlete on
Thursday, November 18, pleaded to a
reduced charge of domestic disorderly
conduct for an incident that took place
on the Providence College campus
October 30. The student was ordered to
undergo counseling and a no-contact
order was issued. This student was in
clear violation of the General College
Regulations and the Standards of
Conduct of Providence College as
outlined in the Student Handbook
(1999). This situation is disturbing to
me as a faculty member, as a father, and
as the father of an alumnus of Providence
College. It appears that this student was
not subject to any disciplinary action by
the College or the Athletic Department,
and furthermore, no statement,
specifically dealing with this incident, or
a general statement condemning this
type of behavior was offered by the
College. I find this disturbing, especially
given the fact that almost 60% of our
student body are women, and the fact
that Catholic colleges are currently
concerned with Catholic identity (a

subject the College is not silent about),
and preserving a moral and ethical
standard at Catholic colleges that is a
step above the secular colleges and
universities. It seems to me that this
incident, and how the College reacted to
it, is a defining situation. An opportunity
to define the values that this College
holds with regards to the treatment of
women (especially pregnant women),
instead the College remains disturbingly
silent on this issue, and in addition takes
no apparent disciplinary action against
this student. In my opinion, the silence
of the College on this issue defines their
moral and ethical position as much as
any public statement. It appears that a
male student can assault a female on
campus, be arrested, and charged, then
plead no contest to a domestic disorderly
conduct charge, and business as usual.
The only thing that is not clear to me, is
how bad does a female have to get beat
up before it becomes a serious enough
problem for the College to take action?

To the Editor:
As a member of the Providence Col
lege Cross Country/Track TEAM, I was
somewhat surprised to read Colleen
Lee’s reference to her team, women’s
volleyball, as being the “only PC team
to compete in the Big East Tournament.”
Unfortunately, it seems that she has
overlooked one of the most successful
women’s teams at Providence. The
Cross Country Team, only two weeks
prior to the publication of the article in
the Nov. 18th issue, had not only com
peted in the Big East Tournament meet
but placed a very strong second! The
Lady Friars then went on to win the
NCAA Northeast Regional meet, and
qualify and compete in the NCAA meet,
which makes these girls the only PC
team to be competing in the NCAA tour
nament.
Now, I think that the problem here
lies with the fact that most people on
campus don’t consider Cross Country
or Track a team sport. Yes, with the ex
ception of relays, we do run individual
races. Yet we score and compete as a
team, with a team mentality, which is
no different than any other sport. I sym
pathize with Lee’s article because like
other women’s teams here at Providence
we are underappreciated, and definitely
undercompensated, and we certainly do
not receive most of the ‘perks’ other
teams receive, even though we are con
sistently the most successful. However,
that does not mean that we deserve less
respect than other men’s or women’s
teams.

White Boys Do the Cool Walk

Joanie Bohlke
Class of 2001

Dr. Michael S. Zavada
Professor and Chair
Dept. of Biology

As teenagers in black Chicago in the
1950’a we called it the “cool walk”,
though some called it the “boppin walk,”
and still others, the “diddly bop.” The
walk is associated with young black
males. It comes in tow forms, one a kind
of slow, almost sideways, sauntering
gait, the other a more energetic, boppin
kind of motion, done with the head,
shoulders and arms. Both are fun to
walk and both differ from the upright,
up-tight, tight swinging of the arms
stride adopted by most white men.
In an amazing development, some
young white males have recently
adopted the cool walk. 1 am not
referring to whites have recently
adopted the cool walk. I am not
referring to whites who imitate black
life, these folk have been around for
much of the American experience. I first
observed young white men doing the
cool walk at Providence College a
couple of years ago, but have recently
seen white males walking the walk at
Brown University as well. Fascinated,
and at the risk of being seriously
misunderstood, I have gone so far as to
surreptitiously follow some of them
around and have two things to report.
First, unlike the black wannabees of my
generation, they really do the cool walk,
not an awkward imitation.
My observations raise a lot of
questions. When did these young white
men learn the cool walk and from
whom? Do they know it is black? Who
taught them when to walk the walk and
when not? Is the fact I saw it first at
Providence College, largely populated
by the children of white Catholic ethnic,
and only later at Ivy League Brown
significant, or just an accident? If I
regularly visited the campuses of the
Community College or Rhode Island,
largely populated by ambitious working

in the past few years, the aforementioned
murderers of James Byrd and Matthew
Shepherd, and the recent spray painting
of a swastika on the door of a Korean
student at Providence College.
Mr. Holman is right that we must
fight bigotry locally, but we must do
more. Since the enforcement of laws
already on the books is not color-blind,
we must pass legislation to make it so the Hate Crimes Prevention Act of 1999.
Any crime motivated by hate would be
prosecuted under this statute, whether
the criminal is white, black, Asian or
Native American. This law doesn’t
protect any one group from any other, it
protects all of us from hate crimes.
Ryan McLeod ’01
(the writer is currently studying in
Washington, DC.)

A message from
the editor
The end of the semester is upon
us and I want to share a few final
thoughts.

This semester has proved to be a
true learning experience for all of us
involved in the publication of this
newspaper. We printed eleven regular
issues and one special issue which you
see before you. I want to thank all of
The Cowl staff and the editorial board
for your continuing dedication and pa
tience. Publishing the only student
newspaper at Providence College is a
worthy task, you should be proud.
To our moderator, Kirk Brague,
your guidance has been so helpful.
Thank you for giving so willingly of
your time.
I also want to thank those who
have contributed to our publication in
articles and in Letters to the Editor.
For everyone else, 1 invite you
once again to take part in the paper by
submitting a Letter to the Editor or in
forming of us an event or an article
you would like to see looked into. This
is your voice, use it to its fullest ex
tent.
1 hope you enjoy our last double
issue of the semester. We publish next
on January 27,2000. On behalf of The
Cowl, have a relaxing Holiday break
and a Happy New Year.

Carrie Spiros
Editor-in-Chief 1999-2000

class students, would I find more white
males doing the cool walk than at
Providence College or Brown
University? Or less? How do black
males feel about white males who do
the cool walk? Are white men who play
basketball more likely to do the cool
walk than those who play tennis?
I have lots of questions, and no answers
, but find the fact that young white men
are doing the cool walk encouraging. At
a time when racism seems to be making
a comeback , we just may yet , as yet,
as a nation, walk together.
Rhett S. Jones
Visiting Professor
History
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Heart of the matter

The Cowl Commentary
Staff addresses the
difficult issues

Commentary

December 9,1999

The race for the American presidency in 2000 has certainly heated up over the
past few weeks. The Republican candidates have already held two
debates, and are in the action of defining themselves as separate candidates.
Furthermore, the Republicans seem to have outlined themselves on various
issues and on various points on the ideological spectrum. The Democratic party
has moved somewhat slower from the blocks, but recently, the
nominees have shown signs of life by defining themselves ideologically against one
another. Who are the winners and losers so far in the primary race? Dave
Holman ’03 and Marcus Dowling ’00 will attempt to sift through the fray for the
: _________ answers.
_______ -

Opinion

To W, From Providence With
One Love- The GOP Primary Debates

by

David Holman ’02

Commentary Staff

Dear Governor Bush, I want to like
you. I really do. I want you to win so
badly and end this reign of the Clinton
Administration principle vacuum. I am
tired of the poll-driven class and race
demagoguery and the weak, short
sighted foreign policy. I am begging for
a genuine leadership and someone with
honesty and credibility. I want a Presi
dent of whom I can be proud. Just give
me a little reason to support you. You
have the momentum. You have the
money. You have been the eminent GOP
frontrunner for almost a year. Maybe
I’m jumping though. Just because you
are out in front does not mean I am ob
ligated to support you or your scripted
policy solutions. I regret to inform you
that 1 have begun to look elsewhere for
that authenticity Ronald Reagan em
bodied. I’ll give you a call in August of
next year.
The GOP race for the Presidential
nomination has achieved quick matu
rity and is sprinting towards New
Hampshire, shaping up the political re
alities of each candidate. Let’s face it.
Keyes doesn’t have much of a chanceeven he admits that he is running to raise
the issues. Bauer is in that same group,
but he’s still living in the fantasy. This
is Steve Forbes, Part 2 now and all his
spending hasn’t gotten him very far. He
is incredibly dry and must have bor
rowed those hand gestures from Presi
dent Clinton, minus the lip. Hatch is
running an upstart campaign that gives
a few good-natured laughs, but he isn’t
shining either. On the flip side, the de
veloping campaign has called Texas
Governor George W. Bush’s frontrunner
status into question as Arizona Senator

John McCain has caught up to him in
New Hampshire polls and owns the last
two months of momentum. And it’s easy
to see why. His star has been rising since
his post-Keating Five re-election. He has
taken unpopular positions within the
Republican Party on campaign finance
reform and his candor has won him
most-favored politician status from most
of the press. They want a candidate who
won’t handle them with his staff. They
want a guy who will answer those tough
questions without the Clintonian spin
cycle.
So do I. That’s why I have to shy from
Bush the younger. In last Thursday’s Fox
News New Hampshire Forum, the dif
ferences between the candidates were
most prevalent. Ambassador Keyes’ ora
tory moved the audience to declare him
the winner. Bauer’s demeanor was noth
ing remarkable and nothing different.
Orrin Hatch was a little stiff, offered
nothing new, and could only talk about
himself. Steve Forbes only saw himself
in relation to the little cheap jabs he could
take at Bush. It almost made me feel
sorry for the Governor. McCain shined
as genuine, courageous and relaxed. He
belonged up there. If it hadn’t been for
Governor Bush’s coffers, he would have
looked like an amateur upstart. He never
came out of his shell and would only
stick to his scripted lines about being
elected as Governor of Texas twice, his
proven support there, how Texas could
be the world’s seventh largest economy
and yada yada yada. I heard that same
line at least 3 times. I lost count.
So I thought 1 would wait a few days.
Maybe I was just wrong or mistaken. I
know how a guy can have a bad debate
day once in a while, so I would give Bush
another chance. And he was better. I
could tell from the moment he opened

his mouth at Monday’s CNN Arizona
debate that his handlers worked on him
all weekend. He was relaxed and had
some spirit. At one point when Steve
Forbes interrupted Bush to invite him to
call him “Steve” (gee, how friendly he
seemed), Bush looked up, visibly irri
tated and said, “Excuse me, I’m not fin
ished.” When Forbes said it again, Bush
gave a shake of the head and ignored
Forbes to move on with his answer. This
is what I was looking for! This must have
been Bush’s first-unhandled, nonscripted moment in his campaign! He
could be my guy after all! That guy dis
appeared into his practiced mode for the

Is this man presidential material?

rest of the debate. He has the passion
now with the same message. Remark
ably, he only mentioned his Texas cre
dentials once. I don’t want anything sub
stantially different from Bush as far as
his message goes. Then he would be like
Clinton or Gore. I just want that spirit
that I know is John McCain and not
something he practiced over the week

end. In a recent Rolling Stone article,
one of McCain’s staffers was quoted as
saying, ‘“This is his campaign... It’s not
like we sit here and try to control him.
Do you think he would listen if we
did?’” Not really. This man has survived
five and a half years of prison and tor
ture as a Vietnam POW, structured his
own political career and has taken on
the establishment on multiple levels.
Why should he listen to a staffer or a
poll that flies in the face of his firm prin
ciple?
Don’t get me wrong. Even though
Steve Forbes looks like a rewarded little
boy after every response, I would still
take any of these six candidates over
Gore or Bradley any day of the week
and twice on Sunday. The least of these
men has more integrity and a more re
alistic vision for America than tax more,
spend more and control more. Out of
the Republicans, though, the decision
is a little harder, but not much. Cutting
away the apparent non-candidates, I
agree with Bush on just about every
thing except China’s MFN status.
“Compassionate conservatism” is re
freshing and perhaps a means to a new
coalition of interests within the Repub
lican Party. I disagree with McCain on
tobacco and a fine point of his campaign
finance reform. He may even be a loose
cannon compared to Bush. But he has
that spirit. He condemns the “feckless
photo-op foreign policy” of the Clinton
Administration. He inspires me to
“something greater than self-interest” as
he puts it. He has a leadership that bucks
the bounds of the party and sticks to
straight conservatism as he sees it and
what is best for America. He has the
courage to take up unpopular causes just
because they are right. Someone told me
there was once a President like that.

“Time for some action!”
by

Marcus K. Dowling ’00

Commentary Editor

Often in framing battles, the media
will frame it as being the irresistible force
versus the immovable object. As we
move toward the twenty-first century,
many wish to discuss how this century
will be marked by further increases in
innovation, technological and otherwise.
I wish to initiate what is hopefully the
first twenty-first century innovation. In
the presidential primary race for the
Democratic nomination in 2000, it is
rather a case not of the irresistible force
and the immovable object, but of the
irresistible force and...the irresistible
force.
Bill Bradley and A1 Gore are not cut
out of the same mold. Bill Bradley was
once featured in Time Magazine as being
the ideal blend of scholar-athlete. He
deferred entry into the National
Basketball Association after four wildly
successful years at Yale to enter Oxford
on a Rhodes Scholarship. After
departing Oxford, he then played small
forward for the New York Knicks of the
1970s, one of the most venerable
dynasties in the history of sports.
A1 Gore, on the other hand, finished
a bachelor’s degree at Harvard, and then

proceeded to complete graduate work in
both law and divinity at Vanderbilt. He
then proceeded to succeed as a
homebuilder and newspaper writer for
the Nashville Tennessean.
The differences between these two
individuals should spark quite the
campaign between the two Democrats.
Gore, the salt of the earth southerner with
a strong political background, versus
Bradley, the “golden boy,” prototypical
All-American boy. The limits would
appear to be endless for this campaign.
However, as much as we would like
to believe it, presidential campaigns are
not analogous to fiction stories. No
matter how compelling the story, the
individuals are much more necessary to
the story than the plot itself. Bill Bradley
and A1 Gore may be the dullest
presidential candidates in recent
memory. Their inability to interest
Democratic voters may lead to a win for
the Republican party by default. Say
what you will about George W. Bush,
but, at least he is remotely interesting as
a candidate.
One of the keys to being successful
in an election is to differentiate yourself
from the views of your opponent.
Charismatic personalities such as George
W. Bush in the Republican party have

successfully done this. Bush has stated
repeatedly that he wishes to steer clear
of the ineptitude of the conservative
Republican Congress and the destructive
conservative rhetoric of extreme rightwing politician Pat Buchannan. In effect,
Bush has mainstreamed the Republican
party, and has even attracted
conservative Democrats toward voting
Republican in 2000.
The last sentence is what concerns me
as a commentary columnist. I am not a
Democrat, but I find that I am more
likely to identify with the Democratic
party on most of their platform issues.
The Democrats have circled around each
other like timid creatures, afraid to injure
one another. On October 28, 1999, the
two nominees met in a “face-off’ at
Dartmouth College to discuss issues.
Billed as a national “town meeting,” it
was representative of the problems
plaguing this campaign. Foremost, the
issue of holding debates has become one
of the most gripping in the primary
season for these individuals. A1 Gore,
fresh from an attempt to renew his public
image as a boring dullard, challenged
Bradley to a set of debates, which
Bradley decided to sidestep, and in its
stead, scheduled the “face-off.” Bradley
says that he did this in an attempt to truly

involve the American people in the
American political system.
I am skeptical of Bill Bradley’s high
mindedness. The Washington Post
reports that the debate was “marked
more by civility and general agreement
on a wide range of domestic issues than
by disagreement or rancor.” Wise
members of the American media, able
to read through the party rhetoric of each
candidate, would have done a better job
than the average American citizen to
attack the lack of debate within the
primary.
Bradley’s decision to not pursue the
debate was a decision based solely
around the fact that there are no
debatable topics within the Democratic
party. Gore’s call for a debate is
comparable to an annoying five-year old
with a new Christmas toy. A1 Gore
received a personality and was anxious
to let us all know that he knew how to
use it. Bill Bradley has caught and
passed A1 Gore in many states’
Democratic party polling. In recent
weeks, the issues of universal health care
and tax reform have become defining
issues of the campaign. Bill Bradley has
been framed as a “free-spending liberal”
“Time for some action”, page 13
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Twentieth Century Titans
This week: Winston Churchill and his enduring world legacy.
by

Dan Reed ’02

Commentary Staff

A Titan is a mythical figure of
enormous size and strength, a being
powerful enough, in Greek legend
anyway, to challenge the gods
themselves. One such Titan, Atlas, bore
the weight of the heavens upon his
shoulders. If a man can be called a 20th
Century Titan, then, he too should have

proven himself capable of bearing this
burden. In this century, though, men
with the courage and tenacity to bear
such a load have been in scant supply,
and at times it has seemed that
everything would come crashing down
on us. At no time have we been as close
to this catastrophe as in the opening days
of World War II, when perhaps the most
evil force our planet has seen threatened
to subdue the globe. Right at that darkest
moment, a man emerged to check this
evil, and support the cause of good, like
a solitary pillar that holds up a massive
building against the power of the most
powerful earthquake.
Winston Churchill, the man God
chose to shoulder this burden, was
undoubtedly a 20,h Century Titan, and
stands alone as an untiring warrior
against evil. Most of you who have

heard of him probably believe he was
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s counterpart
during World War II, and thus merely a
man who led a secondary nation during
this great conflict. This is the light in
which high school history textbooks
often portray him, at any rate, but such a
depiction falls far short of illuminating
the central and essential role he played
in leading the Allies to victory.
In the 1930’s, Hitler was beginning
to build the war machine that would
conquer much of Europe, in direct
violation of the treaty which had ended

the first World War. At this time,
however, Great Britain and the other
victorious nations were suffering from
an economic depression, and their people
were too sick of war to challenge the
Nazis. Thus, Hitler was able to quickly
create the most powerful army in
Europe. Churchill, then just a member
of Parliament, was one of the first to
speak out against the Nazi arm buildup,
and encouraged the
British to strengthen
their own military
position if the nation was
unwilling to take more
direct action. This was
an extremely unpopular
position, and Churchill
was
scoffed
in
Parliament and risked
losing his seat at the next
election.
Still, he
persisted in speaking out
in favor of rearming the
country, and won some
concessions which very
probably saved his
nation when war finally
did break out.
The only thing which
kept Churchill
in
Parliament, in all
probability, was the
beginning of Nazi
aggression throughout
central Europe. He had
warned that Hitler
would not be content
just to build his war
machine, but would soon begin to use
it, and this prediction was the first of
many that would prove true. The Nazi
juggernaut occupied the demilitarized
Rhineland, and then marched
unopposed into Austria, annexing the
country. Though it seemed Hitler had
little intention of stopping his conquests,
the Prime Minister of Britain at the time,
Neville Chamberlain, decided to pursue
a policy of appeasement instead of going
to war. Churchill, leading a group of
dissenters, cried out against this policy.
However, the majority of people still
backed Chamberlain’s approach, a
position that would shortly allow almost
all of continental Europe to be
subjugated. Hitler next turned his sights
to Czechoslovakia, and convinced
Chamberlain and the other prominent
European leaders to allow him to annex
the western part of this nation in
exchange for a promise that Nazi
aggression would cease. The Prime
Minister, after concluding this
agreement with Hitler, was cheered
throughout Europe as a hero, but
Churchill boldly predicted that Hitler
and his cohorts would never be satisfied,
and more nations would fall. He was
mocked, but not for long, as Hitler soon
invaded the tattered remains of
Czechoslovakia, and then attacked
Poland, a move which finally forced
France and Great Britain to declare war
on Nazi Germany.
I apologize for the history lesson, but
it is essential to understand the political
jeopardy in which Churchill put himself
to sound the alarm about Nazi
aggression. However, once the menace
of Hitler’s armies was fully understood,
Churchill’s popularity skyrocketed, and
he became deeply involved in leading
the war effort after the fall of Poland.
In May of 1940, he was made Prime
Minister of a newly organized
government, in acknowledgement of his
skill as a wartime leader, and his
understanding of the situation
throughout Europe. Even so, this
decision was almost made too late, as
Hitler’s power seemed to have no
bounds. Shortly after Churchill’s

ascension, France fell to the might of
the German Blitzkrieg, and Britain was
subjected to daily bombings by the
German Air Force. If Churchill had not
several years before forced reluctant
concessions out of a Parliament that did
not see Hitler as a threat, it is very likely
that Britain would have succumbed to
the might of the German forces, and all
of Europe would have been lost. Instead,
though, vital weapons had
been build during these
years, particularly naval
vessels, that prevented an
invasion of the British
Isles.
Churchill was
largely responsible for
gaining funds for their
construction at a time
when most politicians
were supporting the
popular
idea
of
disarmament.
Although all of this is
impressive, it alone does
not make Churchill a great
man, but merely an
intelligent one. What
elevates him to the status
of a Titan is the courage he
instilled in his people after
he became Prime Minister.
Almost without a moment
to get used to his new
position, Churchill found
himself leading the only
nation left standing against
the might of the Axis
powers.
The United
States, though sympathetic to Britain,
had no desire to get involved, and would
not enter the war until the next year,
when Pearl Harbor was attacked. During
this time, Churchill had to somehow
convince his people to persevere against
their seemingly unstoppable enemy.
London was being bombed daily, British
armies had been chased from France
almost effortlessly, and German U-boats
were sinking many ships carrying vital
supplies to the island nation. Yet, despite
all this, Churchill rallied the people
behind him, convincing them that they
would win the war because they were
right, and because they had no other
choice if they wanted to survive. This
led to the entire population doing
everything possible to aid the war effort.
The RAF, Britain’s air force, fought
gallantly to protect the skies from
German bombers. People collected
scrap metal, conserved food, and flocked
to the factories. People followed
Churchill absolutely, not just because of
his sound leadership and intelligent
strategy, but because he inspired them
both with words and deeds.
It would be impossible to explain
exactly how the words of this man had
such an effect. Perhaps, though, all of

the power of his speeches can be
summed up with the words, "We shall
fight on the beaches. We shall fight on
the landing grounds. We shall fight in
the fields, and in the streets, we shall
fight in the hills. We shall never
surrender!" This is what he rallied his
nation to; an understanding that they
were bound by fate to struggle against
this foe to the end. It was only the

resolve that he instilled in his people that
preserved his nation until the United
States tilted the balance in favor of the
Allies by entering the war. If he had
not done so, Great Britain would have
fallen, and we would have had no
practical way to retake Europe. Though
it was our manufacturing might that
brought victory, it was Britain’s fierce
resolve that prevented defeat.
This was not the limit of his
contribution by any means. At the end
of the war, Roosevelt was ill and then
passed away, leaving the responsibility
of dividing Europe with the Soviets
solely with Churchill. Though he was
in a compromised position without the
support of a strong U.S. presence, he
managed to keep a good portion of
Europe under the shield of democracy.
Still, what defines him as the greatest
man of our century was his incredible
passion and will, which inspired a nation
to resist a terrible enemy in their darkest
hour. His words still remind us today
of the power of courage to support any
burden. Churchill may have been
physically unremarkable, but the
spiritual weight he bore for the sake of
freedom and truth sets him aside as truly
Titanic.
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www. values-buffet. com
by

Joe Creamer ’01

Commentary Staff

and

Oscar Mayorga ’01

Contributing Writer

As the year 2000 approaches, many
Americans are anxious about the
future. People everywhere are
searching for something. Some people
find fulfillment in their religionsJudaism, Christianity or Islam. Yet,
others believe that these traditional
religions, with their codes of universal
morality, their belief in some power
greater and loftier than humanity, and
their insistence that responsibilities
and consequences always accompany
freedom, place limits on our potential
accomplishments.
The current selection of religions
is not fulfilling, so we searched the
Internet for a viable alternative. We
discovered an enlightening new faith
at www.values-buffet.com. This web
site allows you to custom make your
faith to fit your lifestyle in our modern
world. We are so excited about this
new religion that we think that
Providence College would like to
incorporate this faith into its mission
statement.
One of the principle doctrines is
"Remember to love yourself as much
as possible” because you are an
individual with needs. We also believe
that human nature can be perfected
through education, ingenuity, and
confidence in the rationality of
humanity. Progress is constantly being
made in all the necessary aspects of
our lives. The wretched life led by
humans in pre-capitalistic times is
unimaginable because without
technology, we cannot conquer the
evils of tradition, community and
religion.
Since the Industrial
Revolution, we have arrived at the new
information
age
where
our
weaknesses, which have plagued
humans for centuries, have been
eliminated by the saving grace of
computers, the Internet, and scientific
advancement. This faith maintains

that through science we can alleviate the
pain and suffering of everyday life,
especially
those
annoying
inconveniences, such as children,
illness, disability, aging, and untimely
death. The pursuit of love should not
be burdened by the risk of disease or the
disruption of our lives by accidental
pregnancy. No one should be bom if
their families will be burdened with

eliminate all these undesirable
problems.
In this liberating new religion, the
criteria for salvation does not require
self-sacrifice or denial of the finer
things of life. The primary requisite
is to work long and hard so as to
acquire the seven gifts of our religion:
money, houses, cars, clothing, jewelry,
yachts, and assorted baubles. The

Bill Gates and the Gap...cornerstones of a new generation?

financial and time constraints in caring
for them. Also, no one should have to
suffer or face the humiliation of being
treated like objects that disability brings.
Through science, we will be able to
eliminate all the flaws of humans. No
one should have to suffer through life
with crows feet or love handles. Our
faith subscribes to the belief that aging
and dying should be avoided by any and
all means because the previous quality
of life can no longer be maintained.
Therefore, our new religion provides
pastoral services to eliminate such
unwanted phases of life. Our religion
advocates the development of the AntiReality pill, which would instantly

pursuit of these gifts provides the
inspiration that is needed to become a
good and productive person. Without
these, we would be living like those
evil, impoverished people who exist
in our cities. These tools are essential
to the provision of a sense of our own
dignity, which transcends community
and all other restrictive human
institutions.
Another progressive doctrine of
this religion is not only to attain these
gifts, but also to accumulate vast
quantities, more than you could ever
use in your lifetime. If you like
shopping then you will be happy to
know that in order to fulfill your

obligation in our religion, you must
spend at least three hours on the
Sabbath inside a shopping mall
spending at least ten percent of your
weekly earnings on yourself. Our
religion has two great feast days. The
day after that outdated Thanksgiving,
when we run around our churches
searching for that elusive gift which
will convey the love we have for
others. Also, our high holy day
remembers one of the momentous
events of human history- the day Saint
Bill Gates dropped out of Harvard.
This is a significant day because St.
Gates realized that he did not need all
that useless knowledge provided by a
liberal arts education. Instead, his
ingenuity allowed him to become a
great entrepreneur.
One of the great injustices of our
current society that our religion works
to rectify is not everyone can have
everything they desire. No one should
have to wait for those necessities of
life such as the latest Abercrombie
shirt or Gap khakis. Another tenant
of our religion is the elimination of
formal marriage. Instead partners
agree to share the expenses and
children as long as they remain
together. This would foster amicable
separation because we could avoid
lengthy legal arbitration and divisive
custody battles.
Well, we hope that you have
become interested in our new religion.
Of course, this would be a religion that
has never been proposed before and
would revolutionize our society. We
believe that the primitive traditions of
community, self-sacrifice, objective
Truth, and an omnipotent Being are
primitive. We believe in our ability
to overcome evil and inefficiency
through ingenuity. We know it would
be very trying for you to give up that
religion which you have believed and
practiced for so long, but we think it
will be an investment with
unparalleled returns.

These Deadly Days
by

Kim Cutrone ’00

Assistant Commentary Editor

Ed. note: In the wake ofthe recent school
shootings in Fort Gibson, Oklahoma, an
article printed in October ofl 999 by Kim
Cutrone '00, describing the horrors of
school violence is being reprinted.
School violence is a terrible and horrible
reality of current American life which
should be curbed.
An epidemic of adolescent violence
is sweeping our country, wrenching
away the identity of our youth. To be
young in our decade is to be in danger.
Kids in America are packing heat
instead of peanut butter and jelly.
Who would be surprised if the GAP
had a new, trendy advertisement for
bulletproof vests? Americans stare
over their breakfast bowls every
morning awaiting the next television
broadcast flashing memorials for young
victims of the latest mass shooting. It
is a violence inspired by an evil that
America cannot seem to lasso, weaving
it’s way across our continent and
inevitably landing in our own laps.
When Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold
entered Columbine High School four
months ago and massacred 14 students
and 1 teacher, as well as wounded 23
others, they also decided to lead
America on a blood trail of violence that
continues to this day. Columbine was a
perfectly American high school with its

pep rallies and National Honor Society.
This typical American high school
became the icon of teenage violence for
our entire country, dashing all ignorance
and proving that violence was indeed
more than just an urban concern, but had
entered our own backyards. The
teenagers who died in the Columbine
shooting were each one of us - jocks
and brains, born - again Christians as
well as Catholics, and American
adolescent culture became more than
just college prep and football games.
Teenagers in America are forced to think
about survival and fear of their
neighbors. There is no cross over from
innocence to adulthood. How can a
child be a child if they are in fear of their
lives?
Columbine was just the starting point
for the gruesome chain of mass
shootings that are plaguing this country.
A few months after the high school
massacre, in July, Mark Barton, an
amateur trader in Atlanta went on a
shooting spree killing nine people, after
killing his wife and two children earlier
in the week. Most recently, last week
Larry Gene Ashbrook crashed a youth
rally at a Baptist Bible Church in Fort
Worth, Texas, killing 7 people and
injuring many others. Instead of using
Columbine as an example to help correct
the ills of our society, Larry Gene
Ashbrook and Mark Barton chose to use
it as an outlet for their disapproval of
society, as if Columbine gave them a

great idea for their anger management.
What are children to think as they watch
the adults who are supposed to be their
mentors and protectors join in on the
killing sprees that are ravaging our
culture, society and faith in humanity.
Who can the children turn to?
As George W. Bush said last week
concerning the Fort Worth Bible Church
tragedy, “there is a wave of evil
sweeping this country.” Everytime we
show a child fighting is the answer, we
spread this wave further into the future.
Even as I waited for the bus on Douglas
Avenue on my way downtown, I was
reminded of the desperate state of
America’s youth. It was a perfectly
banal scene. There was a mother with
her 3-year-old daughter and her friends
at a bus stop. As we all waited for the
bus, one of the male friends started to
coax the child with a five dollar bill to
get her to say various profane words
which no 3 year old should be privy to.
As I heard the 3-year-old mutter words
that I didn’t even know the meanings of
until high school, I came to realize
where these “waves of evil” begin. That
three-year-old is just another link in the
chain of violence swarming America.
Through the mere act of rewarding the
child for cursing. She has learned that
disrespect is rewarded. If this is what
we teach our children, then we should
not be surprised at the shootings that are
taking place in our country. There is so
much anger in America caused by

cultural and economic injustices that
even children justify their acting out.
Right outside the gates of our pristine
college campus there are children
learning to be angry instead of enjoying
their precious childhood and it is the
adult community’s fault. Whether we
like it or not, we cannot lock this
violence out of our lives. None of us is
exempt.
School violence has been festering
like a boil on the chin of society. The
reason why it seems so extreme these
days is because nothing has been done
in the past to prevent these outbreaks of
violence. No one though it could
happen to them. Gun control laws can
be passed to make it more difficult to
for children to gain access to firearms,
but these laws will not control the
inherent anger and aggression brewing
in many American teens. They will just
find another outlet for their anger. The
root of the problem needs to be
addressed. It isn’t the music these kids
are listening to or the books and video
games they pore over after school. The
problem lies in the breakdown of the
American family. Many children in this
decade are suffering from a lack of
parental guidance and concern. Too
many children are being ignored in their
homes and are crying out from this lack
of attention at school. The American
educational system is a good place to
These Deadly Days, page 13
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Letters, etc.
To the Editor:
After reading Ms. Queen’s
commentary in the November 18, 1999
edition of The Cowl, I was left feeling a
bit uneasy. I, too, attended the diversity
forum and must echo any praises that
would be directed toward the speakers;
you truly showed tremendous courage
and initiative with your compelling
speeches. Yes, there is a large problem
with racism and with the lack of diversity
on this campus and I must commend Ms.
Queen for speaking out on the issue.
However, 1 cannot allow an editorial
plagued with prejudice and hypocrisy to
go unchallenged.
Ignorance is at the heart of most
prejudice and after doing a little bit of
research, it is easy to see that Ms. Queen,
while seemingly trying to fight against
it, was writing under its influence. It
seems hypocritical to me that a person
so concerned with racism and facilitating
change would not only make uninformed
statements about those who are trying
to improve the problem, but also go as
far as to make a prejudiced, yes
prejudiced, blanket statement about the
Dominican community. Although it
would by hypocritical of me to make a
generalization by saying that all
Dominicans are in favor of increasing
diversity at PC, it is equally hypocritical
for Ms. Queen to say that “part of the
reason why the Dominicans do not want
a larger diversity population is that they
do not want a vast expanse of opinions,
which could contradict the Catholic
Church.”
I must preface my defense of the
Dominicans by saying that Providence
College was founded in the Dominican
tradition and therefore requires its
students to take Theology courses that
help the students that come here better
understand the traditions behind their
institution. In Theology classes,
professors and priests might be a little
bit reluctant to hear countless
contradictions to the Catholic Faith or
attempts to incorporate other religious
views. If we had a religious studies
program, such challenges and
interjections would be welcome in the
classroom but we are a religiously
affiliated institution and our Catholic
identity will necessarily shine through
in certain circumstances. After all, every
professor here has a certain amount of
course material that they are supposed
to teach within the confines of one
semester’s time. However, I know from
personal experience that many
professors and friars will more than
welcome any questions, concerns or
disagreements concerning the Catholic
Faith outside of the classroom.
Some other interesting facts that Ms.
Queen might have overlooked
concerning the Dominican community
would be the partnership it forms with
the Balfour Center (our Multi-cultural
center) through the Chaplain’s Office to
participate in events such as the annual
Martin Luther King Vigil held in
Aquinas Chapel. Perhaps Ms. Queen
was unaware of the Ecumenical
Thanksgiving service on November 18lh

These Deadly Days
-Continued from 12begin remedying the situation. If
teachers dedicate themselves to caring
about the well being of their students
instead of gaining tenure, then maybe
the youth who have no one to turn to at
home will have someone they can trust
at school. Teachers and administrators
also need to be aware of the student
community and tensions that may pose
probable danger. Everyone has
experienced a bully, but by ignoring the
bully and allowing for confrontation
only shows that intimidating and
inspiring fear in another individual is

that featured representatives and
speakers from the Jewish, Protestant and
Catholic Faiths. Among some of the
cultural aspects implemented into the
service included the African American
Baptist tradition. One speaker at the
service, Dr. Jane Lunin Perel of the
English Department, spoke about how
her interaction with the Dominicans here
has actually helped influence her to shift
from being a “cultural” Jew to a religious
Jew. According to Ms. Queen, the
Dominicans would not even be accepting
of someone from such a different belief
system never mind helping her to enter
more fully into her Jewish religion.
Ms. Queen states that the Dominicans
should be more “accepting of all God’s
creations.” Does she know that members
of the Chaplain’s Office, including Fr.
Barranger (who is not only one of the
most accepting but also one of the most
inspiring and respect-worthy men I’ve
ever met), are more than happy to
provide people of other religious
backgrounds with contact information
for leaders of their respective faiths?
Though it is impractical to think that the
office can provide transportation to all
of these alternate sites, the staff is
extremely reassuring and helpful in any
student’s attempt to become more
involved in their own religion, even if it
“could contradict the Catholic Church.”
Catholicism is one of the most diverse
religions in the world, spanning
countless countries and cultures and
therefore by its very nature embraces
diversity. All one has to do is stroll
around the comer past the Chaplain’s
office and next to the SAIL office to see
an African American Jesus painting
mounted on the wall of Slavin Center
directly next to a portrait of an AfricanAmerican Virgin Mary. Would those
sorts of paintings be allowed to hang on
the walls of an institution that completely
shunned diversity? One other little piece
of information that I’d like to share
regarding my defense of the Dominicans
is that the initiators of both the MLK
scholarship program and the Southeast
Asian scholarship program here at PC
were friars.
With regards to Ms. Queen’s
statement that “our race problem is
admission based,” I again must take
some exception. After speaking with Mr.
Chris Lydon of the admissions office,
something Ms. Queen evidently chose
not to do before writing her editorial, 1
learned many interesting things about
our admissions policies and initiatives.
Chris Lydon came back to PC about 2
years ago and one of the first things that
he was handed by Father Smith was a
Minority Recruiting Report put together
by a faculty committee. This report
outlined minority-recruiting objectives
that were to take place over the course
of a ten-year plan. Since that time Mr.
Lyden and the admissions office staff
have put forth an aggressive campaign
to target minority students that intends
to slowly but surely increase our
minority numbers.
One major problem with our
recruiting is that many PC applications

come from word of mouth publicity as
opposed to name-recognition. Many
people outside of the New England, New
York and Chicago areas haven’t even
heard of Providence College. Also,
many of our competitor institutions, the
majority of which by the way, don’t even
have
MLK
scholarships,
are
aggressively targeting minorities in their
recruiting as well. So what has our
admissions office been doing recently?
There are two new major strategies
at work right now, the sophomore/junior
early intervention programs and the
Discovery
weekend
program.
Providence College now purchases the
names of students with high PS AT scores
and grades from the College Board in
order to send these students letters about
Providence College. Minority students
are specifically targeted here and are sent
letters that explain a little bit about what
Providence College has to offer
including the Catholic/Dominican
heritage, the focus on Liberal Arts, the
Development of Western Civilization
program and the Balfour Center. Once
these letters are sent and the student is
at least somewhat familiar with
Providence College, then more direct
recruiting commences. Discovery
weekend, the other new initiative funded
by the admissions office, is a program
that works cooperatively with the
Balfour center. It’s funny that the two
areas of PC that Ms. Queen attacks are
both already working with the Balfour
Center to try to solve this problem.
Discovery Weekend gives minority
students in the area a chance to stay on
campus for a few days and attend
workshops that cover topics such as
financial aid and hints for writing a
strong college essay. The students are
also paired up with mentors who can
show the students around and give them
some first-hand perspective on PC life.
Perhaps these two programs have had
something to do with the 32% increase
in minority applications last year, which
is more than double the non-minority
increase. Minority applicants admitted
to the institution were up 11% even
though overall admittance slightly
decreased. I know that percentages
might not mean that much when one
considers the low number of minority
students that are here, but one also has
to realize that the process of increasing
minority presence on this campus cannot
be something that occurs overnight. One
of two initiatives in the pipeline right
now includes a program that busses
minority students from the greater
Boston, Hartford and New Haven area
to Providence College for a day so they
can see what PC is like. The second
possible program involves minority
alumni getting in touch with perspective
students to tell them about their PC
experience and answer questions.
As far as the financial aspect is
concerned, I’ve heard many people
complain that money that went into the
restoration of the President’s House
should have gone to fund more minority
scholarships. I agree that there should
be more minority scholarships, but the

money to fix the President’s House
didn’t come from Providence College at
all, it came from the Dominic Hall
Foundation. The foundation receives
funds from people that donated money
specifically for the purpose of the upkeep
of this official historical monument.
Besides severe water damage, the
Dominic House also had weak supports
that could have eventually lead to the
collapse of the house. There are different
funds that exist where PC “friends” and
alumni can specifically contribute to aid
minority scholarships as well; the
Bedford Scholarship Fund, the Benson
Scholarship Fund, the Cardi Scholarship
Fund, the Chase-Manhattan Scholarship
Fund, the McDermott Scholarship Fund,
the Davis Scholarship Fund, the Hearst
Scholarship Fund, the Peat Marwick
Scholarship Fund, the KPMG
Scholarship Fund, the Lindsay
Scholarship Fund, the Newman
Scholarship Fund, the Hospital Trust/
Bank Boston Scholarship Fund, the
Merrill-Lynch Scholarship Fund, the
Barnes and Noble Scholarship Fund, the
Unicco Scholarship Fund, and yes, even
the Martin Luther King Scholarship
Fund.
I think that Ms. Queen had a great
point when she said that we should put
forth a “call for more interaction between
minority and majority students” and I
think that many of the cultural clubs and
BMSA are making tremendous efforts
to reach that end. Just as knowledge is
the first step to breaking down the walls
of racism, though, so is knowledge the
first step in making real improvement.
Maybe our racial problems are centered
more around our campus than with the
Dominicans and our admissions office,
no one will know unless they research
first. One thing is for certain, we will
never increase our minority numbers if
there are still incidents on campus
occurring that force our newspapers to
proclaim racism as a theme on its front
pages.
My main point here is that something
needs to be done, but an ignorant attack
isn’t it! How can we move forward with
a problem if we do not know the facts
first? All it took was a few simple phone
calls and meetings to find out what
Providence College is doing to combat
the problem that so many of us are
concerned about. I must make a call
(forgive me Oscar, but I have to use your
words here) for POSITIVE CHANGE
instead of negative criticism. We must
work together under cooperative terms
instead of confrontational ones to help
make the PC community more
welcoming for minorities. We must
provide informed suggestions and
constructive criticism to our school. In
short, although I agree with Ms. Queen
that one should never “judge a person
until you walk a mile in their shoes,” I
think that perhaps she, as a first semester
freshman, should take some of her own
advice.

acceptable in society. As a victim of
such intimidation, the advice that is
commonly given out is “defend
yourself.” In this decade, defending
oneself may mean ducking gunfire. This
advice is obsolete. Attention should be
paid to even the smallest threats of
violence. It is these threats which can
erupt and cause disaster. No child
should have to defend themselves in
order to get an education.
Columbine, the Atlanta Shooting
and the Fort Worth Tragedy should
move us as individuals in society to
rescue our youth. They should serve
as examples. Stricter gun control laws
and metal detectors in schools are the

easy way out, but that doesn’t address
the real problem, which is the solitude
and hopelessness too many American
youth are experiencing. Become a
“Big Brother” or “Big Sister”, or just
offer some of your time and neither
attention to a child who may never
have experienced time nor attention
from anyone. As Milton wrote, “Long
is the way and hard, that out of hell
leads up to light.” It is time to take
the hands of our American children
and start towards the light.

“Time for some action”
-Continued from page 10-

Sincerely,
Bob Harscheid ’00

by Gore, and Gore as a “liar” by Bradley.
Well, at least it’s a beginning.
December 2nd Gallup polls show that
if George W. Bush were to continue
along his path of ascension and become
the Republican presidential nominee that
both Gore and Bradley would lose by
double digits. The Democratic party
deserves better candidates than these two
timid individuals. At least there staring
to bare their “teeth” and go into battle.
The presidency depends on it.
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19 Reasons
to Leave
Campus...
Fine Arts
•

•

•
•

•

•

Epilogue Photographique by
Jessica Ferusan (thru 17/10)
FREE URI Photography
Gallery
Michele Provost Paintings
(thru 12/11) Knight Campus
Art Gallery
Frank Gasbarro Paintings
(thru 12/31) Gallery 401
Big Impressions Contem
porary Art (thru 12/15) Main
Gallery URI
Gallery Night (12/16) 5 PM
AS220
A Tour of Contemporary
Cuban Visual Art (12/9) 7PM
AS220 Free

Music
Einstein’s Little Homunculus
(12/10 8PM $6) In the Square
Coffee House
Jim Brickman and Tracy Scott
Silverman (12/18) Veteran’s
Memorial Auditorium
Marianne Benefit- Local
Musicians (12/14) 8PM The
Century Lounge $10
Jazz with the Hal Crook
Group (12/14) 9PM AS220 $5
Overflow’s CD Release Party
(12/11) 10PM AS220 $5
Rhode
Island
College
Symphony Orchestra (12/10)
8PM $5

•

•

•

•
•

•

Theatre

•

•

•

Somewhere in the Dream (12/
II- 12/13)
RIC Dance
Company $8
A Christmas Carol (thru 12/
26)
Trinity Repertory
Company
A Blithering Christmas (thru
12/23) NewGate Theatre

Etc.

•
•
•
•

Figure Drawing (12/13) 7PM
$5 AS220
TV220 Video artists show
their work (12/13) 10:30
Improv Jones (12/9) 10PM$3
AS220
The Variety Show (12/12)
8PM AS220
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Bows for Holly
by Jessica Tabak ’01
A&E Editor
If you’re from Rhode Island,
then you know all about Trinity
Repertory’s annual production of
Charles Dickens’ A Christmas
Carol. Trinity has done a
different rendition of the holiday
classic every year since 1977, and
every year the people show up in
droves. Last year alone, the
theatre sold something to the tune
of 50,000 tickets to the show.
And trust me—that’s a lot of
tickets. The high demand for
tickets means a high number of
shows, which has ultimately led
the theatre to appoint two casts
instead of just one. This way, the
actors don’t die of exhaustion and
reviewers get invited to two press
nights.
Unfortunately, I could only
make the first of the two. This
means that I got to see the Holly
cast perform for a packed crowd
photo by T. Charles Erickson
the Tuesday before Thanksgiving
Something for everyone: Even the Hungarian peasants in the audience got a big
break (the other cast, Ivy, has
kick out of Trinity Repertory’s A Christmas Carol.
since begun performing as well).
Barbara Meek. As the perennially illLed by William Damkoehleras Scrooge,
used
Bob Cratchit, Welch was
the Holly cast put on a show that was
Christmas Carol
wonderfully funny and sweet, stealing
chilling and funny, magical and moving.
every scene he was in. Another sceneDirected by Perishable Theatre’s
stealer was Barbara Meek as the equally
artistic director Mark J. Lerman, this
Directed by;
ill-used Mrs. Partlet, Scrooge’s maid.
year’s production was a brisk and breezy
Mark J. Lerman
Meek did a lot with a little, bringing a
breath of fresh air. By transforming
marvelous physicality to the under-theTrinity’s upper stage into a prosceniumMusical Direction by:
weather
servant. Also impressive was
style theatre space and making colorful
Amanda Dehnert
Janice Duclos as the Ghost of Christmas
backdrops serve as scenery, Lerman
Present. It was a refreshing change to
transformed the usually interactive
For ticket information, call:
see a woman in the role, and Duclos
performance space into a very 2-D
521-1100
milked her sex for all its worth, throwing
world—one that reflected the way that
flirty banter at an unsuspecting (and
Scrooge sees his own before his
miraculous transformation. Lerman was brought into the world of Scrooge. unarmed) Scrooge with flippant jollity.
All in all, this year’s A Christmas Carol
explains that these devices are “all about His transformation becomes our own.
Also helping the audience appreciate is an evening well spent. This year’s
the presentation of a facade to the
audience.... Scrooge observes the world Scrooge and his change of heart was production is a real crowd pleaser, from
from a very two-dimensional perspective, Damkoehler himself. A thirty-two year the chilling Requiem that opens the show
a perspective of money, profit, and how veteran of the Trinity stage and a first to the (do I dare say...) merry
those he encounters fit into his business time Scrooge, Damkoehler changed transformation at the end. It’s creepy, it’s
ignorantly
aloof
to funny and it’s tasteful, ensuring that this
endeavors. It is only at the end of the story, from
through the transformation, that one senses overwhelmingly felicitous with nary a year’s A Christmas Carol will keep this
a more detailed, more dimensional seam. He did a particularly nice job Trinity tradition going into the next
examination of the world around Scrooge capturing the endearing innocence of millennium.
Editor’s notes: My parents took my
and his responsibility to it and its Scrooge’s revelation, an important
inhabitants.” Lerman stages this quality to capture since it’s a lot of what tickets to see the Ivy performance of the
show, and they thought that show was
transformation well, shattering the 2-D makes Scrooge human and not ogre.
Damkoehler was backed by strong also wonderful. And I’m truly sorry
facade for the last portion of the show and
turning the play into an interactive supporting performances, with particular about the millennial reference. I just
experience. Because of this, the audience kudos going out to Dan Welch and couldn’t help myself.

A

Addresses and Phone Numbers

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Athenaeum 251 Benefit
Street
AS220 115 Empire St.,
831-9327
The Century Lounge Call
573-5332 for directions
Gallery 401 401 Elmgrove
Ave 861-8800
In the Square Coffee HouseChurch of the Messiah, 386
Westminster St. 421-5965
Knight Campus Art Gallery
400 East Avenue Warwick
825-2220
The NewGate Theatre 134
Mathewson Street 421-9680
RISD Museum 224 Benefit
St., 454-6500
RI
Philharmonic
222
Richmond St. 831- 4577
RIC College Dance Company
600 Mt. Pleasant Ave.
456-8194
RIC Symphony Orchestra 600
Mt. Pleasant Ave. 456-8194
Trinity Repertory Theatre 201
Washington St. 351-4242
URI 105 Upper College Road
Kingston 874-2729

Compiled by Erin Keller ’02

Come to our special Advent Confession night,

on Tuesday, December 14. Meet in Aquinas

Chapel at 7 p.m.

Several priests will be

available to help you prepare for Christmas.

December 9,1999__________
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Wu-Tang
Elementz
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Forever?

special moves. Actually, it’s al
most impossible.
Now that I’ve expressed my
A&E Staff
feelings about the game itself, let
me tell you why I disapprove of
Have you waited until the last
the idea behind the game. This
minute, like me, to do your Christ
whole game is a big marketing
mas shopping? Usually music CD’s
scheme. This game could have
are an easy way to get a few of your
been made by any company, with
close buddies off of your list (it’s
different names for the players,
usually what I do anyway). But if
and would have been just as bad.
you have a couple of extra bucks,
The only thing this game has go
you might want to try getting your
ing for itself is the fact that the
buddy a video game. You could get
name Wu-Tang is on the cover.
a racing game, a sports game, or
They even have Bios in the game
whatever your heart desires.
that talk about their CD’s. Not to
Just don’t buy Wu-Tang: Shaolin
mention that on the back cover of
Style. If you want to get rid of a few
the game it says in bold letters that
friends, sure. Go for it. It isn’t the
“3 exclusive music tracks” are in
worst game I’ve ever played, but it’s
cluded. If anything, some putz
not the best either.
would waste their money on the
Wu-Tang: Shaolin Style is pretty
game in order to get the three
much the first video game ever to
mediocre Wu-Tang cuts.
come out by a rap group, and when
The other problem I have with
I first heard about it, I was very in
this game is the level of graphic
terested to try it out. The game had
violence. The producers put a pa
a lot of potential, but by the time I
Rappers and kung fu and swords, oh my!: RZA, one of the members of the Wu-Tang
rental password lock on the game
finished playing it, all I could do
Clan, kicks some virtual butt in the Wu-Tang: Shaolin Style video game.
so that kids wouldn’t be able to
was laugh at it. Why?
see the violence, but it doesn’t
Now as some of you may or may
For example, the take a rocket scientist to figure out the
not know, Wu-Tang has nine original is attacked by his
RZA is the master code for this lock is in the back of the
members: RZA, GZA, 01’ Dirty Bastard, sworn enemy from
Wu-Tang: Shaolin Style
of the double instruction booklet. Blood, decapita
Inspectah Deck, U-God, Raekwon, China, Mong Zhu,
bladed swords, tions, body parts flying all over the place.
Ghostface Killah, Method Man, and who wants to know
By: Activision
Masta Killa. Now here is how the story the secrets of the Wuwhile OF Dirty 01’ Dirty smacks a guy down to the
goes.
Bastard is master ground, rips off his head, stumbles
Tang fighting style.
ESRB: MATURE
The Wu-Tang Clan lives in Shaolin,
of the Drunken Fist around and says, “ Don’t mess with Big
He is kidnapped
New York in their little Wu-Tang Apart and now it is up to
style (would it be Baby Jesus!” Come on.
Price: $39.99 and up
The violence itself is not what offends
ment, and it just so happens that the Ul these clowns to res
anything else?)
timate Master Sensei is living in New cue him. They suit
The game only me. It’s the fact that Wu-Tang associates
Available on Amazon.com
York with them. Everyone in the group, up, arm themselves
gets more ridiculous violence with hip-hop. Like hip-hop re
ally needs a game like this to improve its
in the game anyway, is a master of Kung with swords, grap
from there.
Fu (You know these clowns have not pling hooks, knives, metal arms (no
With the option to pick any member image! It’s bad enough that 01’ Dirty Bas
taken a day of karate in their lives, but really), and all kinds of deadly weap of the clan, you battle your way from tard is supposed to be a “good guy.”
Bottom Line: The game itself was fun
bear with me here.) Well, Master Xin is ons to go and save him. Each rapper New York, all the way to China to try
meditating in his apartment one day and has their own Wu-Tang fighting style. and save the master of the Wu-Tang for about 5 minutes, but just say no!
Don’t buy it, especially not for the three
fighting style.
One of the things I really like about songs (which are the only Clan cuts of
1999). If you get it as a gift from a friend,
it is the fact that 4 people can play the
game at once. But it’s not too much play it once just to see what I’m talking
fun if the game is impossible to play. about. A game like this just glorifies vio
The reaction time on this game is hor lence and associates Hip-Hop with it.
rible. When you hit a button, it takes After playing this, I can only ask my
way too long for your fighter to even self, what’s next?
do anything. It is even harder to do GRADE: D
by

Ralph ‘40’ Tavares 01

In the mood for some
Christmas Theatre?
Check out

DENIM WAREHOUSE
Recytfwd

A Blithering
Christinas

Levis

*9
fi/G

iwOdiw fr* UvG few! **♦
«!<*>?
Uftwh Ufr»

00

SELECTION

H you have not heard of us before, we are a warehouse store that stocks tons of
recycled clothes such as dresses, pants, shirts, blouses, skirts, tees, sweats,
polo’s, rugby shirts, baggies, flares, and bells. We also stock ladies plus sizes

and professional clothing

By Edward Gorey
Directed by Brien Lang

At NewGate Theatre
134 Mathewson Street
(on the fourth floor of the
Methodist Church)

For ticket information, call
421-9680

-CAMPUS BEPBESENTAT1VEWANTO TO PROMOTE AMERICAN VINTAGE. OBGAHiZE
BUYING TOURS, filSTRlBBTE FLYERS, ETC.
NORMALCLOTHES HEAL CHEAP - VINTAGE CLOTHES HOT SO C HEAP
WE DESIGN AKB MARE CUSTOM “CiOB CLOTHES”
-LAfifil JEAN SELECTION -LOTS OP WIDE LEGS, FLARES. ANS BELL BOTTOMS

You Won’t Believe This Place!!
Vintage & "Swing Stuff” — 4G’s, 50’s & 60’$, We still have lots of crazy and one
of a kind stuff for parties.
8" «M aw a,
"I

1 * FERKSKMAKCE
S!AC£»

rtOTOKS

J * VINIA6E40T,
I

SO't. WLlVt

GET TO KNOW US!
EASY TO GET TO OFF RTE. 95

250 RHE 5T„ PAWTUCKET, 8.!. 401-727-3200
TAKE EXIT 27 OFF RTE, 95 TO SECOND
LIGHT PINE ST.
HOURS- M.T.W <M:

A

^^50

TH.F 9-7. SAT. 9-6
♦ 10% discount with student ID only
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short Gushing for gore

Takes
In honor of the Christmas holiday
that is approaching us with the
unwelcome speed of a Mack truck,
we in A&E would like to give you a
little something different for short
takes. We know that the chilly
December nights that are just
beginning make going to movies a
little less exciting. There are lots of
nights when it’s just too dam cold
to feel like leaving the house. And
you know what that means...more
video rentals. So what better way
for us to end our semester of Short
Takes than with a list of our favorite
holiday video rentals. Just consider
it a little gift from us to you.

It’s a Wonderful Life
This classic Jimmy Stewart tale of
hope and transformation is by far
Jess’s favorite Christmas movie.
Since she’s typing up this list, it’s
going first. Thayer Street prowlers:
if you keep your ears peeled, you’ll
hear the name of one of your favorite
shops mentioned.
How the Grinch Stole Christmas

Between the Whos down in
Whoville and the Grinch himself,
this is a very cool Christmas flick,
even if you’re not a kid anymore.
And it’s got that nifty Dr. Seus
rhyming thing going on, and that
catchy “You’re a mean one, Mr.
Grinch” song, and...
Scrooged
Julie really likes this movie. She
doesn’t know why. She’s not really
a big Bill Murray fan, and she’s a
little bit embarrassed about how
much she likes this movie. I told
her that the best way to overcome
this embarrassment would be to let
the whole campus know. Tee hee.

by Ben Sweeny ’00
A&E Staff____________________

So you’re asking yourself,
“Why would you need to review
a Tim Burton movie? He can’t go
wrong, can he?” Plus there’s the
fact that everyone knows the basic
story anyway, but I’m going to
write this one anyhow. Prepare for
gifthing.
Indeed.
Where to begin? Well, first of
all (and these are in no particular
order mind you), there are
uncountable decapitations -the
funniest of all possible horror
effects. I have no idea exactly how
many heads roll in this movie but
I assure you it is a good amount.
They are also very well done.
Actually, all of the effects in
Sleepy Hollow are of the highest
quality. None of that very digital
looking crap. The Headless
Horseman’s
scenes
are
Kiss
wonderfully done and are very
convincing. So great job there.
Second, I am drafting a letter to God
thanking him for introducing Tim Burton
to Danny Elfman. Forget writer-director
team-ups, This is the ultimate movie
making team. One of today’s best writerdirectors teamed up with today’s best
music-scorer (though Devo’s Mark
Mothersbough is catching up - check out
the soundtrack to Rushmore and Bottle
Rocket). Since leaving the pop group
Oingo Boingo, Elfman has created such
memorable soundtracks as Batman, PeeWee’s Big Adventure, Betelgeuse, and, of
course, The Nightmare Before
Christmas. In Sleepy Hollow, Elfman’s
music once again serves to further the
dark vision of Burton’s films. We must
all be eternally grateful the pair has
gotten together and stayed together.
Third, Johnny Depp and Christina
Ricci are definitely two of today’s most
promising and consistently pleasing
thespians. Ricci has wowed us in such
films as The Opposite ofSex, The Adams
Family, and Buffalo 66, not to mention
her cameo in Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas. In Sleepy Hollow, Ricci strays
from her usually dark personality to a
lighter character. Maybe it’s just the

his head goodbye-. Katrina (Christina Ricci) giving Icabod (Johnny Depp) a
blindfolded smooch in Sleepy Hollow
blond hair. Depp has had some of the the reigns. Burton has never failed to
most interesting and unique roles in create new, dark worlds where fantasy
recent time. He has become a master of is ever impinging on reality. He
becoming his character and convincing consistently uses beautiful visuals to
the audience of his transformation. As further his beautiful stories. His films are
Constable Ichabod Crane, Depp never flawed for what they are. Perhaps
continues in his trend of excellent acting. they are not Oscar material, but who
Fourth, the sets,
really cares about that crap
locations, and costume
anyway? Burton has created
Sleepy Hollow
designs were perfect.
film after film that perpetuates
Burton has managed to
his slightly skewed vision in an
Directed by:
find perfect replicas of
incredibly entertaining and
Tim Burton
the New England
feeling- driven way. I cannot
Running Time:
woodlands without
remember a film where he has
128 MINUTES
strayed from his formula for
actually using the
Currently Playing at:
perfection (yes, I liked Mars
woodlands of New
Showcase
Attacks!), and why should he?
England.
New
N. Attleboro
England simply cannot
I sure as Hell hope he never
does.
be beat in autumn
beauty and, Burton harnesses this
So that’s all I have to say. Go see
expertly. There is more daylight in this if you haven’t yet, and if you have,
Sleepy Hollow than any other Tim see it again. I did, and I’m not a bit
Burton film, but it’s OK somehow. These sorry. You can look for the cameos from
settings serve only to add to the beauty Episode I’s Ian McDiarmid (the
of the film’s camera work and overall Emperor) and Ray Parks (Darth Maul)
as well as Starship Troopers’ Casper
feeling.
And lastly, Burton himself. One can Van Dien.
hardly assume that all of the above would ’Nuff said.
be possible without this master behind PS. Christopher Walken is the best.

Charlie Brown Christmas

Christmas with the Peanuts gang,
and there’s that lovely song....

Movie Listings...starting 12/10

Ernest Saves Christmas
OK, so this was a really bad movie.
But it’s Ernest, and we love the fact
that our favorite uncharacterizable
oddball saves Christmas. We like
Christmas. A lot. So much that
we’re doing a whole Christmas
issue.
Nightmare Before Christmas
The most original Christmas movie
on this list, this Tim Burton outfit
takes us along on Jack Skelton’s
quest to steal Christmas (OK, so that
part does sound familiar). The
brilliantly macabre claymation and
the wickedly eerie characters
(remember Susie Stitches?) make
this flick a classic. (This is also a
great Halloween movie, so don’t
forget it come the end of October....)

National Lampoon’s
Christmas Vacation
Yet again, we have Chevy Chase on
a relatively obscene adventure, this
time during...Christmas. We
recommend renting this one when
you want to spend quality time with
Gram and Grampa.

That's all we wrote, so happy renting
and happy holidays!

Avon Cinema, 260 Thayer St,
Providence, 421-3315
Straight Story: evenings at 7:00, Sat,
Sun matinees at 1:00
Being John Malkovich: evenings at
9:15, Sat, Sun, matinees at 3:15
Fight Club: showing at midnight on
Fri and Sat
Showcase North Attleborough, 640
S. Washington St. (Route 1), North
Attleborough, Mass. (508) 643-3900
The World Is Not Enough: 10:30,
11:10, 1:15, 2:05, 4:00, 6:50, 7:25,
9:40, 12:15; Sat: no 7:25 showing,
Sun-Thurs: no 12:15 showing
Pokemon: 11:15, 1:40,4:20
The Bone Collector: 6:45, 9:35,
12:10; Sun-Thurs: no 12:10showing
Sleepy Hollow: 10:50, 11:30, 1:30,
4:15, 4:50, 7:15, 9:45, 10:20, 12:05,
12:30; Sun- Thurs: no 12:30, 12:45
showing
Dogma: 10:35, 1:25, 4:05, 7:05,
10:00, 12:30; Sun- Thurs; no 12:30
showing
The Green Mile: 10:45, 12:00,2:40,
4:00, 6:30, 8:00, 10:15, 11:35; SunThurs: no 10:15 or 11:35 showings
Toy Story 2: 10:30, 11:00, 12:00,
12:45, 1:15, 2:20, 3:00, 3:30, 4:40,
5:15, 5:45, 7:00, 7:35, 8:00, 10:10,
11:55, 12:20; Sun-Thurs: no 11:55 or
12:20 showings
End of Days: 10:40,1:20,4:10,7:10,
9:20, 9:50, 12:00, 12:20; Sun-Thurs

no 12:00 or 12:20 showings
Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo: 11:00,
1:10,3:20,5:30,7:40,9:55,12:00; SunThurs: no 12:00 showing
Saturday SNEAK PREVIEW of Anna
and the King at 7:30 shown with Sleepy
Hollow
Showcase Seekonk Route 6, Route 6,
Seekonk, Mass. (508) 336-6789
Toy Story 2:10:30,11:00,11:30,12:00,
12:45, 1:15,1:50,2:20,3:00,3:30,4:10,
4:40, 5:15, 5:45, 6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 9:20,
9:45,10:10,11:30,12:00,12:20; Sat: no
6:30 showing, Sun- Thurs: no 11:30,
12:00, or 12:20 showings
Flawless: 8:00, 10:20, 12:30; SunThurs: no 12:30 showing
The World Is Not Enough: 10:30,
11:00,1:15,1:45,4:00,4:30,6:50,7:20,
9:40, 10:10, 12:15, 12:35; Sun-Thurs:
no 12:15 or 12:35 showing
Dogma: 10:50, 1:40,4:20,7:15, 10:05,
12:30; Tues: no 10:50 showing, SunThurs: no 12:30 showing
Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo: 10:40,
11:10, 11:40, 12:50, 1:20, 2:00, 3:00,
3:30, 4:25, 5:10, 5:40, 6:45, 7:25, 7:50,
9:15, 9:35, 10:00, 11:15, 11:45, 12:15;
Sun- Thurs: no 11:15, 11:45, or 12:15
Saturday SNEAK PREVIEW of
Bicentennial Man at 7:00 shown with
Toy Story 2

Showcase Seekonk 1-10,800 Fall River
Ave, Seekonk, Mass. (508) 336-6020

The Green Mile: 10:50,11:20,12:00,
2:40, 3:10, 4:00, 6:30, 7:15, 8:00,
10:15, 11:00, 11:40; Sun-Thurs: no
10:15, 11:00, or 11:40 showings
Sleepy Hollow: 10:45, 11:15, 1:30,
2:00, 4:15, 4:45, 6:40, 7:10, 7:40,
9:45,10:15,12:00,12:25; Sat: no7:40
showing, Sun- Thurs: no 12:00 or
12:25 showing
Pokemon: 11:20, 1:45,4:10
End of Days: 10:40, 11:10, 1:20,
1:50, 4:00, 4:30, 6:50, 7:20, 9:10,
9:35,10:10,11:50,12:15; Sun-Thurs:
no 11:50 or 12:15 showing
The Bone Collector: 11:00, 1:40,
4:20, 7:05, 9:50, 12:20; Sun- Thurs:
no 12:20 showing
The Insider: 11:00,12:10,1:40,3:30,
4:20, 7:00, 7:05, 9:50, 10:20, 12:20;
Thurs: no 7:30 showing, Sun- Thurs:
no 10:20 or 12:20 showing
Saturday SNEAK PREVIEW of
Anna and the King at 7:30 shown
with Sleepy Hollow
Showcase Seekonk 11-12, 775 Fall
River Ave, Seekonk, Mass. (508) 3363420
American Beauty: 11:30,2:00,4:30,
7:10, 9:40, 12:00; Sun- Thurs: no
12:00 showing
The Sixth Sense: 11:45, 2:10, 4:40,
7:20, 9:50, 12:05; Sun- Thurs: no
12:05 showing
Compiled by Laura Bergemann '02
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Revenge of the Yodeler:
Jewel, drunks, and holiday cheer

by Michelle Smith ’01
A&E Staff
This week, Music Notes would
like to partake in the overly
consumptive holiday otherwise
known as Christmas. We are doing
our part by letting you know about the
Christmas music out there.. .the good
and the bad. So here we have...THE
OFFICIAL GOOD AND BAD OF
HOLIDAY MUSIC!’!

Stuff to check out....

Squirrel Nut Zippers-CTirwfwas
Caravan (Mammoth)...a crazy cute
swingin’ mix of Christmas tunes that
are decidedly upbeat

Hanson-Snowed In (Mercury)... it’s
not even funny how good this is.
Hanson knows how to make
Christmas a serious rockin’ fun time
Low- Christmas E.P. (crazy)...new
this year, this is a beautiful, quiet
collection of Christmas music that
makes Christmas somehow all worth
it...sigh

Various Artists-JwsZ Say Noel
(Geffen).. .this has been out for a few
years, and it features such artists as
Beck and Sonic Youth.. .this is for all
you girls and guys who want to keep
the “indie” in Christmas, right?

The Kingston Trio- /Tie Last Month
of the Year (emi-capitol)...a good,
fun, folky Christmas album!
Various Artists- Yule B’ Swingin'
(hip-o).. .this collection features some
swingin’ tunes by artists such as Ella
Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong and
Commanders, Dean Martin, and
Glenn Miller and his Orchestra

How the Grinch Stole Christmas
(Mercury)... Oh yeah.
Elvis Sings the Wonderful World of
Christmas (RCA)...the holidays are
not complete without Elvis. Period.

Stuff to take all possible measures to
avoid...

Mariah Carey-Merry Christmas
(Columbia).. .1 can’t even begin to list
the reasons.
Mr. Hanky’s Christmas Classics
(American)...let’s see here...dumb,
dumb and what else? Oh yes, dumb!

Cyndi Lauper-AJerry Christmas:
Have a Nice Life (Epic).. .Cyndi used
to know what’s up, but apparently
something went horribly wrong in the
early 90’s when this was released.
*N SYNC-tfo/?n? for Christmas
(RCA)...If you are a blind fool, you
may wonder why Hanson made the list
and N’Sync did not. Hint: Hanson is
good. *N SYNC is not.
Barbara Streisand-A Christmas
Album (Columbia)...Some people are
better off being mute.
The
ChipmunksGreatest
Christmas Hits (capitol)...let’s take
annoying to the next level.

Kenny G.-Faith-Holiday Album
(Arista)...this new release features
people screaming in pain.

As the seniors know, Jewel and PC
have a strained relationship, to say the
least. For those who haven’t heard the
tale, the folk singer with the Cover
Model looks (or so some people say)
came to our school to perform several
years ago. Many PC students, being the
excellent hosts that they are, attended
after having some pre-show parties, if
you know what I mean. So in their
drunken stupors, they shouted lewd re
marks and were generally disruptive and
rowdy during her set. And she noticed.
Needless to say, don’t expect Jewel to
grace our campus any time soon.
Maybe it’s up to us to make amends
for our peers’ actions. I know, I know, it
may not sound fair. But recall that the
reason we’re now holding our JRW For
mal in a convention center is because
previous classes ruined any chance we
have of ever being welcome in Boston.
That’s the way the world works. Whether
you’re a Jewel fan or not, you’ve got to
feel sorry for the way she was treated.
So make her feel better and go buy her
new Christmas CD, Joy: A Holiday Col
lection.
Then send her a nice, personalized
note explaining why you did so, even
though every other CD in your collec
tion can be classified as “thrash metal”
and you plan on using Joy: A Holiday
Collection as a coaster. Perhaps even
include some PC memorabilia, such as
a T-shirt, mug, or one of those stickers
you put on your back windshield. She
can stick it on her van that she likes to
remind everyone that she lived out of
when she was the stereotypical starving
artist. But I’ll bet you all my Christmas
presents that that van is long gone by
now. When you go multi-platinum, your
taste for “the finer things in life” tends
to be directly correlated to your increas
ing record sales.
While Jewel is one of the few artists
that writes, plays, and sings her own
music, there are enough holiday favor
ites on here to satisfy even the most picky
Christmas music fan. As in, your grand
mother could listen to this and (1) sing
along, and (2) not be offended (can you
imagine “A KoRn Christmas”? Neither
can 1). Actually, only three and a half
(read on for an explanation) out of the
thirteen songs are originals. And one is
questionable.
While 1 am not a particular fan of
Jewel the Person (I absolutely abhor her
I-am-so-bored-right-now attitude she
gives during TV interviews), I do think
she has some talent. And it’s not easy to
take tried-and-true (or downright old, if
you wish) carols and make them sound
good. Especially since they’ve already
been done to death by dozens of other
people, who all try to put their own twist
on them to make their version the new
standard for a classic. But maybe that’s
Jewel’s secret. She doesn’t try to fix
something that ain’t broken. The songs
aren’t very stylized so you won’t have
to listen to them ten times before you
can sing along (that is, if singing along
is how you get your jollies...ha, ha...an
attempt at a Christmas pun...nevermind).
“Joy to the World” features a full
choir and orchestra in the background
with which Jewel’s light, folksy voice
actually blends very well. “O Holy
Night” (a personal favorite, so I’m par
ticularly picky about this one) reminds
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Holiday Sparkler-. The Jewel that PC students have been known to love
shines on her new Christmas album Joy: A Holiday Album

me of, if you’ll excuse the imagery, a
church’s youth choir soloist - at least the
ones I’ve seen. Her voice stands alone
against soft instrumentals led by a gui
tar. She strains to reach the higher notes,
but her voice comes across as very pure
and clear, so somehow it just “fits” and
sounds appropriate.
“Winter Wonderland,” “Silent
Night,” “O Little Town of Bethlehem,”
and “Hark! The Herald Angels Sing” all
sound fine. Her a cappella take on
“Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer” in
cludes Jewel trying to do a scat sort of
thing and 1 don’t like it. But perhaps
that’s just compared to how well the oth
ers sound. “Ave Maria” showcases some
impressive vocal talents that I didn’t
even know she had.
I’m confused as to why Jewel takes
credit for writing and arranging “Gloria.”
For some reason, I remember singing
that at the Sunday School Christmas
Pageant fourteen years ago, with my
angel costume consisting of a white sheet
wrapped around me and a ring of gold
tinsel propped precariously atop my
head...ahh, memories. Isn’t that what the
holiday season is all about? But again,
she pleasantly surprised me with how she
handled the song.
“Face of Love” is one of the origi
nals on the album, and 1 didn’t like it
when I first heard it. Upon further lis
tening, however, it’s now my favorite
song on the CD. It’s not particularly
Christmas-y, but it’s definitely not secu
lar. An upbeat medley features “Go Tell

It On the Mountain” segueing somewhat
successfully into “From A Distance” and
ends with “Life Uncommon,” another
Jewel original. The album ends with
“Hands (Christmas Version),” which is
basically a slower remake of the song
off her previous album. I didn’t care for
the first one, but this one is more accept
able, featuring stronger instrumentals
and fitting in with the mood of the rest
of the CD.
So what I’m getting at is that this is a
good Christmas album if you’re look
ing for an artist who you- not the senior
members of your family - are familiar
with (not, say, Burl Ives. He’s the
snowman providing the narration in that
claymation-ish Christmas special featur
ing Rudolph, Herbie the Dentist Elf, and
Yukon Cornelius...come on, you know
exactly what I’m talking about). Even
more appealing, it features songs that
you actually recognize and that weren’t
written exclusively for the artist-of-themoment’s Christmas CD (ahem,
shouldn’t Britney Spears have put one
out by now? Her ...Baby One More Time
is going to be as has-been as Tickle-Me
Elmo by Easter...she needs to crank out
something new). Joy: A Holiday Collec
tion is a welcome edition to any selec
tion of Christmas music. I know that’s
not what the PC population wants to
hear, but then again, this is just one
student’s opinion. Maybe next time I lis
ten to it, I should get drunk and yell lewd
things at my stereo. Perhaps then my
perspective will change.

Disclaimer:
The A&E section of the Cowl wants to stress that they in no
way condone the excessive playing of annoying holiday music.

Use your discretion, and know when to say when.
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Q/Z we wantfor Christmas^
1.1 want Kevin Spacey to win another
Oscar for American Beauty.
2.1 want Ani DiFranco to be good again.
3.1 want John Cusack to be my
boyfriend.
4. I need Ricky Martin to go away oh
lay oh lay.
5. Please get Disney to stop cashing in
on musicals.
6. Spiderman the Movie
I love you Santa Claus!
Love, Jessica Tabak

Compiled by Erin Keller ’02

Asst. A&E Editor

Dear Santa,
For Christmas I would like the
following things:
1. I would like Leonardo DiCaprio not
to make movies that destroy entire
beaches and then decide to host Earth
Day 2000 in Washington D.C.
2. I would like Britney Spears and
Christina Aguillera to become more
comfortable with who they are, instead
of promoting their bodies to sell music,
taking 20 years off all the progress
feminism has made.
3. I would like Warren Beatty to stop
thinking about possible presidency.
I would like Ewan MacGregor to be
naked in more movies.
4. I would like The Man Show’s hosts
Jimmy Kimmel and Adam (???) to stop
feeling inferior about themselves and
to take their ugly, egotistical, and macho
stances and eat them.
5. Please please PLEASE make Weezer
make a new album!!!
Thank you Santa. You know Eve
been a good girl saving the world with
my vicious frog army.
P.S. If it’s not too much trouble, could
you also help Ben Sweeny become a
sellout, arena-playing rock star with a
mullet? I love you Santa!
Love, Michelle Smith

Dear Santa,
You wouldn’t believe how much I’ve
studied this year! I just want 6 things
1. Could you force MTV producers to
finally stop being pansies and make a
Real Live Celebrity Death Match... no
more of this claymation cop-out.
2. Please make it so that no one under
the age of 18 be able to make more
money by working in one movie or on
one album than my mother will make in
her entire career.
3. Ben Affleck and Matt Damon should
have to make all their movies together...
two for the price of one!
4. Could you build an Aging Rock Star
Home where all the artists who don’t
realize they’re past their prime can go?
(Think Willie Nelson, Elton John,
Rolling Stones, and others.)
5. Please help true, appreciative fans get
the GOOD tickets at concerts
6. Finally, MTV’s Jesse Camp. Could
you somehow lock him up in an
underground bunker with no food or
water? Thank you Santa!!
Love, Julia Kenny

Dear Santa,
This was a tough year for me, as you
know. Some of my favorite artists are
just not getting the message. I was
hoping you could help.
1. I want Ice Cube to focus more on his
music career than his movie career.
2. I want Master P. to retire. Enough is
enough.
3.1 would like Old Dirty Bastard to make
a gospel album entitled “Big Baby Jesus
Christ Superstar.”
4. I want Puff Daddy to use more of his
talent and less of his bank account.
5. And PLEASE Santa, this more than
any of the others...make Lil’ Kim put
some damn clothes on!! (Did you see the
MTV Music Awards, Santa?)
Love, Ralphie Tavares Jr.
Dear Santa,
1. All I want for Christmas is for
alternative music to come back.
2. I'd also like if actors could stay actors,
directors could stay directors, singers
(ahem, JEWEL) could stay singers, and
models (Yes you Ms. Crawford) NOT
be allowed to venture out into any other
field.
3. Could you leave coal in the stockings
of the bastards who canceled My So
Called Life?
4. My best friend wants Darcy to come
back to the Smashing Pumpkins. Santa,
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Rockin’ around the Christmas tree: an unidentified mob of hooligans
wreaking havok on the Slavin Christmas tree

I didn’t even know she left!
5. And I know you’re going to get more
requests for this than Tickle Me Elmos
and Furbies combined, but could you
find it in your heart to convince Jennifer
Love Hewitt into early retirement? I’ve
been really good this year, promise.
Love, Erin Keller
P.S. For Mom and Dad, could you
bring back The Family Guy? They really
miss him.
Dear Santa,
I haven’t been very good this year so
I’m only gonna ask for four things.
1. I want Sam Raimi to direct a horror/
comedy written by Kevin Smith starring
Bruce Campbell, Steve Buscemi, John
Cusack, Ewan MacGregor, Jason Lee
and Ben Stiller with set design by Tim
Burton and music by Danny Elfman.
2. Please let the X Men and Spiderman

Dear Santa,
A few requests:
1. Please put the movie Waiting For
Guffman in every child’s stocking.
2.1 would like Steve Martin to do stand
up comedy again.
3. I want Stanley Kubrick do be
resurrected (you know you can do it) so
he can end his career on a stronger note.
4. I want Oscar nominations for The
Matrix.
5. Finally, I would like The Phantom
Menace deleted from my memory.
Santa, you’ve always been good to
me in the past! Help!
Love, Matt Duchnowski

movies be good and not suck like all the
other comic book movies before them.
3. I would like a special short to be made
by George Lucas that would run 24 hours
a day for at least a month on some
universally accessible television station
depicting him first apologizing for Jar
Jar Binks and then allowing us to see Jar
Jar brutally beaten and killed
ASSURING us that he will never, ever
return in the next two movies.
4. And I would like for Michelle Smith
to be transformed into the super heroine
Mother Nature so she can strike back
against all eco-crimes with with the help
of her vicious frog army. Thanks Santa.
I know you understand.
Love, Ben Sweeny

Dear Santa,
I assure you, I have been a perfect
little angel this year.
1. Could Jordan Knight be outlawed?
2. I would like Ricky Martin to take
dance lessons.
3. I want Britney Spears to give an
intelligent interview.
4.1 would like Justin from ‘N-SYNC to
show up on my sister’s doorstep (Merry
Christmas Liz!)
5. And I want to be offered a contract
with the New York Ballet Co.
Merry Christmas Santa!!
Love, Adrienne Larsen-Silva

Dear Santa,
I know better than to butter you up,
so I’ll just cut to the chase.

A&E would like to wish you all a
merry Christmas and everything on
your lists...

“...and to all a good night!”
Friars Cell’s Strippers, Liquors and Clowns
owed him by her late husband. When
Mrs. Popov is unable to give it to him,
he refuses to leave until she does, and
Of all the things you could have the two begin to argue. Each continues
done this weekend, I sincerely hope that to insult the other, at the same time
attending the one-act plays was one of realizing that they have begun to fall in
them. If not, then know what you love. When Mrs. Popov accepts his
passed up: passionate kissing, challenge to duel, Smirnov is completely
sidesplitting laughs, arid outstanding smitten and proposes to her, and the play
acting. Not to mention the fact that all ends with the two embracing.
three plays were also student-directed,
The last play, Why Not Wally?, was
and in one case, student-written. If you both written and directed by Brian J.
missed these, then you missed out.
McDermott '00. A modem day tale, the
The first play was Grownups, story is about an aspiring writer, Wally
written by Kimberly Davis Basso and Walbersson (James Woodhouse ’02),
directed by Patricia Hughes’01. Avery who is searching for a job.
short piece, it depicted the lives of four Unfortunately, he must also contend with
contemporary women, Chastity (Nora his overbearing mother, Helen (Courtney
Whalen ’00), Dee Dee (Mary Margaret Cullinan ’02), and his suspicious father,
O’Hara ’01), Jane (Kaitlyn Gentile Jim (Vito Salm ’02), both of whom fear
’03), and Gina (Lauren Brown ’02). All that their son is turning “weird.” After
of the women with the exception of being turned down by an arrogant editor,
Gina are unhappy with their mundane (Heckiestein, played by Drew Royals
lives and yearning for more exciting ’01) at a well-known journal, he
existences. They become annoyed with manages to get a job at another up-andGina when they discover that she is coming publication. However, Wally
perfectly happy with her life, since soon discovers that it’s merely going to
happiness is an entirely foreign concept be a newsletter about editor Murray
Salzwater’s (also played by Royals)
to them.
Next was The Bear, written by chain of freeze-dried buffet restaurants.
Anton Chekhov and directed by our Devastated and disillusioned, Wally
own beloved Jessica Tabak ’01. Taking returns home to find his parents
place around the turn of the century, it discussing him with a therapist, Steven
is the story of a recent widow, Mrs. Cockshintz, (Norm Knoerlein ’01) who
Popov (Meridith Hernandez ’02), who also happens to be a clown. As fate
has decided to cut herself off from the would have it, Cockshintz turns out to
world in her grief. Soon after, a retired be the very clown Wally interviewed in
soldier, Smirnov (Matt Duchnowski order to write the story he submitted to
’01) visits her, demanding the money the magazines, only no one will believe
by Adrienne

A&E Staff

Larsen-Silva ’02

him. The play ends with Wally walking
out in frustration, his parents comically
oblivious.
Every performer onstage was
outstanding, but as always, there were
several that especially stood out. Joe
BonFiglio ’02 as Zambuka, the Italian
hired hand who worked for Mrs.
Popov, turned in a particularly hilarious
performance. Joe’s humorous facial
expressions and slapstick showed that
he has quite a talent for comedic acting.
Additionally, Matt Duchnowski ’01
and Meridith Hernandez ’02 were
excellent, and showed a certain
chemistry onstage together, despite the
relative brevity of the play. Just seeing
that kiss was well worth the three
dollars! Also, Courtney Cullinan was
adorable in her Mrs. Cleaver-ish role
as Helen Walbersson, and Sarah
Fanning ’01 was quite adept at both her
funny interpretation of Hilda,
Heckiestein’s bitchy secretary, and as
Shelly, Salzwater’s timid secretary and
wife. Finally, Drew Royals as both
Heckiestein and Salzwater also did a
180 degree turn, going from paranoid
businessman to redneck.
Congratulations to all three directors
for doing a wonderfully professional job
in presenting these plays, with especial
praise to Brian McDermott for writing
such an original and amusing script.
These plays deserve all the acclaim
they’ll receive. Presenting such quality
work is no easy task, but is most certainly
a credit to our theatre department and to
our students.
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A wild ride in Santa's sleigh
Something as sweet as us.
Meghan Felice '01 Mary Kate Davin '01 -^e^a Parsong
Amy Bpuchard ,Q1

Adamm-A^amm:
Another few inches...

CPeS6fes:
Two words:

of SNOW!

Victoria's secret

Features
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Amanda Symmes ’00
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Beth Brunet ’00
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Features Staff

Finally
She needs not
to tell herself
Justify feelings
Fabricated.

I sit here on
the steps with a book in my
lap, the overwhelming warmth of
the late-summer sun on my face.
That overtired,
feverish feeling consumes me, and
my heart beats louder than normal.
1 know that
my body-temperature is rising, that
I am terribly hot. Yet
I cannot move from this place,
where I am
forced to face the sun’s glare, to
stare into it with my eyes shut
and my head tilted back.
And neither
would you be able to,
if you knew this feeling of being
drunk with the sun, drunk in the sun.

No more
Yes, i am attracted to you
Or
we do have a unique connection we do.
Not.

suddenly
she discovers
Like a new perspective
that she can
Be and Feel
and the two
Hold hands as naturally
as He and She
The lines
which squint out
from his eyes
look like rays of shine
from a sun with
a generated source
of radiant Love

Truth pours
forth
thick and
whole.
and this time,
she

by

Kyle Lamoureux ’00

Features Staff

tempted by the song of an eternal sea,
i approach the shore, close my eyes
(so i may see)
and begin a chant
to call forth the god of this
shapeless solitude.
i light my companion on fire,
so i may share in this world,
and turn up the music,
so i may drown it out

Christmas
gift every
Thursday of
the school
year

JT

Jill Yablonski ’00

Features Staff

In spirit of the upcoming holiday, or
something like that, I’ve decided to
tritely write down my wish list for now
and the future. Feel free to scribble down
your own wishes on the border. I wish...
It was Halloween everyday.
That someone would fix the cracked and
missing tiles from the floor of Harkin’s
and while they’re at it add some shades
to the windows.
We still had the grotto.
That in every elevator, department store,
and cafeteria my mix tapes would be
playing.
I had Jessie’s girl. Actually, I wish I was
her.
I got calls from readers like Matt Farley
does.
That no one takes that last wish seriously.
The beautiful people would realize that
what they posses is purely subjective and
absolutely fleeting.
I wasn’t so concerned about the beauti
ful people.
I could fly.
My roommates and I didn’t have secret
crushes on Brian from the Backstreet
Boys and Joey from N’Sync. Oops!

I was a little bit taller. I wish I was a
bailer...
It would rain every day.
That girls’ pants didn’t have an average
inseam of 32 inches and peak at a whop
ping 34.
That Capri pants weren’t trendy. (Damn,
to think I could have been in style my
whole life.)
Everyone could have friends like mine.
That Jenny Holzer was wrong.
I could run with wolves, just once.
A society that favors thinness and
searches for happiness would recognize
the irony in the ubiquitous presence of
the email forward that states you use
roughly 42 muscles by frowning and
only 7 by smiling.
The Simpsons will never go off the air.
Beth would stop wishing she could do
the moonwalk.
I was fluent in another language.
That just one thing I have ever wrote did
someone some kind of good.
I never settled when it came to picking
my core classes.
I had no regrets.
This wasn’t my last article before the
millennium.
People would realize the millennium re
ally isn’t until January 1, 2001.
People would also realize that the cal
endar isn’t exact and the millennium
probably already happened, anyway.
I was funny.
I didn’t care.

hubris

knows.

Features...
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as my bitter smoke
mingles with the complacent wind,
i cry enough tears
to invoke Neptune’s wrath.

i beg him to bear gifts,
to unite the melodic strain
of my soul with his own,
but as i open my eyes,
silence falls i flick my cigarette
into a satisfied forever,
and then hum softly
as i inhale the remnants
of the unattainable.

5K: A Good Time
Had By All
On November 6th at 1:00, The 3rd
Annual Cross Campus race was held at
Providence College. Over 130 runners
and walkers from PC. and its greater
community participated in the event on
what turned out to be a beautiful fall day.
Professor Liam Donohoe was both the
faculty and overall winner. Martha
Besher was the first female faculty
member to finish the race. Pete Hanson
and Lindsay Cunningham were the
student winners. David Moss and
Melissa Home were the first members
of the greater community to finish.
Overall, the race raised almost $2,000
for the Clint Anderson Research Fund,

a scholarship fund for students here at
Providence College. Clint Anderson was
a respected Psychology Professor for
almost thirty years here at PC. who
passed away a few years ago. Everyone
who participated seemed to have a great
time during and after the race, and
awards and raffle prizes were given out
afterwards. The race was organized by
six senior Marketing students under the
direction of Dan Horne. The race
organizers would like to thank all the
sponsors, participants, volunteers, and
donators who helped make the 5K a
success again.

Geatures wisGes the entire CP.G.

community a very merry Christmas
anda happy newyear.
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True Tales
by

Tiffany Green ’01

Features Staff

Once upon a time there was a very
big fifteen year old girl with a very small
bladder. She went out to “get a quick
bite to eat” for dinner with her friend
Jessica and her parents at Roger
Clemens Roasters, a chain restaurant
very much like Boston Market.
The girl and her friend Jess sat in one
booth, and her friend’s parents sat in the
booth in front of them.
The two giddy girls began to consume
mass quantities of food, condiments, and
beverages. The two gluttons became so
stuffed with food that they proceeded to
unzip their flies of their jeans and “let it
all hang out.” They began talking and
laughing hysterically for 15-20 minutes,
about topics unsuitable for all of you
loyal COWL readers.
Then, the very big girl with the very
small bladder declared “I have to urinate
extremely badly.” Her friend conceded
that she also had to relieve herself.
They were laughing so hard that they
could not quite get up just yet to use the
lavatory facilities. The very big girl with
the very small bladder then proclaimed
obnoxiously throughout the restaurant,
“I can’t hold it (urine) any longer, I’m
going to tinkle my panties.”
And that was precisely what she did.
As she stood to gravitate towards the
ladies room in a fit of laughter, a dense,
warm stream of urine proceeded to
trickle down her pants and onto the tile
floor. Jessica and her parents stared at
the very big fifteen year old girl with a
small bladder with mixed emotions of
••••••••

shock, horror, sympathy, laughter, and
disgust. She simply had no control over
her bladder, it was like the Pringles
commercial “Once you pop, you can’t
stop.. you can’t stop.”
Once alleviated, the very big girl with
a very small bladder began to run to her
only place of refuge- the ladies room.
Her sneakers squished and squeaked, and
her run could be better termed as a self
conscious hop from one foot onto the
other. Her friend Jessica, exhausted with
laughter, came in about three minutes
later. She began laughing like a hyena
again when the very big girl with the very
small bladder emerged from the
bathroom stall scantily clad- wearing
only her top and her soaken wet red
cotton Hanes Her Way underwear, and
holding the symbolic pair of her jeans
in her left hand. The very big girl with a
very small bladder grew angry at her
friend Jessica because she was
embarrassed. Yet soon her anger turned
into contagious whoops of laughter
again, especially when she saw Jessica’s
body thrash with fits of laughter.
The very big girl with the very small
bladder’s emotions became more stable
as she began drying her jeans with the
conveniently located hand dryer. As she
stepped out the door of Roger Clemens
Roasters , she thought that perhaps it
would be in good taste to never return to
Roger Clemens Roasters for the rest of
her days.
The very big girl with the very small
bladder never did return to that
godforsaken establishment, yet she did,
as all beautiful women in real fairy tales
do, live happily ever after.

I Need Glasses
by

I think I need to start wearing my
glasses. I wander around campus all day
not being able to see anything or anyone.
Well, I can see things when they’re up
close, but anything in the distance is a
blur. Sometimes I see someone waving
but I can’t tell who it is. Then I am faced
with a serious dilemma; should 1 wave
back, or should I ignore it? If I wave
back and it is a friend then all is well.
But, if I wave back and it’s not a friend,
then I will look like an idiot. On the other
hand, if I don’t wave back and it is a
friend, they might get mad and start
rumors that Tom is not nice. But if I
don’t wave back and it isn’t a friend then
all is still well. You see what I am faced
with every day. There is also the problem
of me initiating the hello. If I see
someone I think I know, and I wave, I
could either be greeted with the return
wave, or stared at because the person I
am waving at doesn’t know me. These
problems take up hours out of each of
my days.
In light of this dilemma I am faced
with three options. The first is to wear
my glasses. That will make everything
easier. The second is to get contacts.
People suggest this to me all the time.
They say, “it’s easy, you can see and you
don’t have to worry about having
glasses.” This is a very good argument.
However, I am still a bit freaked out
about putting things in my eyes. I know
that they are safe and all that, but I could
see myself as somehow being the world’s

Sinking Ship

of Sowing
Tracy Kennedy ’02

Features Staff

“Have yourself a merry little Christ
mas...” Once a year we all get to sit
around the fireplace, belting out Christ
mas tunes and drinking spiked eggnog.
Ahhh... the holidays. But is that all that
Christmas is? Colored lights, snowmen
and Jingle Bell Rock? I used to think
so. Hey, I was the queen of Winter Won
derland. Now I’m not so sure. This year
rather than decking the halls with boughs
of holly, I’m looking for something
deeper.
Every year, the day after Thanksgiv
ing, the Christmas season begins, with
incredible sales, defensive shoppers af
ter the Tickle Me Elmo-type toy of the
season and blinking Christmas lights.
And of course, you cannot forget Christ
mas music, the best and most omnipres
ent part of this whole season. You can
hear it blasting out of every speaker in
every store and restaurant in America.
But, do you really think that the not-somerry shoppers fighting each other for
first in line at 6 am at Toys R Us have
any clue what the Christmas season is
really about? Is it possible that the many
parents striving to find the right gift that
will be thrown out by next Christmas
really enter into the spirit of giving?
Giving should be done from the heart,
not because it is expected. The point of
sharing is not to find to best and newest
gift just for the sake of giving a gift.
Speaking of giving, if there is one

first contact fatality. The third option I
have open is to get laser surgery.
Apparently it’s the cool thing to do. They
just shoot a laser into your eye or
something like that and all of a sudden
your vision is perfect! Well, that freaks
me out more than contacts. What if they
miss and the laser starts slicing me up?
Don’t laugh. It could happen. Besides
the fear factor, I also have $19.75 to my
name and anything to do with lasers is
probably expensive. So I guess my best
bet is to start wearing my glasses. But
now that I think of it, there is a fourth
option. I could just continue like I am
now, but just stop caring if people think
I’m crazy. I could just say hi to everyone,
regardless if I know them or not. I’ll
start waving back to anyone who even
looks in my direction. It will be great.
I’ll be known as that crazy guy who says
hi to everyone. I think this world needs
a little more kindness anyway. The only
possible downside of this plan is that the
people who actually are my friends now
might not be once I turn into crazy
greeting man.
I don’t know what to do. I’m going
to spend every second of my Christmas
break thinking about this very serious
problem. Until then, if you already know
me, only say hello when you are right in
front of my face. And if you don’t know
me, try not to say anything to anyone
else when I am nearby so I don’t get
confused. If you don’t know what I look
like, all you have to do is consult your
Cowl from a few weeks ago. There is a
nice little drawing of me that is a perfect
resemblance. Wish me luck with my
problem if you see me and Merry
Christmas everybody!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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by

Thomas Scalzo ’00

Features Staff

•••••••••••••a*

thing that I hate about gifts is practical
ity. I don’t really enjoy giving a gift be
cause it is “just what they needed.”
Might as well give them a blender... I
don’t mean to bash certain gifts, but these
gifts do not seem to come from the heart.
Anyway, back to my original thought
about the true meaning of Christmas.
Though I may sound like a member of
Christian Coalition, but I think that
people have completely lost the true
sense of Christmas. Yeah, yeah, it’s a
cliche, but it is true. Christmas does have
a great deal to do with the birth of Jesus
Christ. Equally importantly, the mean
ing of Christmas is “goodwill toward
men.” It’s about “throwing your arms
around the world” and forgetting your
self and your needs for a few short weeks
out of the year. This is not “all about
me” time. Little do we realize, but as
we gather around the beautifully deco
rated tree on Christmas morning, many
individuals all over the world are wak
ing up alone or to no Christmas presents
at all. They may be arising on the cold,
bitter streets.
I don’t mean to dampen your spirits.
Really. But I do mean to make you think
a little before you breeze past the Salva
tion Army Santa Claus. Maybe you’ll
pause and decide to take an ornament
from the Giving Tree in Slavin. I hope
that when you see something really
makes you think of someone else, know
ing how well they would love it, that you
get it. Just get it. It doesn’t really mat
ter whether or not they get it for you.
Gift giving should not suggest obliga
tion. Let yourself be caught up in the
true spirit of the season. It feels really
good, believe me.
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by

Matthew Farley ’00

Features Staff

The final semester at PC for the class
of 2000 is quite similar to the Titanic.
Leo and Kate were pretty sure that one
of them, if not both, would be dead be
fore the end of the movie, so they didn’t
think twice about hastily professing their
love for one another. “I’m sure one of
us will be dead by the end of this movie,
so I might as well tell him I love him,”
Kate said to herself midway through the
movie in a scene which was ultimately
cut from the final edit (I hear that it may
be realeased in a deluxe director’s cut
edition, so keep your eyes open for that).
Leo expressed similar sentiments in yet
another scene which was edited from
James Cameron’s first cut of that epic
movie which originally clocked in at a
whopping 9 hours.
Just as Kate and Leo felt they were
in a safe enough situation to profess their
eternal love for one another without ever
having to actually spend eternity to
gether, the PC senior class is soon going
to realize that they can start revealing
their true feelings about one another be
cause they’ll never see each other again.
That’s right seniors, it’s time to let that
jerk know just how much you hate him!
Remember that girl who spilled a drink
on you freshman year? Well, it’s time
to make her pay for that. Let’s not for
get about that person who you have
never spoken to and yet you absolutely
hate for some reason. Let them know.
Just walk up to them and say, “I’ve never

spoken to you before and hopefully I’ll
never see you after May, so I just wanted
to let you know that I can’t stand you
one single bit. Ever since I first laid eyes
on you freshman year I’ve thought you
were a stuck-up, opinionated loser!” Just
ignore them if they imply that maybe you
are the opinionated one.
Just think of all the secret grudges that
people have against one another.
They’re not going to remain secrets for
much longer. As we get closer and closer
to graduation, PC is going to become a
battleground and I intend to be on the
front lines. I’m going to start out by leav
ing anonymous voice mails that warn my
enemies that my hatred for them will be
made public if they do not change their
evil ways. This is kind of like when the
army drops leaflets over a city to warn
them that a bombing attack is coming.
If the voice mails do nothing to change
my opinions of these people, then the fun
will begin. I’m going to make flyers with
my picture on one side and a picture of
one of my enemies on the other side. The
sign will read: “Farley has always hated
this person,” and then there will be a
laundry list of reasons why this hatred
developed. On top of that tactic, if any
of my enemies ever have the gall to say
hello to me on campus, I will respond in
a loud voice, “I don’t like you and I never
have liked you.” Also, I will always
carry a carton of eggs with me around
campus and throw them at any enemies
that I happen to pass.
There are two or three people on this
campus whom I have always liked. I
might let them know about this before I
graduate. However, I am not sure it’s
such a good idea.

Featifres
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GIF
from
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visit tkB ookstore

at tkc
St. Francis Ckapel & City /Ministry Center

iO% Discount witk va lid student ID

* Christmas Cards * Religious Cards
* Fontanini FCativity Figures

• Advent XXCaths • Calendars • M usic

* Videos * Oiks * Books

Daily Bookstore Hours:

Tuesday-Friday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m./
Saturday (0:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m./ Sunday 9:45 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

For more information/ please caI! {40O 5£l-26?O.

/MasterCard .Mid VISA eards accepted

ST. FRANCIS CHAPEL & CITY MINISTRY CENTER
58 Wcybossct Street > Providence, Rhode island 02903
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Ge-Win.^ To
Know SanTa

Claus

Although we usually interview current PC students for our GETTING TO KNOW
YOU section of the COWL, we just couldn’t pass up the opportunity to interview

SANTA CLAUS. So here it goes:
NAME: Nick
GRAD YEAR: 1944
QUOTE- “If you’re nice, I’ll give you presents.
WHICH DORM DESERVES THE MOST PRESENTS?: “Dore; they get no

respect.”
,
,
»
THE LEAST?: “Thomas House; there are only a dozen or them.
WHAT DO YOU DO DURING THE OFF SEASON?: “I drink and smoke and get
in fights.”
HOW ARE THE REINDEER?: “We hardly communicate anymore since I fired
them.”
YOU FIRED THE REINDEER?: “Yes, they were just too slow. I now deliver gifts
in a silent chopper.”
WHAT DO YOU WANT FOR CHRISTMAS?: “Someone to replace me and a
bottle of brandy.”
HOW ARE YOU ABLE TO DELIVER ALL THOSE GIFTS IN JUST ONE
NIGHT?: “If it weren’t for time zones, I’d never be able to pull it off.”
HOW IS MRS. CLAUS?: “She’s angry because I’m never able to spend Christmas
with her. She’s thinking of leaving me.”
WHERE DO YOU LIVE?: “Cranston.”
SO, IS THE NORTH POLE THING JUST A MYTH?: “Yes. I’ve never even been
there.”
DO YOU ACCEPT CHRISTMAS LISTS VIA EMAIL?: “Yes. My elves have
created some extremely efficient computers.”
HOW ARE YOU ABLE TO MAKE SO MANY MALL APPEARANCES?: “If it
weren’t for time zones, I’d never be able to pull it off.”
ARE YOU IMMORTAL?: “No.”
HOW OLD ARE YOU?: “113”
DO YOU PREFER ALUMNI OR RAYMOND?: “Raymond.”
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT WHEN YOU DELIVER GIFTS?: “I think about
what could have been.”
DO YOU HAVE ANY REGRETS?: “I wish I hadn’t come up with the stupid idea
of delivering gifts to all the good girls and boys in the world. It’s just too much of
a task for one man to handle. I’m tired. I’m running out of money. My wife is
thinking of leaving me. I need someone to replace me—or at least someone to help
me out. The elves are little men, they can only do so much. Do you have anything
to drink?”
N°-,'Yel1’ I ve 80t t0 be going. Have a Merry Christmas.”
WAIT SANTA, DO YOU HAVE A QUOTE?: “Ho, ho, ho. Now get out of my
way.
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Aanf TTKv’*
To/> Twenty
Forgive him dears, but Uncle Walter’s caught a bit of the grippe and is laid up as we speak. I’ve done my best to fill his space with some
information I thought might be a gas to you strapping young gents and mademoiselles: twenty ways to procrastinate during finals.
20) Order the “Procrastinator’s Special”... a hopelessly never-ending list of things to do.
19) Sharpen all of your pencils and test all of your pens.
18) Clean your room and pack for home... I mean, your going home in about 336 hours.
17) Become a smoker. (You’d be surprised how much time smoking takes.)
16) Go to the library, complain it’s not conducive to your learning, and walk home again.
15) Insist that Ebert needs a new partner, and watch all new film releases.
14) Go to Shaw’s and take up a collection for “veterans”... don’t explain any further.
13) Learn to decoupage, and then decoupage-wrap all of your Christmas presents.
12) Take advantage of Ray’s all-you-can-eat-once-you’re-in policy. Don’t forget dessert.
11) Begin your resume... it’s never too early to start.
10) Plan your course schedule for the next seven semesters at Providence College.
9) Worry about the millennium. (I was forced to mention it.)
8) Play “Chip’s Challenge.” (Look under Accessories on your computer.)
7) Take a road trip. (No further encouragement necessary.)
6) Clean out the fridge. (Res. Life says it’s a must in its preparation for Y2K.)
5) Talk to your psychic friend. (Latoya Jackson gets lonely sometimes, too.)
4) Lead a long-overdue protest against the housing problems on campus.
3) Quit smoking. (You’d be surprised how long it takes to beat an addiction.)
2) Watch a TNT Rocky or JAWS marathon. Classics never die.
1) Bring a “boxed lunch” to all of the chapel construction workers.
But remember that the word “procrastination” only exists because things eventually get done.
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Deli Special:
Italian Grinder $3.25
Entree Special:
Veggie Stir-Fry Pocket w/ Pasta
Salad $4.75
Pizza Special:
Italian Stromboli $1.75
International Special:
Susi Bar $4.24 (NEW)
Grill Special:
Southwestern Garden Burger

Raymond

Deli Special:
Chicken Cordon Blue Wrap
53.65
ntree Special:
ondon Broil Dinner $4.75
izza Special:
.B.Q. Chicken $1.75
nternational Special:
Double Italian $3.95
Grill Special:
Chicken Cheese Steak $3.95

Deli Special:
Mediterranean Vegetable Fajita
$3.25
Entree Special:
American Chop Suey $3.25
Pizza Special:
White Broccoli $1.75
International Special:
Shuffle off to Buffalo Wings
$4.75
Grill Special:
Teriyaki Cheese Steak $3.95

Monritv
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Friday

eli Special:
exas Grande $3.50
ntree Special:
ot Pastrami w/ Potato Salad
4.75
izza Special:
Canadian bacon & Pineapple
51.75
nternational Special:
Roly Poli Ravioli $3.75
Grill Special: Mushroom Swiss
Melt $2.10
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Friday 17,1999
Deli Special:
Hungry Pilgram Sandwich
$3.00
Entree Special:
Fried Shrimp Platter w/ Potato
Wedges $4.75
Pizza Special:
Tomato Basil $1.75
International Special:
Pasta Creations $4.25
Grill Special::
Fishwich 42.75
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Ihesday, Dec. 14,1999

Dinner 4‘30-6'30

Providence College Cycle Means-CYCLE 3 u-i

Thursday 16,1999
Monday, Dec. 13,1999

Extended Hours at Ray Cafe
Sat. 12/18 & Sun. 12/19
Continental Breakfast 7:30-9:00
Breakfast 9:00-10:30
Brunch 10:30-2:00

Wednesday 15,1999
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Special Olympics

The Spirit
of Christmas'

Basketball Event

Thursday, Dec. 9th
8 pm at Stuart's
$2 donation for the
Retreat

Help Volunteer!

Saturday, Dec. 11th
8 am - 2 pm at PC

music event featuring
Special Guest, Strictly Speaking
Sax Quartet, Liturgical Choir,
Keith and Pat, and
Jim and Mark

call x2440 for more info.

PC

Band
& Concert chorale
Concert

egg nog, Christmas music,
pictures with Santa,
Christmas cookies

Hull, slavtn Center
Sunday, Dec. 12 at 2 ym
'64

GOrhtmas

For more info, please call the Music

Gonfc ess/ons

Department at 865-2183

7pm in Glcpiinas G/iapef
gfuesdatp CDec. 14i£

Stuart’s Study Break

8

-- ....

MorU Dec. 13 th

own Sundae

Make

9 pm

(Sponsored by Mascot) Mascot Network Staff will BE available to re-take your
mascot directory photo. Don’t miss this opportunity.

Tues,, Dec. 14th
,j 2

j J

McDonald’s Night

FREE!!

(Sponsored by BOP)

„„«•

V
, Dec 15th

Thurs., Dec 16th

Pizza Night
(Spopsoipd by gpP)

9 pm
- ,

___
FREE!.!

ht Breakfast

9 pm

,11pm - 2 am

$2 Buffet

Fri., Dec
’Ft

17th

Taco Bell
(Sponsored by BOP)

Sun., Dec 19th - Mon., Dec 20th

FREE!!

9 pm
J

2 for 1 Milkshakes!

Clubs & Organizations
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Put your CIV knowledge to use.

? Sign up for the ?
College Bowl now
in the SAIL office!

January 23rd and 24th

Come to the Chaplain’s
Office, Slavin 211, or
call x2440 or x2216.

, You’ll recieve an ornament with a child’s
’• name and age written on it. Then buy .
a small age-appropriate gift and •’
•. bring it (not gift-wrapped) to .•*
•. Slavin 211 by Wednesday, .•
*•

December

14

GGristmas Garofs

ancf Gancflefip/it

Ghrisim asfifn e

ass
Guncfaip

Dec. lOtfi

71,ffumas Gfianef
vj/iape

10:30pm

Anyone interested should sign up in
the Chaplain's Office, Room 211

Midnight
Breakfast
hursday, Dec. 16t
Only $2 to fill your plate at our
awesome buffet which includes:
bagels, eggs, muffins, hash
browns, sausage, coffee, and
lots of your favorite
breakfast food.

/ The Giving Tree’-..

'A

Walk for Life
in Washington, DC

Question #3: Its cast members
have included Jose Solano,
Michael Bergin, and Jason
Simmons, but this series is
better known for its women,
who have included: Susan
Anton, Marliece Andrara,
and Yasmine Bleeth. What
is this series called?
qiivaifog :uonsdnb sppdai siqi oj xdaisuy
dnuday qi$ :uon$dnb sppdai isvj oj xdmsuy
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Skip the Yuck Truck and
have breakfast with us!!

pm - 2 am
Stuart's

•’

ffiiwflom91.3fin
providence college radio
® news, sports Be talk

sports talk

three’s a crowd

4:00 pm
weekend sports update

thurscfay,4:30fxn
life outside pc

walsh £ mer

strange hut true

monday 4:30 pin
movie picks, campus events $ more

Way, 4:30 pm
eff-therocker news

the burly hour

global guys

faesdsy, 4:30 pm
sports on a personal level

everything you need to know about guys

thejed &junior show

Wednesday, 4:30 pm
campus issues

Saturday, 4:00 pm

never have time to read the paper?

fane into wdom's news technsfe.
complete with sports updates
monrtsy • frktey, 5:10 pm - 5:30 pm

Call hat 865-2091
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CONTEST
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We needed a new look...

The Masthead contest is over and we are in
the process of determining the winner.
Thank you to all who participated!

The winning designer will still receive a
$50 gift certificate to the Cheesecake Factory
$20 to Strawberries music store
&
a Cowl t-shirt.

We will announce the winner
after Christmas break.
Have a wonderful and relaxing break.
Our first issue next semester is 1/27.
ThanksITianksThanksThanksThanksThanksThanksThanks
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Whenyou can only afford to Invest a few dollars every month, you’d better make
sure those dollars are working hard for you. Try Series I Bonds, you can get started
with as tittle as $50. They’re guaranteed to stay ahead of inflation for up to 30 years,

and their interest is fully exempt from state and local income taxes, What’s more, you

can purchase I Bonds where you bank, work, or through the new U,$, Savings Bonds

EasySaver^ Flan, And they’re backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. Treasury.

So visit us at www^avingsbends.gov, or
write to 1 Bonds Investor^ ©aide,
Parkersburg, W 26106-1328. Because
inflation is getting hungry for dessert.

w

OiiiOWtoiiP
Everyone Needs a Safe Place to Grow

SB

lor mere mfermofleft about 1 Bonds, visit ©or website ot www.saviitfsb<Hids*|©v

A public service of this newspaper

Advertising
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Thejourney is the reward....
Give your family & friends the gift of trave

220 Thayer Street
Providence III
401-331-5810

1

www.councittravel.com
Brickway on Wickenden

Hours: Mon-Fri Sat-Sun
7am-3pm 8am-3pm
Directions:

From PC: Take 95 S to 195 E. Get off
the Wickenden Street exit. Take left
off the exit and go through one set of
lights. The Brickway on Wickenden
will be on your left. Approximately
10 minutes from PC.

Restaurants
Adesso, California Cafe
161 Cushing St., Providence
521-0770
Directly off of Thayer Street. A wide variety of
speciaLty foods.

Andino’s

171 Atwells Ave., Providence
453-3164
Federal Hill Italian Cuisine located in the center
of Providence's Italian district.

Brickway on Wickenden
234 Wickenden St., Providence
751-2477

Cup of Joe’s

Hours: Everyday
7am-10pm

Council Travel on Thayer Street

Hours: Mon-Wed, Fri
9:30-5:30
Thur 10:30-5:30
Directions:

Directions:

Go out the Huxley Ave. Gate. Turn left Take a left onto Huxley Ave., follow
and go to the end of the road. Take a until end. Take a left onto Smith Street.
left and travel down to the first set of Follow for about 1.5 miles, the capital
lights at Dunkin Donuts. Cup of Joe’s is on your right. At bottom of the hill,
is right before the lights, next to Pick take a right onto Canal St.. Turn left
onto Washington St.. Washington St
Pockets.
becomes Waterman St.. Thayer Street
is straight ahead.

Cafe Mondo
200 Atwells Ave, Providence
621-3228
Artsy atmosphere. Perfect for hanging out with
friends and sipping delicious hot flavored coffees.

Starbucks Coffee Co.
218 Thayer Street, Providence
421-1677
Check out the new store in Wayland Square, with a
relaxing atmostphere and more couch space.

Clubs and Music
Lupos Heartbreak Hotel
239 Westminster St., Providence
272-5876
Concerts every weekend, all types of music. Call
for upcoming shows!

Met Cafe

130 Union St., Providence
861-2142
Connected to Lupos. Call for concerts and venues.

Channels Internet Cafe
272 Thayer Street, Providence
276-0100
Hot coffee, herbal teas and plenty of couch space.
Access to computers to surf the web.

The Living Room
23 Rathbone St., Providence
521-5200
Call for upcoming venues

The best breakfast in Providence!
See ad above.

Blue Grotto
210 Atwells Ave., Providence
272-9030
Excellent Italian Cuisine.

Coffee Shops
Cup of Joe’s
663 Admiral St., Providence
(next to Pick Pockets)
453-5637
Fun place to grab a cup ofJoe AND soups, sand
wiches, bagels, and more! Open mic nights too!
See ad above.

Theatres

Around Town
Fleet Skating Center

Trinity Repertory Theatre
201 Washington St.
351-4242
Student discounts available. Call box office for
up-coming shows.

NewGate Theatre
134 Mathewson St., Providence
421-9680
Call box office for upcoming productions.

Perishable Theatre
95 Empire St., Providence
421-9680
Call box office for upcoming productions.

2 Kennedy Plaza, Providence
331-5544
Call for hours and rental prices. Bring your
friends and get in the holiday spirit!

Hollywood Video
19 Smithfield Rd., Providence
354-4477
Located in the Shaws Plaza, 2 minutes from
campus.

Showcase Movie Theatre
640 S. Washington St., N. Attleboro,MA
508-643-3900
An easy ride from campus. Call for movie times.

Sports
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Former baseball players file
suit against Providence
Tails from the football field
College and former head
at Wakefield High, and you feel quite
J
Z
J . ’01
confident. With halftime coming to a
baseball coach
close, your team has a comfortable 14-0
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Keeping Pace

by

ohn

ilch r

Asst. Sports Editor

-Continued From Page 30-

elimination of athletic teams. Richard
Maguire, Sr., father of one of the
plaintiffs, said, “They were talking
about it a year before, so they had a
moral obligation at least to give recruits
a heads up. The information they held
back kept us from making an informed
decision.”
The lawsuit is not seeking to reinstate
the baseball program, but rather to
compensate those who had to transfer
as a result of its cancellation. Michael
M. Westerman, Attorney at Law, who is
representing the families of the former
players stated that “this lawsuit is about
not having done the right thing, and
[expressing] disregard for the feelings
and lives of the freshmen students.”
The suit itself alleges nondisclosure
of information on the lack of compliance
and possibility of elimination on the part
of Providence College. In its defense
PC will be represented by General
Counsel Mary Francis McGinn and
Richard McMahon of the law firm
Edwards and Angel.
The naming of former head coach
Hickey was a surprise to many. Having
to find a new job, he felt the pain of the
decision just as much as the players did.
The current Central Connecticut State
Head Baseball Coach, according to
Westerman, is an “unfortunate necessary
party on the defendant’s side.”
He is mentioned due to the fact he
acted as representative and messenger

of the college not only when the
administration announced the decision,
but during the entire recruiting process.
The same lawyers who have been
retained by the college are not
representing Hickey in the matter.
Providence College has filed a
counterclaim against the parties involved
in the lawsuit. The counterclaim asks
for the dismissal of the lawsuit on the
grounds that there is no legal basis for
the defendant’s claim. As to the claims
against Fr. Smith personally, the
counterclaim requests dismissal as well
as a recovery of “costs, reasonable
attorney’s fees, and such other relief as
this Court may deem good and proper.”
In regards to the counterclaim,
McGinn says, “I am confident we will
receive a defendant’s verdict over the
plaintiff, and that we will prevail on the
Counterclaim as well.”
There are two important dates
approaching for the case, though both
have not been firmly set. One of these
dates is strictly informational as both
sides are awaiting relevant material. The
Defense is waiting to depose the parents
of the former ballplayers, while the
defense is still awaiting the arrival of
documents it has requested under the
rules of discovery.
The other date will determine what
and how the lawsuit proceeds. A judge
must decide on a motion filed by the
defense to classify the lawsuit as class
action. The second motion the judge
must rule on is that of the relevance of
punitive damages in this case.

The following is a true story.
You have more muck hanging off of
you than the Swamp Thing, you’re
helmet’s been beaten worse than Bob
Dole and the football field you wage
war on has been wiped clean of it’s yard
markers.
It is unquestionably colder than a toll
taker, and even your fans are whining
about the chill.
In the world of high school football,
you’re a God only to yourself and
anyone who’s seen Varsity Blues more
than once. The fans watch intently but
can hardly tell who’s who and half of
the fans socialize with their friends as
you are savagely submerged into the
hard ground after a linebacker from the
other team clips you from behind.
But you don’t practice everyday
after school for nothing. Long after the
soccer team has gone home, and the
cross country team has jogged around
you a couple times, and the field hockey
team has called it a day, you start the
intrasquad scrimmage.
For all this work, you are rewarded
with a 9-0 record, and so are your
opponents. A win today, would send the
victor to the Super Bowl (as it’s known
in Massachusetts) and the loser home.
Okay, the winners would also go home
before going to the Super Bowl, I mean
this is only High School.
You are a proud member of the
Super Bowl hopeful Melrose High team
and as you line up against your
opponent, a Super Bowl hopeful player

Women Hoopsters top
Rhody, gain momentum

h For Books!
by

RJ Friedman

Sports Staff

While many of us were looking
forward to, enjoying and recovering
from a restful Thanksgiving break, the
Providence College Women’s
Basketball team kicked off their regular
season schedule and looked to start Big

East play Wednesday night. In the past

Sell your books back to
us and we'll give you...

lead.
Halftime has come and gone and so
has the third quarter and a majority of
the fourth. Still, you’re up 14-0 and
you’re dream of Super Bowl glory
begins to near reality. Only four minutes
left...
Wakefield scores. All of a sudden,
you begin to feel a little uneasy-sort of
like when you get a test back and your
professor hands it to you upside down.
Wakefield attempts the two-point
conversion and succeeds. Now, the twotouchdown lead you once had, has been
cut down to two field goals.
With under a minute to play, the
unthinkable occurs. The opponents score
again with a touchdown tying the game.
You drop your head in disgust as
Wakefield lines up to kick the go ahead
extra point. No good!
Regulation ends and the two teams
have proven themselves equal
competition.
With identical records and a shared
position at the top of the Middlesex
League, the grudge match will end with
one play. Those long, cold practices that
last until the rain stops, the constant
barking you had to endure from your
Kujo-like coach, the cleats to the groin
that you just didn’t need, and the 102
spots on your body you had to ice when
you returned home, all come down to this
deciding moment, a moment stated in the
Middlesex Division II league handbook.
“Tails.”
And Wakefield goes to the Super
Bowl.

three weeks the Lady Friars
accumulated a 2-3 record - most
recently a 73-52 win over in-state rival
Rhode Island.
PC senior Meghan Hinds scored a
team high 16 points, 12 of which came
in the second half, to lead the Friar
offense to a win over URI on Friday,
December 3, at Alumni Hall to break a
three-game losing skid.
The Lady Friars controlled the pace
of the first half, leading 19-6 with 10:54
left to play in the opening period.
Providence led by as many as 17 in the
half, with URI shooting ice cold, going
10 for 31 from the floor. The Lady
Friars led 32-25 at the end of the half,
led by senior Farrah Thomas’ seven
points.
Providence picked up right where
they left off at the start of the second
half, building a 14-point lead off an 82 run. While the Lady Friars heated up
their shooting - hitting 51 percent from
the floor and four for six from behind
the three-point line — URI’s shooting
remained on ice, going 11 for 34.
PC finished shooting 48 perfect
from the field, including going 7 for 16
from behind the arc.
Rhode Island’s Lyrica Smith led all
scorers with 19 points, as well as six
rebounds, while Cassandra Dobbs
added 11 points and eight rebounds for
the Lady Rams, who dropped to 0-3 on
the season.
Earlier last week the Lady Friars fell
to the University of Michigan at the

Chrysler Arena in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
79-66.
PC played strong in the first half,
using an 11-2 run to take a 25-14 lead
halfway through the first half. The Lady
Wolverines cut the lead to just three with
a late first half run, but the Friars went
into the locker room at the half with a
35-32 lead.
The lead went back-and-forth
between the two teams for most of the
second half, but Michigan took the lead
for good with 5:19 left in the game, as
Stacy Thomas hit her second threepointer of the game to give Michigan a
62-60 lead. Thomas led all scorers with
17 points and 12 rebounds.
Samford defeated PC in overtime,
73-72, in the Consolation game for the
15th Annual Lady Tiger Classic at
Memphis, Tennessee on Saturday,
November 27. Providence entered the
half with a 32-28 lead, but were not able
to build not that in the second half due
to the tough play of Samford’s Mesha
Tisdel who scored a tournament-high 26
points off a 12 for 21 shooting effort.
Roberts was named to the alltournament team for the Lady Friars, and
led PC with a double-double of 16 points
and a game-high 18 rebounds.
Gombatz was selected as the Big East
Co-Player of the Week for the week
ending November 21, as she recorded a
double-double in PC’s 82-70 opening
season win over George Mason on
November 20. Gombatz scored 28
points and added 11 rebounds and three
steals for the Friars.
The Lady Friars take on the Last
Mountaineers of West Virginia
University Wednesday, December 8, to
open up their Big East schedule. Over
winter break they will go deep into their
league schedule, traveling to Syracuse,
Villanovaand Boston College. They will
host the University of Pittsburgh on the
12th of the New Year.
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Women’s hockey splits weekend EC AC action
by

Virginia Cheng ’03

Sports Staff

The Providence College Women’s
hockey team saw ECAC action last
weekend, tying Cornell 2-2 and shutting
out St. Lawrence 1-0.
On Saturday, the Lady Friars faced
off against the Big Red at Lynah Rink in
Ithaca. Cornell took the early lead,
scoring at the 12:15 mark in the first
period. PC had 12 shots on goal in the
period but could not find the back of the
net until freshman Danielle Culgin
scored off of a pass from junior Holley
Tyng at the 7 minute mark in the second
period.
The Lady Friars took the lead four

minutes later when sophomore Jennifer
Kranz took the puck to the net
unassisted. However, Cornell took
control of the third period, outshooting
PC 15-6. They tied the game with four
minutes remaining in regulation, and the
two teams headed into overtime. The
game ended in a stalemate. Junior goalie
Sara DeCosta turned away a total of 34
shots on goal while her counterpart made
42 saves. The Lady Friars were just not
able to convert on their opportunities.
“They’re a good team but we
definitely had opportunities to put it
away,” said Tyng. “I think we’re a better
team and we need to capitalize on our
opportunities. We were going up to the
net but their goalie made big saves.”

On Friday, PC, who is ranked number
nine, turned back eighth ranked St.
Lawrence at Appleton Arena in Canton,
N.Y. The game was extremely intense
as both teams battled back and forth for
the puck but were unable to convert.
Finally, at the 4:23 mark in the third
period, junior Jessica Tabb put a pass
from sophomore Kim Mathias into the
goal. The Lady Friars stepped up their
level of play in the last half of the period
to protect their one point lead. St.
Lawrence had ample opportunities to
score, outshooting PC 34-21. The Saints
were just unable to get the puck past
DeCosta, who recorded her fourth
shutout of the season.
“We were pretty optimistic,” said Tabb.

“We just knew we had to work hard in
order to accomplish anything because
we’re a team that needs to be in our best
game in order to play well. Sara DeCosta
kept us in the game. She had a couple of
key saves and we just pulled it out in the
end. It was a tough game mentally and
physically.”
Just to recap the scores for the
Women’s hockey team since the last time
the Cowl came out, the Lady Friars lost
to Dartmouth 6-2, won against Boston
College 4-3, lost to New Hampshire 3-1,
and crushed Maine 6-0. Their record is
currently 7-4-1 overall and 6-3-1 in the
ECAC. PC returns to action on
December 10 against Wayne State at
Schneider Arena at 4 PM.

Friars take Rams by the horns
PC wins in state battle for second straight year
-Continued from Page 36-

played hard for the whole game. Hard
work led to the win.”
“I like the way we played today, we
just missed some open shots,” explained
Coach Tim Welsh about the game. The
win evened the Friars season record at
4-4 overall, with the Big East Conference
Season set to begin in January.
This season so far has been a growing
process for the Friars. Providence at
times has struggled but at the same time
they have shown that they have the
ability to hang around with any team.
Providence dropped their season
opener on November 2O'h to Holy Cross
losing by a score of 54-43. The Friars
inability to score along with the fact that
they turned the ball over 26 times
ultimately caused them to lose. The
Friars shot an anemic 27 percent from
the field for the game. Head Coach Tim
Welsh compared his team’s performance
in the contest to a person on a treadmill
in that the Friars were unable to get
anything going offensively. He stated,
“We didn’t have any fluidity.”
After struggling in the first game the
Friars rebounded against Brown as they
knocked off their cross-town rivals by a
score of 54-46 on November 22. The
Friars turned in a gutsy performance and
in the end held off the Bears. Erron
Maxey led the Friars as he scored a
game-high 15 points and collected a

career high 18 rebounds.
After the Brown victory, the Friars
took their show on the road for the first
time as they participated in the Puerto
Rico Shootout over Thanksgiving break.
In their first game Providence took on
the then third ranked team in the nation,
the Michigan State Spartans. Despite
losing 82-58, the Friars put forth a
genuine effort as they hung around with
Michigan State for much of the first half
before succumbing to the Big Ten power.
This game was one which could be
dubbed a character builder, in that
although the Friars lost they were able
to prove to themselves that they can
compete at the highest level.
Next up in Puerto Rico was former
Providence Coach Pete Gillen’s Virginia
Cavaliers. The Cavaliers topped
Providence by a score of 80-64. In a
losing effort four Friars scored in double
figures as Erron Maxey scored 14 points,
David Murray and Chris Rogers chipped
in with 11 points, and Abdul Mills added
10 points.
In their final game in Puerto Rico the
Friars throttled American UniversityPuerto Rico winning by a score of 12060. The 120 total points set a new school
record for most points in a game. The
Friars clicked on all cylinders and more
importantly gained some confidence by
getting the win. In particular, the Friars
vastly improved their three point
shooting as they connected on eleven
three pointers. Donta Wade hit five shots

from behind the arc and Abdul Mills hit
four.
After playing five games in seven
days the Friars returned home and were
rewarded with the return of point guard
John Linehan to the lineup. Linehan had
been out for the entire season recovering
from surgery. The pesky point guard’s
mere presence in the lineup helped calm
the rest of the team, as they looked
extremely comfortable on the court

‘We built on a
lot of together
ness on the trip
and it’s starting
to show on the
courf
Romauld Augustin
against Boston University on November
30. The Friars coming off a dominating
performance against American
University continued to impress as they
shot the ball extremely well all evening
long. They shot 55 percent for the game
including 50 percent from three point
land.

Headman Tim Welsh emphasized,
“Our defense took a step forward
because we made some shots.” Erron
Maxey and Abdul Mills led the Friars as
each connected for 19 and 17 points
respectively on their way to the 85-70
victory.
“The trip brought us together as a
team,” explained David Murray on the
importance of the trip to Puerto Rico and
how it had carried over in the win versus
Boston University.
Freshman Romuald Augustin
concurred, “We built on a lot of
togetherness on the trip and it’s starting
to show on the court.”
Welsh emphasized overall, “We
looked like a good team for periods of
time out there tonight.”
Finally, on Saturday December 4, the
Friars traveled to North Carolina where
they took on a very talented North
Carolina State Squad in the new state of
the art Raleigh Sports and Entertainment
Arena. The Wolfpack, as you may
remember, was the team that bounced
Providence from the NIT last year.
Despite trailing by 15 points at the half
the Friars rebounded and very nearly
came with the victory against the
Wolfpack. On three different occasions
down the stretch the Friars came within
three points of tying the game, however
in the end they fell short to a score of
64-60. Erron Maxey once again had a
big game for the Friars as he scored 18
points and gathered 10 rebounds.

Can’ t we be enemies?
-Continued from page 36many problems, or advantages,
depending upon what section you sit in.
First, those friendly Friars.
The advent of the arena will mean that
fans of the robed holy men will have to
travel forty five minutes every other year
to witness the basketball game. This is
a serious pain in their collective butts.
I mean they won’t be able to pre
game in their dorm room, or at a bar
before heading over to the game. After
all they will have to drive.
But wait!
The school could provide buses for
the students down to URL Yeah, that
would make it easier to go to the game
with fewer inhibitions.
But alas, even if the school does make
one available they will probably charge
the students for its use, along with
charging them for their tickets to the
game.

The PC team will also be hurt, as they
will lose an early season chance to get
used to the rusted rims that reside on the
courts at the PCC. Lord knows, some
years they need as many early season
opportunities to practice there as
possible.
Over on the Rams side, the
excitement the opening of the arena will
bring, will be amplified by the
excitement of only having to deal with
the traffic on 1-95 every other year. They
no longer will have to brave the
dangerous infrastructure of Providence
proper every year to challenge the Friars.
Now, PC can do what URI has had to
for many years: Travel to play their in
state rival.
URI will also reap all the profits and
from their home games, instead of the
split that now occurs.
So, one can see how PC may refuse
to play the in state rivalry after the advent
of the URI arena. It makes little sense
for them when they can use that game

date for better things. Sorry to disappoint
fans of the yearly state championship,
but PC can do better than a game against
URI, they are after all, a member of the
Big East.
Think about it. No one likes playing
Rhody to begin with, let alone if they
have to travel to Kingston for a game.
Their fans are hostile, usually drunk, and
frankly are not as smart as us (Just ask
our fans at the game who are cool, sober,
and knowledgeable).
If the rivalry does end, we need to
find a new opponent to hate. How about
Holy Cross?
They are coached by a former Big
East mentor. They proved they can hang
with us. But, no, they are a Patriot
League team and we can aspire to better,
no matter how well they play against us.
Brown? Simply not on our level, and
haven’t been for some time.
UMASS?
They are a nationally recognized
team. They are powerhouse in the

Atlantic Ten Conference. We play them
this year. I think we have a match!!
Unfortunately, they are already taken.
Damn Huskies have a rivalry with them.
What about one of those Boston
teams? Well they play each other so we
can’t have any of them.
Wait!! I got it! Bryant College!
They’ll be willing to come to play at
PC every year. They’re very competitive
in their conference. We’ve played them
before. They are fifteen minutes down
the road, and most importantly they
would drop their current inconsequential
rivalry to have us as their chief opponent.
So it’s settled. Thanks for the
moments URI, but when your little
playground opens we won’t come for
any games. Bryant get ready, start your
heavy recruiting, ‘cause the Friars are
coming your way!!
Now there’s an ESPN rivalry like
‘Duke vs. North Carolina.’
But hey, what do I know. I’m just a
Sports Editor._____________
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Men’s Hockey shakes
off rough start, rattles
off six straight wins to
roar back to pack
By Dave Regan ’00

Asst. Sports Editor

A tough schedule and inconsistent
play led to the 2-6 record that the
Providence College men’s hockey team
had to begin the season. But streaks of
luck that bad can’t last forever, and the
tides have turned in favor of the Friars
as of late. Coming into the games last
weekend against Merrimack, PC had
been riding high on a five game winning
streak. They looked to improve on that
winning streak and improve their record
in Hockey East action.
The Friars managed to split the home
and home series against Merrimack. The
Friars traveled to Merrimack on
Saturday night and lost 4-2, but not
before extending their season high
winning streak to six, after defeating the
Warriors 4-1 on Friday night.
PC went into the game Saturday night
without the services of two of their
leaders so far this season, as Peter Fregoe
and Jerry Keefe were both sidelined with
injuries.
“Peter is day to day and Jerry is
practicing. We’ll have to wait and see”
said head coach Paul Pooley.
Merrimack got the first goal of the
night on their home ice 5:18 into the first
period, when Greg Clasen was able to
get his own rebound, and beat Friar
goalkeeper Nolan Schaefer. The Friars
picked up their play, but were unable to
score until Jon DiSalvatore was able to
even the game for the Friars,
backhanding a shot past Chris Classen
at the 8:16 of the first. The Warriors came
back just three minutes later at the 11:11
mark, when Ryan Kiley blasted a shot
from the right point, beating Schafer and
sending momentum back the Warrior’s
way.
The second period saw much of the
same, as Merrimack earned a two goal

lead 5:04 into the stanza, when Anthony
Aquino was able to get the puck after a
battle in front of the net, and put it past
Schefer. The Friars hung in, and made
the game 3-2 when DiSalvatore netted
his second goal of the game 5:55, when
he stole the puck at the Merrimack blue
line and slipped a low wrist shot past
Classen. Sandy Cohen finished the
scoring for the Warriors at the 18-minute
mark, when he scored in the power play,
making the game the final score 4-2.
Nolan Schaefer made 22 stops in the
net for the Friars, and Classen made 25
for Merrimack.
But Friday night proved to be a
different story for the Friars. Peter
Fregoe broke through in a tough first
period, as he spun around the Merrimack
defender and slid the puck under the legs
of Merrimack goalkeeper Tom Welby
with just 22 seconds left in the period,
giving PC the 1-0 lead at the first
intermission. The game took an ugly turn
after the goal though, as an ugly
altercation broke out between the two
teams. Each team was assessed fiftyseven minutes in penalties for the
altercation, and both teams lost players
for the weekend due to Hockey East and
NCAA rules about fighting.
“It was an unfortunate incident” said
Pooley. “But it’s behind us.”
The teams came back out in the
second, each feeding off the fire in the
first. The Friars increased their lead to
2-0 at 7:04 of the period, when Mike
Lucci flipped a shot over the fallen
Welby for the goal. Merrimack hung
tough, and made it a one-goal game at
the 14:16 mark of the period when John
Pyliotis’s shot beat Nolan Schefer.
Hockey, Page 32

CLASS
SPRING BREAK/
TRAVEL

Cancun from $389 (after discount) 14
free meal, 23 Hours of FREE drinks, $30
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT, $100 off
trip in 2001!!!
Boston Departures only
CALL FREE
1-800-244-4463,
www.collegetours.com
DIRECT!

We’re

jt The
jr Millennium
Freelrips, Free Drinks, Free Meals

Spring 2000 Break

GO

SPRING BREAK 2000

the

Amazon.com of Spring Break! #1
Internet based company offering
WHOLESALE pricing by eliminat
ing middlemen! We have other companies begging for mercy! ALL des
tinations. Guaranteed Lowest Price!
1-800-367-1252
www.springbreakdirect.com

SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS
Join America’s #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, Cruises,
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call 1-800-648-4849 or visit online @
www.ststravel.com

Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, Barbedos,
Bahamas. Book before Nov.5 for Free
Meals & 2 Free Trips! Book before
Dec. 17 for Lowest Prices
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
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Cross Country Kicks it into
High Gear
By George Colli 01

Sports Staff

On Monday November 22, the PC
men’s and women’s cross country teams
traveled to Bloomington Indiana to
compete in The NCAA Cross Country
Championships. Led by Keith Kelly and
Heather Cappello the teams finished 19lh
and 10,h respectively, with Kelly and
Cappello earning All-American honors.
“I was pleased with the final results,”
said Coach Ray Tracey whose
undermanned men’s squad was without
one of their top runners, Paul Reilly, who
was out with the flu. “We went in ranked
20th and finished ahead of our ranking.
With Paul out there we could have
maybe finished 11th or 12th.
The men finished with 458 points,
as Kelly finished ninth overall (30:42:90)

photo by John Englishmen '03

Junior Ciaran Lynch helped to lead the Friars Men’s Cross Country team to
a 19th place finish at the NCAA National Championship
on his way to receiving the All-American Hixson, 35th, Claire Shearman, 66,h,
honors. Kelly was leading the race for Roisin McGettigan, 108th, Kathryn
the first 2K of the 10K race, and was in Casserly, 130th, Dana Ostrander, 172nd,
the leading pack at the 6K mark.
and Emily Tallen, 197,h.
“I led the race for 2K, then was in the
Tracey does not have much time rest
lead pack for 6K, and that’s when the as he now prepares his men and women
race began,” Kelly said following the for the Indoor and Outdoor Track
race. “I felt like I could have been in the seasons. He expects this year’s teams
top five if I had been more confident.”
to be “solid” and says that the goal is to
University of South Alabama get the runners prepared and peaking in
freshman David Kamani was able to get time for the Big East Championships on
away from the rest of the crowd and pull February 19-20 and NCAA cham
out the win. The University of Arkansas pionships in Arkansas on March 10-11.

F
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Students can earn $375/575 weekley pro
cessing/ assembling medical ID cards
from your home.
Experience
unnecessary...we train you!
Cali MediCard 1-541-386-5290, ext. 300.

H'hi 14 Rep Wanted
SPRING BREAK! Cancun, Bahamas,

won the overall team championship.
“Keith ran very, very solid,” said
Tracey of his team leader from
Droghada, Ireland. “He is right in line
to win it next year.”
In the women’s competition, the 13th
ranked Friars finished tenth and were
led by Cappello’s 29,h placed finish.
Tracey is excited about the team
returning for next year.
“We have nine out of our top ten
runners returning for next year,” said
Tracey about his young team. “We just
continue to get better and better each
week.”
Following Kelly was Dermit
Galvin, 76,h, Ciaran Lynch, 85th, Adam
Sutton, 133rd, Tim Curran, 156,h, Tyler
McCabe, 181SI, and Chris Livesey 188th.
As for the women the other
Providence runners were Rachel

Jamaica, Florida & South Padre.
Call USA Spring Break for a free
brochure and rates and ask how you can
EAT, DRINK & TRAVEL FOR FREE!
Call 1-800-777-4642
www.usaspringbreak.com

Needed to promote local clothing store by
organizing shuttle trips, distributing flyers,
Taking orders, and providing customer ser
vice. The Denim Warehouse is a high pro
file company offering high commissions and
a clothing package to the right person.
Call Harry Mikaelian @
401-727-3200

SPRING BREAK

Get Paid to Surf the Net

# 1 Spring Break 2000 Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida.
Best Prices Guaranteed! Sell trips,
Earn Cash, & Go Free! Now
Hiring Campus Reps!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

Get paid .50 an hour while you surf the
Internet. Get paid even when your friends
are sufing the Internet JOIN NOW! Don’t
Wait!! Its ABSOLUTELY FREE. Go to
www.alladvantage. com and see for your
self. When you do sign up remeber to enter
my referers ID # AXA-969. They pay you
for referals as well

E D
$12/hour part time. Marketing Company
seeks responsible student to help coordinate
on campus activities. $12/hour. 3-6 hours/
wk. Call Kelly at 800-797-5743

COMPUTER AND

WEB PAGE
Computer and Web Team Experi

ence Wanted

The Cowl is looking for experienced people
to work on development of the paper’s web
page as well as maitenance of the computer
systems in the office. This is an excellent
chance to get EXPERIENCE for your RE
SUME. Apply in person at The Cowl of
fice. This is your chance to learn two operating systems instead of just one.

TICKETS WANTED
tickets Warned

Will pay good money for 4 tickets, (seats
together) to the final frozen four at the Provi
dence Civic Center April 6 & 8,2000. Wll
also send cheese head and or cheese from
Wisconsin. Reply to Thomas Varney:
tivamey@powercom.net, or call (414) 2715495
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Athlete Out of the Shadows
Providence College has many different athletes that normally don’t
get much attention, but that does not make them any less an athlete
than the star baskeball player, or great runner.
This winter season, The Cowl bring you another story, another
“Miracle on Ice ”
by

they arrived at the Championships. “The
other teams were so happy to have
Providence College at the competition,
and it was great to finally have our
school’s name spread around the college
skating world. Schools across the

Alison Carton ’01

Sports Staff

When 1 was a freshman living in
McVinney I remember overhearing a girl
on my floor talking about starting a
figure skating club. Until a few weeks
ago I had not heard anything else about
it. But two years and forty members
later, the Providence College figure
skating club has overcome a number of
obstacles to become one of only eight
precision teams in the country.
A precision team is a group of twelve
to twenty-four skaters who perform a
synchronized routine.
The girl is Senior President Michelle
Buragas and the three other girls who
put the club together are juniors
Stephanie Brousseau, Samantha
Samberg, and Amanda Tyler. The club
was only approved in November of last
year, and four months later they
competed in the National Precision Team
Championships in the Collegiate
Division in Tampa, Florida. The seven
other teams included The University of
Delaware, Miami of Ohio, Michigan
State, and the University of Michigan.
Buragas said she was shocked by the
warm welcome the team received when

ovation from the crowd. “I think they
were so impressed and moved by the fact
that we finally made it to the
championships and that we skated with
so much spirit and energy.”
Right now the team is preparing for

The other teams were so happy to
have Providence College at the
competition, and it was great to
finally have our school’s name
spread around the
college skating world
Michelle Buragas, Figure Skating Club President
country are now learning about
Providence College through our skating
team,” said Buragas.
Although Providence was not the
favorite to win the competition, it
became clear after their performance that
they were definitely the sentimental
favorite when they received a standing

a competition this weekend in Cape
Cod where they hope to improve upon
their sole performance last year. The
precision team practices once or twice
a week from 7am to 8am in Schneider
Arena under the instruction of
volunteer coach Lee Horner who
drives from her home in Cape Cod for

each practice. Buragas says that it is
difficult to get skating time, and the
girls are often forced to use the free
skating time set aside for the students
to practice.
The forty girls that make up the
roster and the fourteen that make up
the precision team skate on a variety
of levels, but their hard work and
dedication make up for the
differences. “I am so proud of all of
them because they have worked so
hard
under
these
difficult
circumstances and keep improving,”
said Buragas. The twenty-six girls
who are not on the precision team use
the club as an opportunity to skate and
work on their individual styles.
The precision team was invited to
perform between the second and third
period of every hockey game this
season, but they will only be able to
choose a few. Their next competition
after this weekend will be the National
Championships again in Tampa,
Florida from the 1st of March until the
4th.
“Things are on the up and up for
the figure skating club and there are
more opportunities out there just
waiting for us,” said Buragas.

Friars continue streak of strong play
-Continued from page 31The game stayed at a one-goal
differential until 13:02 of the third period
when Fernando Pisani stole the puck in
the Merrimack’s zone while shorthanded
and fired the puck past Welby for the 31 Friar lead. Lucci added his second goal
of the night at the 17:48 mark when he
one timed a shot past Welby from five
feet out for the 4-1 final score.
Schafer stopped 30 shots in net for
the Friars, and Welby had 29 saves for
the Warriors.
The weekend split moves the Friar’s

record 8-7 overall, 3-5 in Hockey East
action. The Warriors go to 7-7-1 overall,
4-4-1 in Hockey East play.
“We’ve played real well as of late”
said head coach Paul Pooley.
“Everybody has picked up their level of
play. Both our older kids and our
younger kids are starting to come
around.”
PC returns to action this Saturday at
home against the Big Green of
Dartmouth before launching into the
Hockey East Schedule

Camah finds himself on
a whole different court
-Continued from page 36-
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to, police reports. “Our discipline system certainty, however, that suspension was
is more flexible than that of the judicial not used in this case. Camah himself
could not be reached for comment as
criminal system,” said McPhail.
well.
According to Fr.
The College does post
McPhail, there have
the majority of security
been no incidents of
dispatches outside the Soft
domestic violence on
Lounge on the student
campus
to
his
bulletin board, however as
knowledge.
of this article it was
Along with the
unclear as to whether this
school wide disciplinary
particular alleged event
measures there are also
was listed.
codes of conduct in the
Athletic Department
The event brought
and for the Men’s Jamaal Camah ’01 plead no about a maelstrom of
Basketball team. Vice contest to a reduced charge discussion on campus as
President of Athletics,
of domestic disorderly
t0
treatment of high
John Marinatto also
conduct
profile athletes and
could not comment about what
students when they have broken the
measures were taken in order to protect
disciplinary code of the institution.
Camah’s rights.
“We treat all students as students,
Tim Welsh, Head Coach of the
they are not treated in a hyphenated
basketball team, did not return phone
way,” said Fr. McPhail, “All students go
calls to discuss how the team handled
through the system properly and are
the incident. It can be said with
treated appropriately.”
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PC Athletes of the Week
Livesey was PC’s top finisher,
placing first in the 800 meters.
He helped the men’s track team
score 20 points and finish fifth
of nine teams at the Boston
University Open on Decmeber
4.

Chris
Livesey
Class of 2003
Preston,
England

Sara
DeCosta
Class of 2001
Warwick, R.I.

The Friars ’ netmider recorded
68 saves in two games. The St.
Lawrence win was DeCosta's
fourth shutout 'of the season and
the ninth of her career.
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Syracuse ends Friars’
Big East tourney hopes
Coach Ken Nichols was named the Big
East coach of the year, on November 18
Sports Staff
The announcement was made at the
The Providence College Women’s league’s annual banquet in Pittsburgh,
Volleyball team’s hopes were dashed in where the Big East Finals were held.
the November 19lh match versus
Nichols led the Friars to a 16-11
Syracuse University. The Friars, who overall record. He had an 8-3 mark, in
were the third seeded team, were his third season at PC. The eight big east
defeated by the sixth seeded wins made by the Friars this year is the
Orangewomen in the Big East most ever by a Friar team. Nichols has a
Tournament Championship, three games 53-39 (.576) career mark.
Senior coto two.
I captain Lee
The
was named to
opening game
the First team
went well for
all-Big East
the
Friars,
taking
the
team and as
match 15-10.
well
as
They dropped
outsider hitter
they dropped
Katinger; who
the next two,
was named to
15-7 and 15the
second
10. The Friars
I team.
then
Lee is the
[first
PC
rebounded to
win the fourth
player
J selected to the
game to stay
conference
alive 15-9. But
all-star team
in the fifth and
[since 1996.
final game, the
Since current
season ended
PC assistant
for the Friars
A i 1 e e n
as Syracuse
Koprowski
took the game
| too the honors
and the match,
photo by John Englishmen '03 jp 1994 Lee
15-11.
Seniors
Colleen
Lee(#5)
and Brooke
js the first
The loss
ended Chupalia(#7) leave PC after leading the team to Friar to be
a strong 3rd place BIG EAST finish
named to the
Providence’s
successful season. They close out the team.
year with a record of 16-12, which was
She is the Friars all time leader
good enough to finish third overall in the in assists per game. She has a 13.23
Big East. The Friars, picked last in the average per game. She came in first
pre-season coaches poll in the BIG with .64 service aces. She was third
EAST, also ended the season with eight in the team in digs, with a 3.72 per
league wins.
game. She ranks seventh in the nation
Sophomore Sarah Katinger, a in her category of service aces.
selection for the second team All-Big
She also has been selected for the
East team, had a solid season. She GTE/CoSIDA District 1 Volleyball
recorded a team best of 22 kills and Academic All-American Team. THE
added 14 digs. Sophomore, Annie Celia, six players picked for that team move
added 20 kills. She also had 20 digs for on the National ballot. They can be
the match.
selected to the national team, picked
Colleen Lee closed out her Friar December 14.
career with 59 assists. With that she
Next season, the Friars look to
made PC history by giving her a single build on the success they had this
season record with 1, 342 assists. She season. Only losing two seniors to
holds the Providence College record at graduation, a strong nucleus returns to
3. 964.
Alumni Hall for the 2000-2001
The Big East also handed out their campaign. The team says goodbye to
season awards at the tournament. Head Collen Lee and Brooke Chupalia.
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3 on 3 charity event a success
-by John EnglishmenOn Sunday, November 21, the
Peterson Recreation Center was filled
with the sounds of bouncing balls and
the squeaking of sneakers, as the 1999
Providence Classic 3 on 3 basketball
tournament took place. This year’s
tournament was a huge success, raising
over one thousand dollars with all
proceeds going to benefit the Smith Hill
Center. Twenty-one men’s and six
women’s teams participated.
The winning men’s team consisted of
Mike Pandolfo, TaJuan Greene, Ernest
McNair, and Peter Martin (all are
graduate assistants at P.C.). The
champion women’s team included
Alison Kinel ’00, Janet Braunstein ’02,

Kate Manara ’02, and Rachel Colicchil
’02. Each winning team took home a
cash prize of $150, as well as a
champioship trophy. Every participant
also took home a T-shirt..
In addition, two airline tickets to
anywhere in the continental U.S. or
Caribbean were raffled off. This year’s
winner was Tara Murphy ’01. The 1999
Providence Classic was sponsored by
Robustelli Worldwide Travel, Prime
Time Cafe, Elmwood Sports, Providence
College Athletic Department, Acme
Liquors, Compaq, Coca-Cola, Frey
Florist, AND 1 ,and Emblem & Badge.
The organizers were six students in Dr.
Dan Home’s Sports Marketing class.

The staff of the 3 on 3 helped to raise over $1,000 for charity.
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SPORTS

SO YOU WANT TO WIN FRIAR
BASKETBALL TICKETS?
1)

I

|

How many times have PC and URI played the men’s “Ocean State Battle”? 2pL_________________________

2) The Sears Trophy is awarded to what college champion? 3pt.___________________________
3) What player caught the pass known as the “Immaculate Reception?” 3pt___________________________________
4) Other than the Celtics, what other team did Red Aurebach coach? 4pt______________________

I

5) How many faceoff points are there on a regulation hockey rink? 4pt.________________________________

6) Who gave up Babe Ruth’s ‘Called Home Run” in the 1932 World Series? 5pt__________________ __
7) Who was the oldest pitcher ever to win twenty games? 4pt

'_________________________

8) What was the last team to attempt 0 passes in an NFL game? 4pt________________________________
9) What was the first year the Indianpolis 500 car race run? 3pt______________________

1

10) What year was the English Premiership established? 4pt_______________________

Test your sports knowledge against The Cowl Sports Staff by answering 10 sports questions pertaining to the
world of sports. Each question is assigned a designated point value. The contestant who accumulates the
|
most points will win two tickets at an upcoming PC Men’s Basketball game (tickets subject to availability).
Play every week and at the end of the contest the contestant with the most points will win two PC Men’s)
Basketball season tickets for the 2000-2001 season.

Cannot be combined with any other offer and/or coupon.
Some restrictions apply. Valid at participating locations only.

274-32
35 Smithfield Rd.

ft Providence
Sbatv’s Plaza
Owned & operated by T€ Alumni~Class of *87 & (89
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Swimming and Diving
make splash at
Invitational Tournament
and 2:03:6.
John Woychick of Stroudburg, MA
Sports Staff
and Tom Darrow from Cranston, Rl
The Providence College men’s and captured wins in the 100-meter
women’s swimming and diving team backstroke and the 200-meter
continued their season by finishing a backstroke. Their times were 57:05 and
strong second in the Harold/Anderson 2:05:15 respectively.
Invitational tournament. The meet took
In the women’s contest Lauren'
place last weekend at the University of DeGray of Wethersfield, Connecticut
Rhode Island.
captured the
The other
1000- meter
teams
par
freestyle with
ticipating in the
a time of
invitational
10:55:65. The
were the Coll
500-meter
ege of Holy
freestyle was
Cross, Univer
also captured
sity of Vermont,
by DeGray.
and
Rhode
Senior
Island College.
Meghan Rob
The men’s
inson of Plano,
swim team tall
TX took the
ied a score of
first place spot
283.5, while the
in the 200
women came in
meter
with a score of
backstroke
304. In the
with a time of
men’s meet,
2:14:06.
Head Coach
Rhode Island
John O’Neill
came in first,
photo courtesy of Sports Information was extremely
followed by
PC. Holy Cross Senior Kevin Reeder helped PC to a second happy with the
finished in third place finish at Harold/Anderson Invitational Friars
Coach
O’Neill
place while Vermont came in fourth. For performance,
the women, Rhode Island once again commented on their tremendous
took the number one spot, closely ability to place second in the
followed by PC. Holy Cross took the invitational. The coach was happy
number three spot, and Vermont again that the Friars could do so well against
came in fourth.
the other times, being a considerably
The men’s leader was Kevin Reeder small team.
a senior from Southbury, Connecticut.
Both the men’s and women’s teams
He was a double winner with a victory return to action on the 15lh of January,
in the 100-meter butterfly and the 200- when they travel to St. Croix to face
medley individual. His times were 54:48 off with George Washington.
by

Jen Watson ’03

Former volleyball All-Ameri
can, PC coach passes away
by

George Colli 01

Sports Staff

Richard O. Bagge, who coached
the PC Women’s Volleyball teams for
17 years before retiring in 1994,
passed away November 20 at Kent
County Memorial Hospital in
Warwick. He was the husband of the
late Ellen P. (Wheaton) Bagge.
Mr. Bagge was born in Providence
and lived there most his life until
moving to Cranston 15 years ago.
Mr. Bagge attended Florida State
where he was the first volleyball
player to receive a full scholarship; he
was also the first freshman ever to be
named All-American in 1954.
Following graduation from FSU, Mr.
Bagge captained the Woonsocket
YMCA, who were New England
champions for 21 years. He was also
a member of the Providence Turners
Volleyball Team.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower
named Mr. Bagge to the Goodwill
Contingency Team in 1959. That was
followed by a selection to the United
States Volleyball Association All-Star
Touring Team. Mr. Bagge was twice
selected to the USVBA Senior AllAmerican team.
It was in 1977 that Mr. Bagge was
named the inaugural PC volleyball
coach. He led the Friars to three Big
East Championships in 1983, 1985,

and 1987 and two NCAA Tournament
appearances in 1983 and 1985. During
his reign at PC. he was Big East Coach
of the Year in 1983, 1985, 1986, and
1992. He was also New England
coach of the year in 1981 and
Northeast Regional NCAA Division I
Coach of the Year in 1986. Mr.
Bagge’s career record was an
unprecedented 533-221-6.
Mr. Bagge was not only a devoted
member of the Providence College
community, but he was also a past
president of the Elmwood Little
League, a member of the Bonnet
Shores Beach Club, and a member of
the East Greenwich Volunteer
Fireman’s Association.
Mr. Paul Finn, a supervisor of
Peterson Recreational Center and a
longtime friend of Mr. Bagge,
remembers the first day they worked
together.
“We walked over to the employ
ment office in Harkins to apply for the
job together,” said Finn. “I couldn’t
say enough about him. He was such a
good guy.”
Mr. Bagge is survived by two sons,
Richard M. Bagge of Long Beach, CA,
and John F. Bagge of South
Kingstown, Rl, a daughter, Susan M.
Yanez of South Kingstown, Rl, a
sister, Audrey M. Welch of
Narragansett,
Rl
and
two
grandchildren.
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Sports
Rivals
unraveled
Though it doesn’t exactly
have the ring of ‘Duke vs. North
Carolina’ or ‘Michigan State vs.
Michigan,’
‘PC vs. URI’
Off the
is this state’s
Bench
best facsimile
of a rivalry.
Forget the
Joe
electricity in
the air when Valenzano
ever Prov
idence and
Brown play for the Mayor’s Cup
in soccer, the PC-URI Men’s
Basketball game is always the
hottest attraction in the Ocean
State.
Unfortunately, this seventy
nine rivalry may be reaching the
end of the road.
Many questions have arisen
recently in the media regarding
the future of the annual
December showdown. With the
opening of the soon-to-be
renamed Convocation Center in
2002, URI will have a real home
to play in. That is, they will no
longer have to squat in PC’s
house of ill repute, the
Providence Civic Center.
This would mean that
Providence would lose a game at
the Civic Center every other year
starting in 2002. The Friars
would have to travel down to the
on campus arena in Kingston and
grant the Rams a true home game
every other year. This poses

Valenzano, page 30

PC dominates Rams 62-49
Matt Young’03

coach jerry
Jerry ucuiegunu
DeGregorio
euacn
emphasized that
that his
his team
team’’ss
emphasized
inability to make free throws
coupled with the turnovers led
to his team’s demise in the
contest.
“You can’t turn the ball over
like that against a Big East

floor for the game, the Friars
tied the game at 8-8 with 9:23
remaining in the first half as
As the old saying goes,
Junior Erron Maxey connected
“practice makes perfect.” This
on a monster dunk which
statement applies perfectly to
brought some of the mixed
the Providence College men’s
crowd to their feet. Although it
Basketball season thus far. With
was never easy, the Friars never
each game the young
looked back from that
Friars have gained more
point on as they built a
confidence and thus
lead as big as 12 points
have become more
before going into the
relaxed
on
the
break holding a 28-18
hardwood. By gaining
lead.
confidence
in
“The atmosphere
themselves and with one
was strange; people
another, the Friars have
were routing against us
been able to grow as a
on our home court,
unit and therefore
commented Junior
improve all facets of
point guard John
their game both as a
Linehan about playing
team as well as
an away game at the
individually.
This
Civic Center.
confidence which is and
In the second half,
phoio by John Englishmen '03 Rhode Island battled
will continue to be
Friar forward Erron Maxey chipped in 10
back t0 get within four
essential to the Friars
points to help lead the Friars to victory
points with 15 18
success could be seen
quite clearly in their victory team,” stressed DeGregorio. remaining in the game.
over instate rival, University of Providence Coach Tim Welsh However, they would get no
Rhode Island, on Tuesday night on the other hand emphasized, closer as Jamaal Camah poured
at the Providence Civic Center. “I was pleased with the in all 11 of his points to help the
The Friars’, who were defensive intensity from the Friars cause. Juniors David
strangely enough the away start.”
Murray and Erron Maxey also
team, did not play their best
Marcus Jefferson came off contributed significantly as
game of the season. However, the bench to spark the Friars each scored in double figures.
using their tenacious defense as offensively in the early going as Murray chipped in with 10
a catalyst, the Friars were able he poured in nine of his eleven points while Maxey added a
to record the 62-49 victory. On points in the first half. The team high 12 points. Murray
the night, the Friars forced the freshman hustled all game long commented on his teams
Rams to turn the ball over 24 for the Friars as he also picked performance stating, “We
times, which, in turn, led to 22 up nine rebounds. Despite only
Basketball, Page 30
points for Providence. URI shooting 32 percent from the
by

Sports Staff

Sports Editor

It seems Providence College
will still be dealing with the
effects of the Title IX decision
that they rendered fourteen
months ago, at least for the
foreseeable future.
In late August four former
Providence College baseball
players filed suit against the
school, Fr. Phillip A. Smith, and
former Head Coach Charlie
Hickey, on the grounds that the
institution and coach deceived
them when they were recruited
to play here. The former
students and their families are
seeking $100,000 and punitive
damages.
The four players have all
since transferred to separate
schools. Two members of the
plaintiff’s party did not finish
their freshmen year at PC.
Richard
Maguire,
who
transferred mid-year to the
University of Delaware, and
Miguel
Iglesias,
who

transferred at the same time to
Niagara University, saw the
need to file suit. They are
accompanied by Jamie Athas,
who was the everyday starting
shortstop on last year’s Big East
Champions, and Brendan Ryan,
who missed virtually all of last
ear with a broken wrist.
The ramifications of this
lawsuit have been felt by many
in the campus community.
From the student
perspective, Hendricken Field
remains a barren desert as the
school awaits the outcome of
the litigation before proceeding
with any changes. Though the
claim itself does not have
anything directly to do with the
field, the school has felt it
prudent to proceed slowly with
anything pertaining to the late
baseball team. It has enlisted
the service of a surveying group
to assess what could be done
with the land.
Alumni have also been
feeling the effect. Throughout
the course of last season alumni

were working on raising money
to resuscitate the program. At
about the end of June they
approached Rev. Philip A.
Smith and the administration
with a proposal and list of
contributors. The school has
since denied to issue a statement
on their efforts due to the
pending litigation.
Dave Meyer, a former
baseball player who graduated
in 1976, is one of the leaders of
this alumni group. “Our efforts
have stalled,” he stated, “The
school h.as told us they will not
respond to the concerns and
questions we have until the
litigation is over.”
When asked how he felt about
the student’s lawsuit and its
hampering of the alumni efforts,
Meyer stated that he supports what
they were doing, and feels what the
administration did was wrong.
The lawsuit itself is very
complicated, stretching even
further back than the October 6,
1998 announcement. The former
players must show that the school

Joe Valenzano ’00

Sports Editor

discussed eliminating the program
well before the announcement in
order to prove the deception they
allege occurred during the
recruiting process. This involves
talking with former members of the
Board ofTrustees. Members of the
Board ofTrustees had no comment
on the litigation or the content of
their meetings when approached by
the Cowl.
Members of the Athletic
Advisory Committee during that
time were also unable to be reached
for comment at this time. The
school did, during the middle to late
1990’s, retain the services of an
unknown Boston law firm to advise
them on the Three Prong Test of
Compliance for Title EX.
It has been widely speculated
that the decision to cut Baseball,
Golf, and Men’s Tennis was not the
only viable option facing the
college as the administration has
claimed. One of the options that
could have been proposed by the
Boston law firm was the
Lawsuit, Page 29
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Lawsuit filed against school by former baseball players,
Joe Valenzano ’00

by

On the evening of October
30, 1990, Jamaal Camah, a
forward on the Men’s
Basketball team, had an
argument with his girlfriend in
his dorm room at St. Joseph’s
Hall. He was charged with
simple assault on November 5,
and pled ‘no contest’ to a
misdemeanor charge of
domestic disorderly conduct on
November 20.
As a result of his plea, he will
have to undergo counseling, and
a no-contact order prohibits him
from seeing his girlfriend,
Sylvia E. Leary, of Salem,
Massachussetts. The woman is
seven months pregnant, though
Camah will be unable to attend
the birth due to the no-contact
order.
Security was called to St.
Joseph’s Hall, and while
escorting Leary from the
building, the woman claimed
that Camah “punched [her]
several times in the arms and
also pushed [her] several
times.”
At Providence Municipal
Court she recanted her
accusation, but the police would
not drop the charge against the
Friar basketball player. In
matters of domestic violence in
Rhode Island the state does not
have to drop charges once they
are filed, thus her change of
story did not result in the case
being dropped.
In regards to Providence
College and its disciplinary
actions taken against Camah,
the school could not comment
in order to protect his privacy
under FERPA.
“The College reserves the
right to proceed in a disciplinary
matter whether the matter goes
to civil or criminal adjudication,
or it does not,” said Rev. J.
Stuart McPhail, O.P., Vice
President of Student Services.
“The College reserves the right
to proceed or not to proceed; if
it reserves that right it may find
a student guilty when by the
court’s point of view they are
innocent, and vice versa is true
as well.”
The College conducts its
own independent invest
igations, and their decisions are
based on the information the
school has at that time. This
includes, though is not limited

Title IX returns to haunt PC
by
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